
revolution (bringing about a revival of private property). Con-
versely, he held that the passage to socialism from the existing
transition regime would be possible as the result of a purely po-
litical revolution: it was enough, according to him, to restore
political power, which had been appropriated by a clique of
bureaucrats, to the proletariat and to its Party, of which he,
Trotsky, saw himself as the legitimate heir.”65

But the Trotskyist transition regime rested (and still does
for those who continue to hanker after it) on a fiction: namely
that the USSR has left capitalism behind it once and for all. By
demonstrating that socialism was merely concentrated capital-
ism, had, by way of subtle dialectical reasoning, arrived at So-
cialisme ou Barbarie the same conclusions as a Bakunin or a
Machajski. Radicalism came out of this strengthened insofar
as a revolutionary ideology was finally demythologized. The
critique of the Soviet regime became an integral part of the cri-
tique of modern capitalism as a whole.

In order to progress further, however, it is not enough for
radicality to rip off the mask of an authoritarian political ideol-
ogy under cover of a liberating rhetoric. It has yet to confront
the philosophy of social liberation, which seeks to formulate
the revolutionary equation no longer in terms of the transfor-
mation of the world but of changing everyday life.

[30]24 Cf. e.g. the first all-Russian conference of factory
committees (17–22 October 1917), where a resolution on these
lines was approved as the result of a Bolshevik-Menshevik al-
liance.

65 On Trotskyism’s attitude towards the USSR, see C. Lefort, ‘Les con-
tradictions de Trotsky et le probleme revolutionnaire’. Les temps modernes,
39 January 1949).
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more a matter for the police (whether trade union, political or
secret) rather than for the natural laws of economics. One fi-
nal and not inconsiderable advantage lies in the fact that ideo-
logical opposition to the regime is quite simply expunged: the
press is planned, just like the rest of the economy, intellectu-
als become ‘mental workers’ subject to labour discipline, while
political opposition is banned.The field is thus left clear for the
decisions of the leader (political, trade union, economic or mil-
itary), with no risk of the decision-making process being dis-
turbed or even modified by such unpredictable phenomena as
strikes, changes in parliamentary majorities, exposure of scan-
dals or even critical articles. A goodmanyWestern technocrats
consciously envisage this eventuality and some even fervently
hope for it, though they are not yet prepared to accept it on
purely ideological grounds.64

By placing the socio-economic regime of the USSR at the
end of modern capitalism’s road, Socialisme ou Barbarie’s the-
ory breaks entirely with the Trotskyist line, making the latter
obsolete. Trotsky himself always hesitated to speak of a class
and only in fact saw this situation in terms of a bureaucratic
layer. He therefore concluded that the USSR stood halfway be-
tween capitalism and socialism. In his view a return to capital-
ism would only be possible in the context of a social counter-

64 For further details about Socialisme ou Barbarie, see ‘Socialisme ou
Barbarie’, Socialisme ou Barbarie (Paris), no. 1(March 1949); P. Chaulieu, ‘Les
rapports de production en Russie’, ibid., no. 2 (May-June 1949); P. Chaulieu,
‘L’exploitation des paysans sous le capitalisme bureaucratique’, ibid., no.4
(October-November 1949). See also by Castoriadis(= Chaulieu),‘Sur la de-
generescence de la revolution russe’, and ‘Conception et programme de So-
cialisme ou Barbarie’, in La societé bureaurcratique (Paris, 1973), vol. 2, pp.
373–92 and 392–416. In English see P. Cardan, From Bolshevism to the Bu-
reaucracy(London, n.d.), and Modern Capitalism and Reoolution (n.p., n.d.).
See also his Socialism or Barbarism. These three (Solidarity) pamphlets re-
sume and adapt rather than translate Chaulieu’s central points. For greater
detail about the ideology of Socialisme ou Barbarie, see R. Gombin, The Ori-
gins of Modern Leftism (Penguin Books, 1975), ch. 1.
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channel whereby the interests of this class are unambiguously
expressed.

On top of this we find, facing the bureaucratic class, a prole-
tariat, as in any capitalism, possessing the same characteristics.
It is exploited, it represents the great majority of the nation
(eighty-five per cent) and is reduced to the role of simple oper-
ative.

The demarcation line between the two classes passes
through the dispossession, the alienation of the (urban and
rural) proletariat from the product of its labour — no longer
as under classical capitalism, where it was merely the surplus
value that was extorted from the proletariat, but through the
absence of any power of decision over its own work. More
precisely, the frontier runs between those who decide and
those who execute — just as in monopoly capitalist countries,
as the theoreticians of Socialisme ou Barbarie would put it.
Only, in the latter, evolution has not yet come to a halt, the
socio-economic regime being halfway between the private
capitalism of the pre-1914 era and the bureaucratic capitalism
of the USSR.

Thus, Soviet socialism emerges as a kind of ‘condensed cap-
italism’, a capitalism whose production has been speeded up
by a bureaucratic class employing totalitarian methods. The
regime in the USSR foreshadows the evolution of monopoly
capitalism in the West; it is the horizon for which we are head-
ing. Under bureaucratic capitalism in its final stage a large num-
ber of problems still hampering the productive capacity (invest-
ment, income distribution, the pace of work) of private or semi-
private monopolies are solved quite naturally.The technocratic
class directly establishes production norms as well as consump-
tion and investment objectives. It is not fettered by any kind of
competitivemarket, howeverminimal, nor by arbitrary and un-
predictable decisions taken at the level of the individual enter-
prise. Everything is decided by the Ministry of Planning: the
only remaining problem is to carry out the plan, but that is
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But we would have to await the German-Soviet pact, Trot-
sky’s death, the victory of the USSR and its imperialist aims in
Central Europe and the start of the coldwar before the question
of the ‘degenerate workers’ State’ could be dealt with once and
for all. It was ex-Trotskyists who in 1949 founded the group
Socialisme ou Barbarie and the journal of the same name, and
who resumed the analysis of Soviet society in class terms and
developed it most fully.

Socialisme ou Barbarie’s argument, which purports to be
Marxist, relies entirely upon an examination of the relations
of production, their content and their form. The form is ju-
ridically defined by the abolition of the private ownership of
the means of production and the nationalization of land, in-
dustry and trade. It was this ‘social’ form that led defenders
of the USSR and its regime to call it ‘socialist’. But if we ex-
amine the content of the relations of production, the reality is
quite another thing. Here we are dealing with a bureaucratic
class (economic, political and cultural managers, experts, mil-
itary officers, all kinds of administrators) representing fifteen
per cent of the population and disposing of over fifty per cent of
consumable income, not to mention unquantifiable privileges.
This class is not a bourgeoisie in the classic sense of the term,
since its members are not owners in their own right. And it is
only within this meaning that there can be no return to private
capitalism as the Trotskyists claim. Yet it possesses all the char-
acteristics of a class: it disposes of the means of production on
a collective basis, it determines investment, saving and the dis-
tribution of income. Planning, in the case of the USSR, is the

in France and, above all, led to a total break with the revolutionary move-
ment. Thus Burnham’s managerial class had nothing to do with any class
reality but more with a stratum. Far from superseding Trotsky’s analysis he
actually returns to it, though in a conservative perspective (see The Manage-
rial Revolution, New York, 1941). Rizzi’s book was published in Paris at his
own expense with a print order of 500 copies: B. Rizzi La bureaucratisation
du monde (n.d. [1939]).
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Documents such as Yvon’s gave militants much to think
about: many of them left Trotskyism proper while continuing
to be active around its fringe and developing new theses.
This is particularly noticeable in France between 1936 and
1939, and in the United States from 1939 on. Within this
microcosm that was the Trotskyist universe (with its more or
less avowed satellites) militants began to talk of a new class’,
of a ‘neo-bourgeoisie’ drawing the USSR towards an evolved
capitalism in line with the modern development demands of a
great imperialist nation.This new class arose from the fact that
the bureaucracy was in possession of the means of production,
wielded the power of decision-making and determined the
distribution of surplus value.62

Thebattle raged around the concept of the degenerate work-
ers State up until 1939, although the analysis was developed no
further. In 1939, Bruno Rizzi launched a violent attack on the
Trotskyist line: the new State, he argued, is not a workers’ State
because it contains a bureaucratic class (civil servants, techni-
cians, soldiers and experts of one kind and another) amount-
ing to fifteen million people and monopolizing forty per cent
of production.

Rizzi considered this to be an utterly new type of socio-
economic regime, bureaucratic collectivism, implying a new
form of social organization resulting from a considerable de-
velopment of productive forces. Rizzi’s analysis was certainly
attractive and, for the period, it went a good deal further in
its grasp of Soviet reality than any other undertaking of this
type.63

62 See, e.g., in France, the organ of the Union communiste (a tiny dis-
sident Trotskyist group): L’lnternationale.no. 21 (23 May 1936),‘La nouvelle
constitution sovietique’.

63 The tribulations of the American Trotskyists (Schachtman, Burnham)
also led them into conflict with Trotsky over the question of the workers’
state; but apart from Raya Dunayevskaya’s Marxism and Freedom, which
was only published in 1958, the level of discussion was less theoretical than
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Introduction: The Alternative

I.

All human societies generate an order of one kind or an-
other, but at the same time produce the negation of this or-
der. Opposition to the established order is an historical phe-
nomenon in twoways. Firstly, both in form and content it is the
expression of a given era; secondly, it can never be anything
but the expression of its era. Consequently, claims to universal-
ity or to timelessness merely display a false consciousness that
presents the quest for historically limited power in the guise of
radicality.

Negation of the social system occurs on many levels, from
simple unformulated activity, which breaks down immediate
reality, to fully elaborated revolutionary theory, via a range of
intermediate stages.The shift from pure action to pure thought
is barely perceptible, and it is impossible to determine precisely
the point at which consciousness of action leads to the formu-
lation of coherent theory.

The kind of radical opposition that challenges the very foun-
dations of power structures probably existed even in primitive
societies. Vico, in his Scienza Nuova (1725), claims to perceive
it in his interpretation of ancient myths. Every type of society
has had to contend with challenges of this kind, and the old
mole has taken a great many shapes and forms in the course of
history: heresy, millenarianism, peasant risings, Luddite riots
and machine-smashing. The common factor of all these past
revolts — apart from their corrosive effect on the established
order — was their inability to see themselves as revolutionary
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phenomena. They were not sufficiently conscious of their his-
torical character. Most frequently their development was de-
termined by some hoped-for bliss in the hereafter rather than
concrete changes in the here-and-now. The radicality of the
revolutionary movement was already there, but modestly con-
cealed behind a veil of mysticism or religion.

The manifestations gradually gave way to a clearer formu-
lation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the over-
throw of the existing social order became the principal objec-
tive. As a result, politics emerged as a specialized field, concen-
trating and expressing men’s desire for change.

The French Revolution and its ideologists mark the first
steps towards unity between political thought and political ac-
tion, but even so, radical theory remained wrapped in a cocoon
of outward appearances. Negation of society may have been
less mediatized than in the past, but it was still heavily dis-
guised, and political discourse merely replaced theological dis-
course (whether deist or pantheist). Certainly men were now
equal before the law as well as before their creator, but the
idealistic phraseology of the Declaration of the Rights of Man
simply concealed the fact that inequality still existed, in a re-
arranged form. Behind the enunciation of universal ideals (lib-
erty, equality, fraternity, rights of the individual) lurked the
protection of utterlymaterial and contingent interests.The cap-
italist bourgeoisie which hoisted itself to power in the early
nineteenth century announced a complete programme of lib-
eration, expressed in terms of ideals. What in fact it then went
on to establish was an unlimited freedom to exploit the infant
industrial proletariat.

Nineteenth-century socialist systems, and especially Marx-
ism, were already using historical rather than eschatological
language. In their demonstrations of the inevitable develop-
ment of the industrial era, of class society and its miseries,
Saint-Simonism, Fourierism and Marxism explored and ana-
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backwardness and of its isolation in a hostile, capitalist world,
it had become a degenerate workers’ State.60

This, Trotsky’s central thesis, revived an old debate on the
subject of the nature of the Soviet State: the conflict was al-
ready embittered during the lifetime of the leader of the Fourth
International (he was assassinated in 1940). For, by rejecting
the ‘Old Man’s’ interpretation one was automatically excluded
from the Trotskyist movement, which explains why the debate
took place on the fringe of the movement.

What was at stake was the attitude to be taken towards the
Soviet Union in the event of war, which from 1936 on, appeared
likely enough. For Trotskyist militants, this attitude could only
be derived from close analysis of the Soviet State. If it was
found that its social basewas not (orwas no longer) proletarian,
then it would be difficult to call for the defence of the ‘workers’
State’.

So the discussion took on fresh life with the approach of
the Second World War, fanned by the latest information ar-
riving from the USSR: the great show trials, the concentration
camps, Stakhanovism, bureaucratic corruption. A book which
attracted the attention of Leninists hostile to Stalin was written
by Yvon, a Frenchmanwho formany years worked in the USSR,
first as a worker and then as a manager. Yvon rejects the view
that there is merely a bureaucratic stratum, as Trotsky’s fol-
lowers claim. There is, he reports, a dominant class and an ex-
ploited class: State property merely benefits the few.The social
function of this new class corresponds to the present degree of
development of technology, science and consciousness.61

60 These theses were developed by Trotsky in The Revolution Betrayed
(New York, 1945), notably in the chapter ‘What is the USSR?’. In addition we
may cite his last utterance on this subject (‘following the Second World War
either there will be a world revolution or the USSR will relapse to the stage
of capitalism’) in Defense of Marxism (New York, 1939).

61 M. Yvon, Ce qu’est devenu la révolution russe (n.p., n.d. [1936]), pp.
86. See in particular the 3rd causerie, ‘l’Etat et les classes’.
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The council communists broke with the Comintern in 1920.
Other dissidents were to follow: the Bordigists (followers of the
Italian leader, Amadeo Bordiga); oppositionists within the offi-
cial communist parties; ex-communists who had broken with
the movement once and for all, etc. Most numerous, as well as
most visible on the outskirts of orthodoxy (despite incessant
internal doctrinal battles), and presenting the most thorough-
going theoretical critique of the Soviet State, were the Trotsky-
ists.

Trotskyism is bound through and through to its own origins
and to the birth of the movement. This resulted from the exclu-
sion of Trotsky from effective power, which his partisans are
agreed in dating from 1923. Far from interpreting this exclusion
as the outcome of a struggle for supreme power between Stalin
and his followers on the one hand, and Trotsky and his support-
ers on the other, Trotskyist tradition sees this episode as a be-
trayal of the Russian Revolution and of the Leninist line. Trot-
sky himself showed the way, fulminating, in the course of his
many successive exiles, against what he termed a Bonapartist
coup. The parallel with the French Revolution was intended to
mean that Stalinismwas a counter-revolutionary phenomenon
and that he, Trotsky, incarnated the revolutionary purity of
Marxism-Leninism. Hence the need to construct a new Interna-
tional, the Fourth, which was to symbolize the true orthodoxy.

It was around 1936 that Trotsky delivered his quasi-
definitive analysis of the Soviet State and of its nature. While
having degenerated from its socialist character, the Russian
State had nonetheless not become a capitalist State, for it
still preserved the principal conquests of the Revolution:
nationalization and planning. Once property was no longer
in private hands but in those of the State, the State remained
a workers’ State. But in view of the Soviet Union’s economic
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lyzed the potential forces of their age and its forthcoming con-
tradictions.

Like most of his generation, Marx was infatuated with sci-
ence, and made tremendous efforts to furnish his theory with
all the attributes of a scientific system. In this he was closer
to Auguste Comte or to Herbert Spencer than he would have
cared to admit.

For Marx was really the product of positivism, and he was
inclined to scientism the moment he tried to hedge his thought
about with guarantees of infallibility. In that sense Marxism is
a perfect example of scientist ideology, foreshadowing mod-
ern technocracy — it shares with Saint-Simonism the honor
of being studied by French polytechnicians, English Labour
economists and Swedish trade unionists alike.

Not content with claiming to be a scientific theory, how-
ever, Marxism seeks to establish itself as the scientific theory
of social evolution This ideological imperialism rejects any
conceivable critique in advance, demoting revolutionary
voluntarism to the role of mere adjunct. The celebrated ‘final
shove required to give birth to the new society is relegated
to a secondary role as compared with the evolution of the
objective conditions categorically laid down and delimited by
Marxism. According to Marx, the march of history and the
expropriation of the capitalists ‘is accomplished by the action
of the immanent laws of capitalist production’.

The latter ‘begets, with the inexorability of a law of Na-
ture, its own negation’.1 The ineluctability of the historical pro-
cess means that we can deduce forthcoming events from a set
of laws (of which Marx was the discoverer); better, it makes
prophecy and forecasting possible, thus providing us with the
one and only reading of social reality. It was only natural, there-
fore, that Marxism should end up by acquiring a corps of offi-

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Book 1, pt 8 (Moscow, Foreign Languages Pub-
lishing House, 1954), p. 763.
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cial interpreters of dogma, somewhat reminiscent of religion
with its prophets, its scholars and its infallible theologians.

Which is not to say that Marxism, insofar as it is an
analysis of social reality, is devoid of scientific logic. Marx’s
approach was scientific in that he studied the society of his
time empirically (which was a novelty when one thinks of
Auguste Comte’s metaphysics, then considered to be the last
word in bourgeois social science), and especially from an
economic standpoint. It was not scientific where he attributed
universal or timeless value to his propositions.

Engels, with Marx’s approval, even wanted to apply the di-
alectical method to nature as a whole and to turn Marxism into
a cosmogony. So we have a new ideology, stated this time in
historical and political terms, but which nonetheless seeks to
impose itself on men and things ad aeternitatem. Here, though,
the imposture is no longer justified by religion and its god-
heads, but by science and its certitudes.

Marx’s claims for the scientific character of his system arise
out of the nature of his project. For all ideologies tend to hide
their particularist essence (the expression of the interests and
aspirations of a specific class) beneath a cloak of universal gen-
erosity. The mystification lies in making the victims believe
they are (or will be) the beneficiaries of the promised libera-
tion.

From the middle of the last century onwards, Marx’s
thought was increasingly and definitively deformed by
economism and determinism. For one thing, the failure of the
1848–49 revolutions in Europe destroyed Marx’s confidence in
the spontaneous action of the proletariat. His doctrine ceased
to relate to the whole of social reality, and he began to concen-
trate on analyzing this reality from an economic viewpoint.
Secondly, he came to see social transformations as merely the
result of the evolution of the material forces underlying the
economic structures, rather than of the autonomous action of
workers in conflict with their social environment.
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and sociological analyses of society lie beyond the ‘genius’ of
anarchism: Bakunin may have prophesied brilliantly about
the future evolution of the ‘scholarly classes’ (of which Marx
was the brilliant ideologist). His analyses nonetheless stop at
the level of generalities (most of which have turned out to be
accurate). The great sociologist was Marx, and his successors
have taken over this function from him inasmuch as anyone
with a taste for social analysis cannot help but be attracted to
the author of Capital .

The dissident Marxists

It fell to those Marxists who had broken with orthodoxy
to subject the Bolshevik regime to merciless quantitative and
qualitative analysis in order to back up an argument which,
without the anarchists, would never have become lodged in
militant consciousness.

The dissident Marxists made their appearance at the same
time as the foundation of the Soviet State; more particularly,
the dispute concerned the assessment of the world revolution-
ary movement. With the foundation of the Third International
(1919), orthodoxy rapidly came to be defined in terms of mem-
bership of this organization (which implied acceptance of its
line).

v svece anarxisma (Paris, 1928), pp. 26, 27; Rocker, op. cit., p. 58, speaks of
‘commissarocracy’; Souchy, op. cit., pp. 66, 89; Luigi Fabbri and Enico Malat-
esta speak of a ‘new class’ (from 1919 on, cf. Masini, op. cit.); and Arthur
[Miller] Lehning uses the term ‘bureaucratic State’ (Anarchismus und Marx-
ismus in der russischen Revolution, Fr. trans. Paris, 1971, a text which first
appeared in Die Intenationale). For a summary, see Avrich, The Russian An-
archists, pp. 1914, and his ‘On the New Class: a Libertarian Critique’, Liber-
tarian Analysis (New York), vol. 1, no. I(winter 1970).The Encyclopédie anar-
chiste (ed. S. Faure, 1924) defined Bolshevism as a State capitalism founded
on the enforced subjugation and exploitation of the masses. Cf. also La revue
anarchiste (Paris), which speaks in terms of a ‘dominating caste’ and men-
tions the Makhnovshchina (no. 4, April 1922; no. 17, May-June 1923; no. 21,
November 1923).
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The eyes of the so-called revolutionary left in Europe
and North America were riveted on Soviet power, and were
fascinated by it. Passionate attention was paid to the most
insignificant communique issued by the Council of People’s
Commissars; factional struggles and personal rivalries be-
tween the principal figures on the Russian political scene were
eagerly commented on.

But this power, in the process of strengthening its position
and securing status in the international political arena, was
slowly but surely sapping the achievements of the social rev-
olution. The nationalization of the trade unions, following the
stifling of the factory committees, by now seemed a perfectly
normal occurrence. The anarchists were alone, or virtually so,
in pointing out its enormous importance in terms of the vital
interests of the Revolution. They similarly drew attention to
the plight of the peasant, whose real status was gradually dete-
riorating back towards the shackles of the old regime.58

Finally, it soon emerged from these accounts that not only
could Bolshevik power not be identified with the Revolution,
but that it had become the chief adversary of the Revolution;
and the anarchists did not hesitate to draw this conclusion.

The anarchists tended to be a little thin on socio-economic
analysis of the new regime in Russia. In this first phase,
the chief left-wing victims of the Bolsheviks laid bare and
described a reality that was (deliberately or otherwise) com-
pletely unknown. True, certain anarchists did go so far as to
speak of a State capitalism operating to the benefit of the new
managerial and bureaucratic class.”59 But figures, statistics

58 Souchy, op. cit., describes with great precision the process whereby
the unions became nationalized organs of production (verstaatlicht) and
how the administrative delegates in the villages behaved like ancien régime
landowners.

59 The terms ‘State capitalism’ and new class’ recur frequently in anar-
chist writings. Cf. e.g.: The Russian Revolution and the Communist Party, op.
cit., p. 24; Volin, Le fascisme rouge (Brussels, n.d.), and Bolsevickaia diktaturn
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Marx clearly showed the mystifying character of classical
political economy, reducing it to its historical dimensions and
relating it to the emerging age of (competitive) industrial capi-
talism. He then went on to explain the functioning of the eco-
nomic system in terms of economic sociology, inferring from
it a projection into the future that is partly true and partly
false. Hewas not mistaken in perceiving a trend towards social-
ism (large economic units, the attachment of decision-making
centers to a central institution, monopolistic markets). But he
presents this as ineluctable and positive, arguing that it will
bring about the liberation of all those who are exploited and
the elimination of classes. But Marx here reverts to ideology,
for his analysis fails to mention the real beneficiaries of this
evolution, namely the bureaucratic class, which is the product
of industrial society, and which is bound to seek to dominate
this society. Above all, he confuses the new ruling class with
the proletariat. For the latter remains oppressed, even if in new
ways.

In the event, the proletariat is simply the auxiliary of this
new class in the passage from competitive capitalism to State
socialism (or capitalism): from the proletariat, it draws its
delegates, its theoreticians and secretaries, while in turn it
enriches the ruling class with its own higher bureaucratized
strata, which are already cut off from proletarian reality.
Above all, the proletariat places its might and its revolutionary
potential at the disposal of the bureaucratic class. History is
filled with examples of this kind of camouflage (notably in
France, between 1792 and 1794), but its true extent became
clear in 1848, in Paris, when the democratic bourgeoisie allied
with the extra-mural proletariat2 in February, only to march
against it in June alongside the reactionary bourgeoisie.

2 The bulk of the proletariat engaged came from the Faubourg St. An-
toine, then outside Paris proper.
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From the 1850s onwards, Marxist ideology tended to distort
social reality, narrowing it down in line with the ambitions of
the rising intellectual bourgeoisie.Thus,Marxist critique, as we
pointed out earlier, is reduced to a critique of economic reality.
And this is no accident, for all ideologies bear the stamp of the
rationality best suited to the interests of the (in this case, future)
dominant class. Here, of course, the rationality in question is
that of profit and production. Marx accused competitive capi-
talism not only of reducing the proletariat to a state of misery
but of failing to exploit to the full the potential of the existing
factors of production. Social revolution for Marx, was to be a
process of rationalization aimed at eliminating all obstacles to
the untrammeled development of production3 by freeing the
factors of production from their institutional strait-jacket (pri-
vate ownership of the means of production, competitive mar-
kets). This productivist view of the economy is most congenial
to the bureaucratic class (managers, politicians, executives, of-
ficers, leaders of workers’ and socialist organizations), which
has everything to gain from the improved organization of in-
dustry and wage-labor. One way or another, this bureaucratic
class ends up as both boss and beneficiary.

By dressing itself up as an ideology of human emancipation,
Marxismmanaged to get itself accepted as the theory of reality;
at first by the sheer force of its arguments and the critical vigor
of its concepts; subsequently, more through physical violence
and propaganda, whenMarxism became the official ideology of
the Soviet State and of the Communist International. Seen in

3 This phrase is typical: ‘We consider the tendency of modern industry
to associate children and young people of both sexes in the great movement
of social production as a progress and a legitimate tendency, although the
manner in which this tendency is manifested under the yoke of capital is an
abomination. In a rational society, any child over the age of nine should be
a productive worker.’ K. Marx, Revolutions du premier congress de 1’A.1. T.,
(1866), in J. Freymond (ed.), La premiére internationale (Geneva, 1962), vol.
1, p. 31, and K. Marx, F. Engels, Werke (Berlin, 1957), vol. 16, p. 193.
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supplies, wood for heating, soap and work overalls.”55Though
this statement refers to a locomotive-parts factory it takes
on a more general character, as witnessed by the accounts of
other libertarians, all of whom speak of the ‘taming’ of the
fabzovkomy, of the dispossession of their power by the State.
Whatever the terms employed, all are agreed that the workers
did not control industry.56

The years 1920 and 1921 saw a succession of accounts.
After dealing with those great pillars of the Russian Rev-
olution, the soviets and workers management, the truth
began to emerge about every aspect. Detailed descriptions
appeared of the bureaucracy, the hierarchy of power leading
to extreme centralization, police activities (particularly, and
already, those of the Cheka, the political police), the arbitrary
tyranny of the most minor official invested with a little bit of
power. All this was spread and publicized within a circle of
libertarians and syndicalists, and never left that circle. Yet the
raw information existed: ‘democratic-centralist’ procedures
were even described in the course of congresses; those very
procedures that were subsequently to delight generations of
communist militants. Warnings were circulated against the
‘Red Internationals’ which no longer, in 1920, served any
useful purpose other than to shore up Bolshevik power by
hailing decisions taken by the Russian leaders.57

55 56 Mauricius, Au pays des soviets (Paris, n.d. [1921]), pp. 153–4. The
Russian anarcho-syndicalist position is set forth in G. P. Maksimov, Syndi-
calists in the Russian Revolution (London. n.d.).

56 Goldman, My Disillusionment in Russia; G. Leval, ‘Choses de Russie’,
Le Libertaire (11–18 November 1921); and Souchy, op. cit., preface. Gaston
Leval had gone to Russia in order to take part in the congress of the Red
International of Trade Unions in 1921, held in Moscow. He played a role in
obtaining the release of imprisoned Russian anarchists, the latter then being
deported directly abroad.

57 Apart from the anarchists cited above, see the account by the Spanish
delegate to the second congress of theThird International July August 1920):
A. Pestana, Informee mi estancia en la URSS (Madrid, repr. 1968).
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ment, closing down of journals, banning of anarchist meetings,
shootings. They were consequently in a position to talk from
personal experience about the extent of the terror deployed by
the new wielders of power.

From allies, the anarchists became official enemies of the
regime in spring 1918, and they were forced to adopt a more
critical stance towards the authorities. Their opposition con-
sisted mainly in publicizing, inside Russia and abroad, the facts
about the new revolutionary regime.

During this period (1917–18) the Russian libertarians were
a far from negligible force. Although their organizations num-
bered only 12,000 or so active members, they reached thou-
sands more sympathizers who were constantly being appealed
to and even mobilized by a highly active press whose circula-
tion ran into thousands.Qualitatively speaking — according to
an account that can hardly be suspected of being sympathetic
— they represented ‘the … most active party, the most combat-
ive, and probably the most popular of the opposition groups
[and] seem to be gaining ground in the towns’.”54 Their popu-
larity and the frankness of their criticisms of the new regime
were to prove fatal to them.

The Russian anarcho-syndicalists were particularly vigor-
ous in their denunciation of the state of the factory committees
in which, as early as August 1917, they had seen the wellspring
of a new social order. But wind of these assessments only
spread abroad some time later. A French anarchist, on his
return from a perilous journey wrote: ‘The role of the factory
committees elected by the workers, so important in the early
phase of the revolution, is now reduced to the following
functions: relations between factory workers and the trade
union, restaurant supplies, payee [the legal food ration]

54 J. Sadoul, Notes sur la révolution bolchevique (Paris, 1919), pp. 286–7.
The figures cited are those given by Avrich, The Russian Anarchists, p. 173,
n.7.
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the light of a century and a half of capitalist evolution,Marxism
dearly emerges as the ideology of a class aspiring to political
leadership.4

II.

For the past hundred years the industrial proletariat has
been struggling to obtain integration into bourgeois civiliza-
tion. Today this has been achieved; the proletariat is no longer
hanging around the gates of mercantile society, having gradu-
ally been absorbed from within. In other words, having made
possible the accumulation of capital necessary for industrial-
ization (he was after all the principal actor in the process), the
worker has finally got his share of the cake. Marxism (and syn-
dicalism) served as the theoretical instrument in this process
of integration, enabling the proletariat to devise its strategy
for the conquest of the bourgeois stronghold.

Whether in the guise of social-democracy, Bolshevism,
Maoism, Fidelism, etc., Marxism served as a theoretical tool
insofar as the integration of the proletariat into industrial
civilization did not conflict with its own project, which is
aimed at the establishment of State capitalism. In fact, this
project can only be achieved if all individuals are completely
integrated in such a way that no one is left outside the compass
of the imperatives of the system.

In short, the workers have now effectively entered the sys-
tem en masse in the industrialized countries. The most obvious
consequence of this is that the proletarian is no longer merely

4 Which is not to say that Marxism had no liberating quality to it by
comparison with that other power ideology, liberalism. Historically. how-
ever, it served to effect a revolution for power, and not for its destruction.
Once it became operative, moreover, Marxism no longer existed in its pure
state: it had become Kautskyism, Austro-Marxism, Guesdism, Leninism…Af-
ter 1917 we may speak of Marxism-Leninism as the most fully developed
form of the bureaucratic class’s ideology.
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a producer, but a consumer as well, and that to be the latter is
now perhaps his most important function.5

As long as the proletariat was held at bay outside the city,
its chief ambition was less to destroy than to conquer that city
in order to penetrate it and enjoy its fruits. Marxist-Leninist dis-
course was highly appropriate to the task: ‘strategy’, ‘tactics’,
‘temporary alliances’, ‘conquest of power’, ‘dictatorship of the
proletariat’ — the language is that of a state of siege. The Marx-
ist’s aversion to the anarchist — with the latter’s preference
for bombs over the impedimenta of the siege-train — is symp-
tomatic of his desire to have nothing whatever to do with what
Bakunin called the ‘destructive passion’. On the contrary, the
Marxist is deeply committed to preserving as much as possible;
like an anxious heir, his first concern is to ensure the integrity
of his future inheritance, in the hope of taking over a smoothly
running productive machine.

III.

The advent of mercantile civilization generates a class of
proletarians that constitutes both the base and the substratum
of this civilization as well as its most natural product. The
gathering momentum of industrialization throws fresh strata,
whole classes even (peasants, artisans and small shopkeepers)
into the ranks of the proletariat. These classes are urbanized,
piled wholesale into factories, cut off from their own culture
(in the most neutral sense of the term) and reduced to mere
survival (that is, to the reproduction of future proletarians and
to the minimal maintenance of their own capacity for work,
as Ricardo and Marx noted). To this purely physical process

5 Which is not to say he had not consumed before this. But he had ab-
sorbed no more than a minimum of the Gross National Product, just enough
for his physical reproduction; his global demandwas therefore too negligible
to encourage any noteworthy investment.
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(four anarchists sat on the Military-Revolutionary Committee)
and their subsequent collaboration with the new regime
(notably in the defence of the Revolution against the White
counter-revolutionaries) is evidence of a more complicated
situation: one still finds ‘official’ anarchists even after the
period of repression of the anarchists (1918–21).

The situation changed radically after October 1917 insofar
as a new State was being constructed, founded upon an author-
itarian system. Anarchists visiting revolutionary Russia noted
merely that the tradition of authority from above had not dis-
appeared.52

The soviets, in which so much hope had been placed, had
turned out to be ‘puppets, void of all substance’. And, for any
consistent anarchist, a council system and the dictatorship of
the proletariat (in the Bolshevik sense of the term) are two
utterly contradictory ideas.53 The German anarcho-syndicalist
Augustin Souchy, in his impressively thorough account, states
that the soviets, now virtually elected on a partisan basis, had
become forms of power and that it was the Treaty of Brest-
Litovsk (March 1918) that had put an end to anarchist hopes. It
was then that the Bolshevik Party became the sole party and
introduced its system of terror, its confiscations of grain from
the peasants, the death penalty and the all-powerful political
police.

While it is true that the anarchists had already lost their
illusions before this, it was only in the spring and summer of
1918 that they fell victim to systematic repression: imprison-

52 5A. Souchy, Wie lebt der Arbeiter und der Bauer in Russland und in
der Ukraine (Berlin, n.d.), preface. Souchy belonged to the leadership of the
German anarcho-syndicalist federation (FAUD) and visited Russia between
April and October 1920. His account is sober and objective; the preface dates
from December 1920.

53 E. Goldman, The Crushing of the Russian Revolution (London, n.d.),
p. 11. See also the pamphlet by Rudolf Rocker, the German theoretician
of anarcho-syndicalism, Der Bankrott des russischen Staatskommunismus
(n.p., 1921), pp. 100–1.
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the intervention of foreign delegates to the First Congress of
the Red International of Trade Unions (Profintern) — arrived
to deliver eye-witness accounts. One should add here that 1921
was also the year of Kronstadt and that even the most credu-
lous anarchists ceased all collaboration with the authorities, at
last realizing that the celebrated idealism of the Bolsheviks was
just a myth.50

Henceforth, the libertarians told all, about their own behav-
ior, about the new regime, about the everyday life of ‘liber-
ated’ proletarians. Most of them had borne with the Bolsheviks
because the latter were prepared to subordinate their theory
(Marxist) to anarchist-inspired practice: by calling for the dis-
tribution of land, the disappearance of the bourgeois State, by
describing political power as temporary. Even the social rev-
olutionaries admitted that Bolshevik practice, on the eve of
the Revolution, had been anarchist. Lenin’s ‘radicalization’ (his
April Theses followed by State and Revolution) dissipated lin-
gering doubts and permitted the formation of a common oppo-
sition to the Provisional Government.51

According to the historian of Russian anarchism, Paul
Avrich, the anarchists began to show signs of restiveness as
from September 1917, fearing the Bolsheviks might destroy
the soviets. In reality, the situation was rather more complex,
for the anarchist family was divided into several branches,
from the individualists to the ardent advocates of a strong,
structured organization. The fact that several libertarian
anarchists took an active part in the October insurrection

50 A. Berkman, The Anti-Climax (Berlin, 1925). Berkman and Emma
Goldman spent the years 1920 and1921 in Russia, to which they had been
deported by the American authorities. Their pro-Bolshevik fervor dwindled
rapidly, but it took two painful years before they dared break with the Bol-
shevik government that had welcomed them as distinguished guests.

51 ibid. The social-revolutionary account comes from D. Gavronski, Le
bilan du bolchtvisme russe (Paris, 1920; written January 1919), p. 42. Cf. also
P. Avrich, The Russian Anarchists (Princeton, 1967), ch. 5.
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must be added spiritual impoverishment and constraint: the
bourgeoisie imposes its own scale of values, its rites and its
prejudices upon the mass of producers. Indeed, the bourgeoisie
maintains its hold upon the proletariat far more by its spiritual
power than by force of arms.

But, even though it participated in bourgeois ideology and
populated the suburbs around the towns, the proletariat long
remained outside bourgeois civilization. It was excluded on a
variety of levels, the most visible clearly being the politico-
juridical level. For the proletariat had no political being; and
when it finally obtained the right to vote and to stand for elec-
tion, it gave its votes to outsiders: to radical republicans in
France, to the Democrats in the United States and the Liber-
als in England. The proletariat only acquired a leadership of its
own shortly before the First World War, which certainly was
an advance on the previous situation, even if it meant that the
workers simply came under another form of control. But the
worker was also deprived of social being, in that his long work-
ing days, his living conditions, his family duties and his very
poverty prevented him from enjoying genuine social exchange.
His exclusion is most spectacular and most crucial, however, in
the field of culture: the proletarian is a complete stranger to the
world of the bourgeois, since he does not enjoy the conditions
of fulfillment afforded by the bourgeois world.

In terms of bourgeois values, the proletarian is a non-
being: money after all is principal among these values, and the
worker, by definition, is excluded from the sphere of profit.
Education comes once the thirst for gain has been satisfied, but
the manual worker will seldom get any further than appren-
ticeship. Finally, the highest sphere of these values contains all
those notions we may call ‘idealistic’ (patriotism, self-sacrifice
in the name of a cause, self-cultivation, invention, discovery,
etc.) which are extremely important for the established system
and which the proletarian, for as long as he remains a member
of his class, can neither share in nor make his own.

13



At the end of this brief balance sheet the proletarian, in
the context of classical bourgeois civilization, appears as a one-
dimensional being (in a more literal sense than Marcuse em-
ploys): he is a producer, and in terms of the predominant con-
ditions of sociality, he is nothing but a producer. As long as he
remains exclusively a producer and is deprived of the fruits of
his labor, the proletarian can neither realize his own potential
nor even acquire another dimension.

For that he must gain access to bourgeois civilization. And
that is the real significance of the economic and political strug-
gle which developed along with the process of industrializa-
tion. From the setting up of strike funds to the creation of
powerful union organizations, from the timid beginnings of a
workers’ (or labor or social-democrat) party to electoral victo-
ries carrying the ‘party of the proletariat’ to power, all efforts
have been directed towards gaining admission to the bourgeois
stronghold.

Over the past century or so the proletariat has adopted
ruling-class modes of organization, thought and struggle in
order to further its integration into the existing structure. The
evolution of the capitalist system itself proved a great help in
the process. The gradual transformation from a competitive
market economy to a monopoly capitalist economy character-
ized by large units in which the State plays an increasingly
active role, means that State planning is now a key component
in the mechanism of production, exchange and distribution.
As a result, the role of the State is now an integrating one.

In a parallel development. the entire productionmachine, in
its constant quest for new outlets, is progressively turning to
the consumer goods sector. The demand for durable and semi-
durable goods and for instant consumption is increasing along
with the rise in workers’ living standards. In countries whose
economic infra-structures are broadly established, where de-
mand for producer goods has already reached a certain satura-
tion point and where the colonial market appears increasingly
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Marxists torn between their loyalty to the revolutionary cause
and Stalin’s crimes. We have to wait until October 1920, the
end of the Russian-Polish war, before Humanitri Nuova (a lib-
ertarian organ) began to speak of the need to reaffirm the ‘lib-
ertarian exigencies’ of the revolution in Russia.”47

And yet, even if they were not exactly plentiful outside Rus-
sia, early warnings had not been lacking. There was the article
by Robert Minor, returned from Russia, who set out his views
in ‘Bolshevism and the Revolution’, published in the New York
World, his article being reprinted by the Italian anarchist jour-
nal, Volonta, in June 1919. Minor described how the left opposi-
tion had been stifled and the soviets’ rule denatured. The same
Volonta replied that this was a pack of lies spread by the bour-
geoisie. Then there was Errico Malatesta’s letter, printed in
Volontri in July 1919, reminding his readers that Robespierre’s
dictatorship had prepared the ground for Napoleon.48

The situation was more or less the same in the other ma-
jor countries: France, England, the United States. In the last
country, for example, Emma Goldman valiantly defended the
Bolsheviks against all criticism. As early as February 1917 she
wrote a pamphlet, The Truth about the Bolsheviki, and in the
course of 1918 she claimed that she was deeply shocked by the
revelations of Breshkovskaya, the ‘little grandmother of the
revolution’, whom she suspected of beingmentally deranged.49

From 1921 on, more and more stories began to arrive to cor-
roborate the earlier rumours. At the Second International An-
archist Congress (December 1921), held in Berlin, the Russian
anarchists — released from their Muscovite prisons thanks to

47 48 P. C. Masini, ‘Gli anarchici italiani ela rivoluzione russa’, Rivista
storica del socialismo (1962).

48 49 ibid. Malatesta developed this idea and went on to speak of a ‘new
governing class’ in his preface tot. Fabbri, Dittatura e rivoluzione (Rome,
1921).

49 Cf. E. Goldman, My Disillusionment in Russia (New York, 1923), pref-
ace.
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sition on the ideological scale, and this lends particular value
to their denunciation of the Soviet State. It might have spared
those who cared to listen (and they were extremely rare in the
camp of the revolution) many illusions leading to the realm of
false consciousness.Their warnings went unheeded at the time,
it is true. But they do constitute the link that leads to the new
radicality.

Between 1917 and 1923 the anarchists, first the Russians
and then foreigners, increasingly spread the news of what was
really happening in Soviet Russia by means of meetings and
hastily produced pamphlets. They constantly hammered home
one simple truth (one which still seems to escape more than
one hard-bitten advocate of coup d’etat techniques), namely
that it was the masses, and the masses alone, that had set the
social revolution in motion, and that they had done so before
October 1917.

They had seized the land, the mines, the means of produc-
tion; meanwhile, the Bolshevik Party, throwing its program
over-board, had adopted radical slogans with the sole aim of
gaining control over the masses.46

Most anarchists were at first taken in by this tactical Machi-
avellianism. Even if theywere not always allies they did not fail
to make known their support of the Bolsheviks, particularly at
the beginning, and this is true of both Russian and foreign an-
archists alike. The most extreme example of this is the Italian
anarchists who, in their great majority, continued enthusiasti-
cally to support the new regime practically right up to the De-
cember 1921 Congress! More precisely we should speak of soli-
darity with a revolution under attack from all quarters: the self-
same solidarity that was to wreak such havoc in the ranks of

46 47 The Russian Revolution and the Communist Party (Berlin, 1922).
This is a pamphlet written in June 1921 by four well-known Russian anar-
chists and sent to Rudolf Rocker in Germany, who made a first translation
which I have not been able to find. This one is due to A. Berkman, who had
just arrived in Berlin at the time.
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unpredictable, the consumer goods sector has come as a veri-
table godsend for investors, and is now being ‘colonized’ in its
turn. The so-called consumer societies are precisely those in
which the production machine is increasingly adapted to turn-
ing out consumer goods, the demand for which moreover is
artificially stimulated, manipulated, encouraged and even cre-
ated out of thin air by authoritarian methods.

The recent solvency, and even more the future spending
power, of the proletariat has made it a vital sector in any
modern economy. It is expected to soak up a growing output
of goods and services, and therefore it is eagerly solicited,
flattered, taken into consideration. In addition to its role
as producer it has acquired a further dimension — that of
consumer. Henceforth nothing is withheld from it and it may
(must, rather) consume everything that is consumable, and
notably culture which, in an adapted and simplified form, the
mass media now dole out in massive helpings.

In short, two kinds of factor have been at work in the inte-
gration of the proletariat into commodity civilization: its own
worldly struggles on the one hand, and the evolution of the
economic system on the other. This process is virtually com-
plete in most developed countries (at least for native workers;
immigrant labor, on the contrary, is obliged to fight the battle
for integration all over again). Now that he enjoys theoretically
unlimited access to commodities, the workers is in a position
to reject and negate them.

IV.

The task of the current radical theory is to express precisely
this negation. It represents a breakwith all sectorial revolts and
half- hearted doctrines. It is born from first-hand experience
of social conflicts, but a number of its elements can be traced
back to the tradition of anti-authoritarian socialism. This tra-
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dition was entirely stamped out by Stalinism, although even
in the nineteenth century it was tending to be overshadowed
by Marxism’s monopoly of oppositional thought. Marxism ex-
tracted from the other contemporary socialist systems those
analyses which served its own ends.

On completing this ideological grafting operation, Marx
pronounced the death of the donor as if the graft had utterly
drained the donor of substance.

Nevertheless, the alternative to authoritarian ideology is
as old as this ideology itself. It emerged as an antidote to
all half-way formulae and, from the outset, identified itself
with the cause of the utopia of liberation. The great socialist
movement born in the first half of the nineteenth century in
France impregnated neighbouring and even distant countries
with its rationality. Radical thought took root before State
socialism and the various authoritarian conceptions of social
organization came to be identified with the theory of the
proletariat. It emerged at different periods in most European
countries and in the United States, and remained a vital force
up to the end of the last century, when it was smothered by
Marxist-inspired social democracy. All the same, each revolt,
each emancipation movement provides it with an occasion
to remind us once more of its existence. It played a part in
the great autonomous mass movements in Russia (1905–7),
Germany (1918–19), England (1918–26), Italy (1920), Spain
(1936–7),Hungary (1919, 1956) and France (1936, 1968). Today
it seems highly unlikely that radical thought will ever vanish
entirely from view. It is solidly established in the so-called
affluent societies and is now beginning to pose a challenge in
the consciousness of the masses to all those ideologies based
on command and obedience.6

6 Thus, reversing Lenin’s formula (in What is to be Done?), we may
say that the consciousness of the proletariat is revolutionary the moment it
ceases to come from the exterior.
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very ancient demands whose roots are lost in the history of
the enslavement of the free peasants first by the boyars and
then by the power-hungry tsars — the very same demands
that nineteenth-century populism had reformulated and resus-
citated and for which it had supplied a theoretical framework.
These demands were for land and liberty, for autonomous craft
and agricultural collectives, for bread and justice for all.

There was not a peasant or a worker, in that springtime of
1917, to be found calling on the Bolsheviks to seize power or for
Lenin and his colleagues to come and sit in the seats of the min-
isters of Tsar Nicholas II. This much Lenin knew or understood
(unlike Stalin, Molotov, Zinoviev and Kamenev, who took as
their sole guide the most recent program of the RSDWP), and
it was perhaps this single feature that made him the master
strategist on the contemporary Russian political scene.

Lenin had grasped that, in order to achieve power, it would
be necessary to rely on the masses, to adopt their aspirations
and to amplify them. With this in mind he wrote the highly lib-
ertarian State and Revolution , and argued for the adoption of
workers’ management and all power to the soviets. As a result,
betweenMarch andOctober 1917 anarchists andMarxists were
able to tread the same road, united in struggle for the same ob-
jectives: land to the peasants, the factories to the workers and
power, at all levels, to the proletariat.

Having fought side by side with them, the anarchists were
the privileged and apparently impartial witnesses of Bolshevik
deeds and actions. When things began to go wrong for them,
around 1917–18, and as they began to be eliminated by the new
masters of the police and the army, they made their disillusion-
ment known to the world at large. Unlike the Mensheviks and
the left social revolutionaries they had no ties with theMarxist-
Leninists; their ideological system turned out to be more ex-
treme in the end, and less prone to compromise.

Hence the utter detachment of the anarchists’ critique of
Bolshevik reality. They undoubtedly occupied the extreme po-
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their place on the revolutionary scene, to stake out anarchist
thought and its field of action in relation to social democracy
and to Bolshevism in particular.

There can be no denying that the mistrust was mutual.
Lenin and his friends were too deeply imbued with interna-
tional social democracy’s visceral hatred of anarchism, and
had been since the end of the nineteenth century. In 1907, for
example, the Second International had voted for the exclusion
of all the followers of Bakunin and Kropotkin. However, the
dispute was already an ancient one, for it goes right back to
the First International.45

But things were different in Russia. Both social democracy
and anarchism, as movements, had grown out of the populism
of the 1870s and 80s. Neither, in their revolutionary propa-
ganda and agitation, could ignore the fact that populism had
left a deep mark on all potential rebels.

True, right from the first ‘Iskrist’ period (1900–1903), Lenin
had tried to foist on Russia a brand of Marxism that was totally
void of all populism. Bolsheviks and Mensheviks alike planned
to develop a kind of German-style social democracy of Kaut-
skyist inspiration, with SPD organization and rituals serving
as models.

Thus, on the eve of February 1917 we find a Bolshevik Party
thoroughly cleansed of all ‘impurities’ arising from the specif-
ically Russian situation. But between February and October
1917 a social revolution occupied the forefront of the stage,
with the parties attempting to manipulate events in the im-
mense drama being enacted. Lenin’s role by now was to con-
nect up his party to the current passing through the masses.
For this he was obliged not to defend but to disparage social-
democratic orthodoxy. For the masses were advancing some

45 46 For the conflict between authoritarians and anti-authoritarians in
the First International see F. Brupbacher, Marx und Bakunin (Munich, 1922;
repr. Berlin, 1969).
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In short, it presents an alternative, playing out its role be-
fore history.
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1. The Soviet State: Myths and
Realities (1917–21)

The Russian Revolution of 1917 struck a heavy blow at radi-
cality. The advent of a ‘socialist’ regime throughout the length
and breadth of the Russian Empire more or less overwhelmed
every other form of revolutionary thought or action.

The prestige of the Bolsheviks was so great that it com-
pletely overshadowed all notions of radicality. For they suc-
ceeded in imposing their new revolutionary creed and in ob-
taining the allegiance of millions of workers throughout the
world.

By way of historical simplification we may say that Bolshe-
vik dogma maintained its absolute ascendancy for about half a
century. In terms of ideas, this corresponds to what is known as
Marxism-Leninism, i.e. Marxism as re-interpreted and brought
up to date by Lenin and his followers. politically speaking or,
more exactly, in terms of Realpolitik, this dogma was incar-
nated in the actions and decisions of the leaders of the Soviet
Union. It is of little importance that, in the first phases of the
Revolution, they made use of the specialized apparatus of the
Communist International (or Comintern) or that, in the after-
math of the Second World War, their enormous prestige en-
abled them to do without this institution. What is important is
that they were perceived as spokesmen for world revolution-
ary consciousness.

This blind confidence was inevitably troubled by a number
of rude shocks: the trials of the old Bolsheviks, Khrushchev’s
revelations at the Twentieth Congress of the Communist
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Bolshevism and its ‘detractors’

Bolshevism had a good many enemies right from the outset.
By 1950 more or less the entire West had, officially , set its face
against orthodox communism by adopting its cold-war stance.

The first concern of what is generally termed the left was to
distinguish itself from the enemies of the Russian Revolution.
But at its extremity even the left developed a critique of the
Russian Revolution and Soviet State that owed nothing either
to partisans of the cold war or to soft-hearted liberals.

This critique did not derive from some a priori ideology,
as in the case of ‘gut’ anti-communists, but from the more or
less lengthy practice of (or cohabitation with) communism.
Chronologically speaking, the anarchists were the first to
denounce the image Bolshevism sought to present to the
world. They were followed, in the 1920s, by the dissident
Marxist-Leninists, who set themselves up in what they called
constructive opposition (reconstruction of a ‘pure’ party or
of a new International) but who in reality completed the
destruction of Marxist-Leninist communism.

The anarchists

Anarchist testimony is particularly valuable to us since it
does not set out to denigrate one system in favor of another;
admittedly, a handful of anarchists did subsequently turn into
devotees of the ‘American way of life’, but that concerns indi-
viduals, not a system of thought.

The anarchists had already been active in the revolutionary
struggle before 1917;many had distinguished themselves in the
field of anti-tsarist propaganda, while others preferred politi-
cal terrorism. Twelve years, fertile in events, discussions and
lessons, had intervened between the 1905 revolution — Rus-
sian anarchism’s baptism of fire — and that of 1917. Twelve
years in the course of which anarchists had worked to define
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charge of operations, promising the insurgents that he would
‘shoot them down like rabbits’.

We know the aspirations and the everyday life of the Kron-
stadt sailors from the fourteen editions of Izvestia (3–16 March
1921). One’s chief impression is of their intense hatred for the
Bolshevik Party and for its ramifications in the factories and in
offices. No. 5 (7 March) ran a banner headline calling for ‘All
power to the soviets and not to the parties’. This indeed was
the hard core of the political demands being put forward by
the masses in the winter of 1921. In a last gesture of despair,
Kronstadt repudiated a communism that amounted to no more
than ‘bureaucracy plus the firing squad’.44

With the repression of the Kronstadt rising, a silence fell
across Russia that was to be broken only by Stalin’s forced col-
lectivization at the end of the 1920s.The principle of authoritar-
ian, statist socialism had prevailed through sheer force. And yet
it was to be years before the avatars of the struggle between the
masses and the Party would be mentioned in public: Leninist,
and subsequently Stalinist mystification triumphed with the
aid of the Comintern, all the more easily in that it was aimed
at an audience that needed no convincing. Nevertheless, there
had been no shortage of warnings well in advance; they had
made short shrift of the myth of a socialism firmly rooted in
the masses. Above all, this was the work of the anarchists who,
before any of the others, had perceived the potential dangers
of Bolshevism as implemented in October 1917.

But the anarchist critique, facing its own ideological
assumptions, chiefly attacked the statist, authoritarian or even
terrorist nature of soviet power. The task of elucidating the
nature of this power by means of socio-economic analysis of
the new regime was to fall upon the dissident Marxists.

44 45 No. 7 (8 March 1921). The slogan ‘All power to the soviets and not
to the parties’ recurs frequently in several editions of Irvestia.
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Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) following the so-called
de-Stalinization. Yet the edifice remained intact right up to
the middle of the 1960s. At that moment a new generation of
revolutionaries began to attract attention in Western Europe
and North America (and, to a lesser extent, in Latin America):
a generation which gave birth to the anti-authoritarian left
in Germany, to generalized confrontation in France (with its
recurrent outbreaks since May 1968), the various hippy, yippy,
freaks and Students for a Democratic Society movements in
the United States, not to mention specific groups (women,
racial or cultural minorities, homosexuals, etc.). For the last ten
years or so, this generation has been stirring up convulsions
throughout modern society that have seriously shaken what
is conveniently known as Western civilization, its political
systems, its social and even its mental structures. It is seeking
other frames of reference for its radicality than orthodox
communism, which it looks on as being just as bogged down
in exploitation and injustice as Western-style capitalism.

The elaboration of a new radical theory inevitably involves
the critique of the semi-secular myth the Soviet State has come
to represent. While, until now, this critique was confined to
the moral sphere (Russian communists were reproached with
Stalin, the concentration camps, anti-semitism, stifling dicta-
torship) or else to economic questions (critics are still waiting
for the economic miracle, welfare is greater and more general-
ized in the United States), from the 1960s on it has turned its
attention to the social foundations of the Soviet regime. The
results of this global critique were spectacular: in the space of
ten years (1965–1974 roughly) communist parties ceased to at-
tract those who aspire to revolution. Conversely, a new bour-
geoisie (composed of skilledworkers, white-collar workers and
middle-rank executives, teachers, journalists and writers, sci-
entific research-workers …), attracted by communism’s techno-
cratic promises, have slipped quite comfortably into the mold.
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On the other hand those who are attracted by the revolu-
tionary phenomenon no longer suffer the pangs of false con-
sciousness as did their fathers, typified by the hesitations of a
Sartre or the uncertain meanderings of ‘fellow travelers’. To-
day’s radicals, even if not always sure around which political
sect they should gather, are uninhibited and unambiguous in
their judgment of historical communism. In this respect, the
generation of the 1960s and 70s has made a clean break with
the past; spontaneously, it has rediscovered a radical tradition
which, however much it may have been masked by the image
of the ‘official’ revolution, has never ceased to exist. Our con-
cern here is to retrace this tradition of criticism of Bolshevism,
of the Russian Revolution and of the Soviet State: its develop-
ment will enable us to grasp more fully the expression of a
radicality that is not always aware of its own antecedents.

In reality, the origins of this radicality are twofold: anarcho-
populism and dissident Marxism. Before discussing them in de-
tail it is worth making use of the recent historical research on
the subject to take a look at the three myths which enabled the
Soviet upper class to identify its rule with radicality: the so-
viets, the self-management and the consensus of the working
masses.

The three myths and their history

The soviets

The soviets, or councils, occupy a central place in the saga
of communism. They represent the necessary link between
the Bolsheviks and the masses, the legitimization of their
power. The history of the Russian Revolution as told in Soviet
textbooks takes place in two phases: the rising of the masses
against tsarist oppression, then against Kerensky’s bourgeois
democracy, engendered a process of radicalization of which
the Bolsheviks were both inspirers and spokesmen, preparing
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most violent phase of a wave of discontent sweeping through
the countryside and the large towns at that time.42

If one were to illustrate this episode with a single sentence,
one might say that the Kronstadt sailors rose in order to de-
fend the slogan ‘All power to the soviets’, for which they had
fought since February 1917 and, in some cases, since February
1905.The erosion of this line had affected them in particular: in
March 1918 the Baltic Fleet’s Central Committee (Centrobalt),
an elective body, had been replaced, by decree, with a coun-
cil of handpicked commissars. Their own soviet was entirely
in the hands of Bolshevik officials. The Kronstadt sailors de-
manded the restoration of the free and popular character of
the soviets.

Despite the anarchist or populist coloring of the demands
published ‘in the Kronstadt Izvestia (which continued to ap-
pear throughout the duration of the ‘Kronstadt commune’), the
ideology expressed therein would seem to be derived directly
from the revolutionary traditions of 1905 and 1917.Thus, for ex-
ample, the sailors came out firmly for workers management in
the factories, for local autonomy, for decentralization; in other
words, as Avrich notes, they resumed the demands of tradi-
tional Russian libertarian populism.43 It is no accident, then,
that Trotsky should have been the prime target of the muti-
neers’ propaganda: he represented precisely, to the point of
caricature, all the old authoritarian institutions the sailors had
hoped to abolish once and for all — the strong State, centralism,
discipline, dictatorship.

The ‘Kronstadt commune’ lasted eighteen days (if one takes
as its point of departure 28 February, the day the Petropavlovsk
resolution was passed). It was drowned in blood. Trotsky took

42 43 See P. Avrich, Kronstadt 1921 (Princeton, 1970), still the most com-
plete work on the subject, given currently available documentation.

43 44 ibid.. p. 190.
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The Kronstadt revolt was no isolated event. It was one of
a series of strikes and street demonstrations which broke out
during the winter of 1920–21. In February 1921, these strikes
began to spread, notably to Petrograd, and the sailors’ initiative
should be seen as an echo of the workers’ strike in the capital,
just a few kilometers away from the island of Kronstadt.41 But
while the Petrograd strikers were hunted down by the kursanty
(officer-cadets), the sailors dug themselves in on their island or
else took refuge on their warships and were thus well-armed
to defend themselves.

On 28 February 1921, a resolution was passed on the bat-
tleship Petropavlovsk following the return of emissaries who
had witnessed the organized repression of the workers in the
capital; this resolution called for new elections to the soviets
with freedom for electoral propaganda, freedom of speech and
freedom of the press. The resolution also called for the release
of political prisoners, for the right to cultivate a patch of land
or to practice a craft. But above all it was the political demands
(fresh elections to the soviets with anarchist and left-socialist
participation) that turned the central authorities against Kron-
stadt.

The Bolshevik authorities have constantly tried to present
the Kronstadt sailors’ uprising as an affair financed and insti-
gated byWhite Russian emigrés: this version has recently been
brought up against available documents emanating from both
emigré and Kronstadt sources. It now seems to be well estab-
lished that the uprising was in no way linked with an insurrec-
tion planned by the White Russians but that it represented the

41 42 A good many accounts of the Petrograd strike are available. Cf.
Alexander Berkman, Die Kronstadt Rebellion (Berlin, 1923), pp. 5; Victor
Serge, Memoirs of a Revolutionary (London, 1967); and Ida Mett, La Com-
mune de Kronstadt (Paris, 1949), pp. 27–30.
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the ground for the second phase of the revolution, October
1917.

In other words, the communists perceive an historical and
theoretical continuity between the autonomous origins of the
councils and the Leninist theory of the State, a view which is
held even by the anti-Stalinist Marxist-Leninists.1

This misrepresentation of the true course of events was
essential in order to paper over the divergences between
the masses and Bolshevik policy insofar as the Bolsheviks
claimed, and still do claim, to incarnate the dictatorship of
the proletariat. It was vital to create harmony between Party
and masses. But this version of the history of the Russian
Revolution contains a double mystification. On the one hand,
there was not one type of soviet, but two quite distinct types.
The first made its appearance in Russia in 1905, and we find
traces of it up to May 1907. These were councils that had
arisen spontaneously out of the January-February 1905 strike.
We may say that these soviets largely expressed the self-action
of the Russian proletariat. Then there were the Russian soviets
of 1917, followed by their central European counterparts. In
Russia, at least, their emergence was supervised, provoked
even, by all those bustling around the revolution in one
capacity or another: politicians, trade unionists, journalists,
adventurers and demagogues.

The emergence of councils at the beginning of 1905 can-
not be isolated from the overall history of the Russian work-
ers’ movement. While it is true that their organization was ut-
terly independent of Bolshevik ideology or the Party (and of
any other party for that matter)2, their roots go back to the in-
stitution of workers’ delegates elected at the time of the first

1 See Pierre Broue, a Trotskyist academic, who vigorously defends this
viewpoint: preface to O. Anweiler, Les soviets en Russie (Paris, 1972). See my
review of this book in Esprit, 5 (May 1973).

2 As attested by O. Anweiler, Die Riitebewegung in Russland (1905–
1921) (Leiden, 1958), p. 24.
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great strikes at the end of the nineteenth century. Paradoxi-
cally, the institutionalization of these delegates very frequently
corresponded with the wishes of, and even resulted from, the
initiatives of employers and police. A police report of 1901 even
envisaged the setting up of permanent delegate committees
mandated to negotiate with the employer and factory inspec-
tor. By this means, it was thought, it would be possible to chan-
nel workers’ discontent which, if expressed anarchically, was
liable to break out in uprisings and revolts. The paradox is only
apparent, for it is always easier to nobble a few delegates than
to deal with a mass of angry workers.

On the other hand, workers in a firm were obviously not
very enthusiastic about those delegates who enjoyed the ap-
proval of the boss and the police chief. As a result they pre-
ferred to place their trust in clandestine resistance fund offi-
cers (these date from around 1870–80 in Russia), and delegates
elected spontaneously on the occasion of a strike.

It should be pointed out here that until 1905 delegates,
whether official or clandestine, and both permanent and ad
hoc committees limited themselves to material demands. It
was after the Days of February 1917 that slogans became
political and, at Petrograd, took on an anti-tsarist coloring. To
restore calm, the authorities set up the Shidlovski Commission
to look into the causes of the discontent. Workers were
invited to take part in the Commission’s work, and a special
electoral college was established on their behalf. Thus, the
idea of central representation for the workers took shape as
a result of a government initiative.3 Although the Shidlovski
Commission failed, the idea continued to develop and workers’
councils soon emerged, bringing together elected delegates in
the factories.4

3 ibid., p. 45.
4 According to Anweiler, the first ones appeared in May 1905 at

Ivanovo-Voznesensk. The anarchist Volin claims it was at the end of January
at St Petersburg but gives no proof of this. See Volin (V. H. Eichenbaum). La
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advocate; he was not in the least impressed with the notion of
collegiate management favored by the trade unions.38

To this it should be added that non-work was forbidden in
the Trotskyist system. Deserters from the work front were to
be ‘assembled in disciplinary battalions or else relegated to the
concentration camps’.39

If Trotsky’s proposals for the militarization of labor were
not adopted by the Ninth Congress of the CPSU (29 March-
April 1920) it was because the left opposition was still too
strong. But on the other hand, individual management, the
return of bourgeois ‘experts’ (spehy) to their former posts,
and the relegation of the unions to a purely educational role
(Trotsky had wanted to turn them into direct instruments of
the State in order to increase production) were all accepted
by the same congress. Trotsky’s ideas were nonetheless
partially implemented in the Tsektran organization (the body
responsible for the running of the railways), of which he was
the first director, and which he ran along strictly military lines.
One need hardly add that workers’ management was dealt its
death blow, as was the popularity of the Red Army Chief.40

Thewinter of 1920–21 saw the last act in this unequal strug-
gle between Party authority and workers’ autonomy. Trotsky’s
notions of industrial management, of political democracy and
of daily harassment finally bore fruit in the towns as well. He
became the symbol of Bolshevik authoritarianism, as it was he
who gave the most fanatical expression to these ideas. The con-
duct of the workers in the large towns bore witness to the fact
that the proletariat did not at all see eye to eye with his defini-
tion of socialism. Not by chance was the bloodiest uprising in
Soviet history suppressed by the self-same Trotsky.

38 39 Cited by Brinton, op. cit.. p. 61.
39 40 Cited ibid., p. 61.
40 41 ibid., p. 67.
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the army, no other social organization has felt itself entitled to
subject citizens quite so utterly, to dominate them so totally as
does the proletarian government.35 Here then was the model,
lying ready for use: the army. This implies that whole regi-
ments would be posted to this or that sector of the economy,
that production would henceforth be characterized by the in-
troduction of military-style brigades, discipline and obedience.

Once one has accepted the idea of the militarization of la-
bor -not everyone did so at the time — it becomes possible to
look upon the entire population as a pool of manpower to be
counted, mobilized and utilized. Not only does this ensure the
necessary supply of labor but it also serves to eliminate the leg-
endary ‘laziness’ so typical of the Russian people. For the task
of social organization consists precisely of confining laziness
within a definite framework, of disciplining and goading man
by means and methods which he himself has contrived.36

Militarization, which is an ‘inevitable method of organizing
and disciplining manpower” In the period of transition from
capitalism to socialism, implies free use of the war depart-
ment’s machinery for mobilizing the work force, especially in
rural areas, where the process will be carried out under the
supervision of ‘advanced workers’.37

To complete the picture, Trotsky proposed to promote the
public image of the technical foreman; to introduce (or rather
to reintroduce) piece-work and any other system designed to
boost output. Taylor’s system which, in capitalist society, con-
tributed to the increasing exploitation of workers, did not suf-
fer this disadvantage under socialism. The necessary counter-
part of any form of rivalry between workers was to be individ-
ual management, of which Lev Davidovich was a determined

35 ibid., pp. 213–14.
36 ibid., pp. 203, 205.
37 ibid., p. 229.
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According to a variety of matching accounts, the 1905 so-
viets arose absolutely spontaneously and were independent of
any external ‘initiatives’.The popularity of these soviets among
the masses derived largely from the absence of political agita-
tors and party representatives in their midst. They expressed
the workers’ political and economic demands in a situation
where trade unions were non-existent and where the parties
had little real influence over themasses. In rural areas, the peas-
ant delegate soviets frequently turned out to be neither more
nor less than the old village assemblies (skhod).5

These features of workers’ councils persist throughout
the period of revolutionary agitation which lasted from 1905
to 1907. The situation was quite different in 1917. Although
the February strikes were completely spontaneous (both the
Putilov strikes on the 18th and the general strike on the 25th),
the councils did not arise directly out of them as they had
done twelve years earlier. This time they resulted from the
combined efforts of politicians and workers’ leaders.

Alongside this, and at the same moment, i.e. between 23
and 27 February 1917, the politicians of the Duma Committee
and the members of the Workers’ Group sitting on the Central
Committee for the War Industries (an employers’ and State or-
ganization), attempted to organize elections in Petrograd for
a Central Soviet. The impetus for this came from the latter
group, which installed itself in the Tauride Palace on 27 Febru-
ary and set up a provisional executive committee of the coun-
cil of workers’ delegates, to which committee several socialist

révolution inconnue (Paris, 1947; repr. 1969), partly translated into English
in 2 vols, Nineteen-Seventeen (London, 1954) and The Unknown Revolution
(London, 1955; Detroit and Chicago, 1974).

5 In his memoirs the Ukrainian anarchist, Nestor Makhno, provides a
lively description of the way the skhod assemblies transformed themselves
into soviets by simply changing their names in 1917; the situation must have
been rather similar in l905, at least in rural areas. See La révolution russe en
Ukraine (Paris, 1970), pt 1.
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leaders andmembers of parliament attached themselves. It was
this committee which called upon workers and soldiers to elect
their representatives. This explains why, when the first Provi-
sional Soviet met that very evening, it still contained no factory
delegates!6

As we have seen, the 1917 soviets were neither an entirely
spontaneous nor a completely original institution. It would be a
mistake to think, however, that they were imposed from above:
the idea of a central workers’ council was in the air, and was
widely favored by workers and soldiers. What had changed
was the way the parties now assessed this institution. Seeing
in them a springboard to power, they wooed the councils from
all sides, which explains why the intellectuals acquired deci-
sive influence in the Petrograd Soviet and why this Soviet so
rapidly lost contact with the masses.7 Following the October
Revolution, all the different tendencies of socialism were fa-
vorable to the councils, and this retroactively. But in reality the
rapprochement between the Bolsheviks (limiting ourselves to
them alone) and the soviets was a laborious process, involv-
ing tactical moves that were fully re-examined and constantly
amended.

To begin with, in the spring of 1905, the Leninists rejected
the soviets out of hand. Between spring and autumn, this hostil-
ity changed tomistrust, a mistrust that characterized Bolshevik
dealings with all independent proletarian organizations. The
Partywas even incapable of devising a doctrine capable of gain-
ing unanimous support;8 at best they paid lip-service to the
councils, at worst they heaped abuse on them.9 Lenin himself

6 Anweiler, op. cit., p. 128.
7 ibid., pp. 130, 133.
8 Honest Leninists do not even deny this any longer. See the historian

M. Liebman’s Le Leninisme sous Lenine (Paris, 1973), p. 155, which notes that
on 27 February 1917 the Bolsheviks had still not overcome their misgivings
of 1905.

9 Anweiler, op. cit., pp. 93–5.
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‘the most ruthless form of government imaginable’, one which
embraces the lives of all its citizens.’31

For, in Trotsky’s view, population growth was measured in
terms of the productivity of man; it would have been unthink-
able to construct socialism on the basis of a fall in production.
Furthermore, socialist society signified for him ‘the organiza-
tion of workers along new lines, their adaptation to these and
their re-education with a view to a constant increase in produc-
tivity’.32

But this type of organization presupposed forced labor;
Trotsky tried to sugar the pill by assuring the worker he was
laboring for the State and no longer for some individual. He
brushed aside the ‘Menshevik’ argument that this represented
a return to the serfdom of the past by stating that ‘under
certain conditions, slavery represented progress and led to
a rise in production’.33 And he was convinced that coercive
labor in a socialist society would be more productive than the
so-called free labor in the bourgeois societies.

In this respect, there can be no ambiguity: for Trotsky, so-
cialism meant ‘authoritarian leadership … centralized distribu-
tion of the labor force … the workers’ State [considering it-
self] entitled to send any worker wherever his work may be
needed’.34

No government coercion, no socialism. But what form was
this coercion to take? There, the ‘prophet armed’, as the late
Isaac Deutscher called him, made no bones about going to the
heart of the matter: the militarization of labor. For, apart from

31 L. Trotsky, Terrorisme et communisme (Paris, 1963; 1st edn in Russia,
July 1920), p. 254. Most of the passages cited are taken from speeches made
either at the Third Russian Congress of Trade Unions (April 1920) or that of
the Soviets of the National Economy, or else at the Tenth Congress of the
CPSU (March 1921).

32 ibid., pp. 221, 219, 217.
33 ibid., p. 217.
34 ibid., p. 215.
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These measures represent the general line, the average line,
of the Bolshevik project. A variety of tendencies inclined or
corrected it in the direction of greater liberalism or severity.
The man who drove things to their extreme limits, who was
not afraid (with an outspokenness for which his colleagues had
neither the courage nor the caliber) to say out loud what many
were secretly thinking; the man who, with his curious mixture
of fanaticism and a taste for work well done, incarnated all that
the worker of the day hated most — that man was Lev Davi-
dovich Trotsky.

This statement will come as a surprise only to those who are
unaware of the history of the early years of the Soviet Republic
or who have preferred to ignore it. Historical veracity forces
us to recognize that, for as long as he held effective power
(roughly till 1923), Lev Davidovich rather represents the right
wing of the Party, although the scale of reference is somewhat
arbitrary.30

At any rate, in 1919, on the strength of his experience as the
architect and leader of the Red Army, he attempted to instill a
number of principles shared by military men of the period into
the Russian economy. Only, contrary to any consistent military
doctrine, Trotsky founded his assertions on Marxist ideology.
He slated his principles with disarming frankness: at the height
of his glory and power he had no hesitation about hammering
a few Marxist ‘truths’ into an audience made up of union and
party delegates.

The road to socialism, he declared, runs through the highest
possible degree of statism. Like a lamp which bums brightest
just before dying out, the State before disappearing, takes on

30 See Daniels’ praiseworthy attempt to conceptualize a left-right
schema better suited to Bolshevik reality, op citt., intro.; for Trotsky’s po-
sition in the schema, see pp. 107–10, 121–5.
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was unable to form a coherent judgment: when the Petrograd
Soviet acquired a measure of political leadership, the Russian
Social Democratic Workers’ Party demanded that the Soviet
adopt its program, arguing that the latter was incapable of im-
plementing a politically proletarian line. Even though it em-
anated from the capital’s proletariat, it was being called upon
to become a ‘technical apparatus’ of the Party, and the Party
even went so far as to oppose the formation of the Saratov So-
viet in November 1905.10

Lenin did, however, fully grasp the importance of the so-
viets from the point of view of revolutionary power. Despite
misgivings, he learned the lessons of 1905 and imposed on his
Party the task of introducing its authority into the Petrograd
Soviet. As early as November 1905 he began laying the foun-
dations for his 1917 strategy; as he himself pointed out, the
workers’ delegates were essential to a victorious insurrection.
But he had no illusions concerning their permanence, for the
victorious revolution would necessarily give rise to other bod-
ies, and the councils could even come to be seen as redundant.

The old doubts reappeared in 1917, with Lenin still absent
from the scene; Molotov’s program, drawn up on 28 February,
did not even mention the soviets. On his arrival in Petrograd,
Lenin astonished everyone with his slogan: ‘All power to the
soviets’. But, from the outset, he had identified the revolution
with the seizing of power by his Party. The slogan he was now
propagating with such vehemence was of a purely tactical na-
ture. As if additional proof were needed, see the Bolsheviks’
sudden volte-face after the events of 3–5 July 1917, organized
under their auspices and designed to force the Petrograd So-
viet’s hand into seizing power. When the latter refused, the
Bolsheviks resumed their old hostility to the institution of the
soviets, calling them ‘puppets, devoid of real power’.11

10 ibid., p. 98.
11 ibid., p. 213.
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Thereupon, the Bolsheviks changed their line to ‘Power to
the poor workers and peasants in order to carry out the Party
program’. Nevertheless, it was also proposed to win the coun-
cils round from the inside. When the capital’s council regained
popularity after repulsing Kornilov’s attacks, the Bolsheviks re-
turned to their old slogan of ‘All power to the soviets’, at the
end of September. This time, it was for good, especially now
that Lenin’s partisans had won a majority inside the councils.

Power was seized in the name of the latter: the Party gave
power to the soviets and thus established its superiority over
them. They now served merely to confer legal form on the
Party’s power.

As early as December 1917, Maxim Gorky was able to write
in the newspaper Novaia Zizn (no. 195, 7 December 1917) that
the revolution was not attributable to the soviets, and that the
new republic was not one of councils, but of peoples’ commis-
sars. What follows is history: the councils were institutional-
ized by the July 1918 constitution, which voided them of all
content. This was a superfluous precaution insofar as the Bol-
sheviks already had complete control over them.12

If the councils were still an independent expression of the
Russian proletariat in the course of 1917, they only were so
partially and ephemerally. Contrary to what happened in 1905,
they became the scene of factional and partisan in-fighting:
they were fought over partly for their historical prestige and
partly for their real leading revolutionary role. The Bolsheviks
played their hand masterfully in this struggle. They were un-
equalled as tacticians, but it would be presumptuous and a per-
version of the simple historical truth to try to set them up as the
defenders of the soviets if one sees in the latter the expression
of the struggling masses.

12 Though not over the Pan-Russian Soviet of peasant delegates whose
congress, which met in November 1918, rejected Lenin as President of the
Council of People’s Commissars.
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of popular opposition to the new masters are the vaguest hints
and rumors. All the more so because the War Communism pe-
riod, while forcing the Revolution to close its ranks in the face
of the counter-revolution and the external enemy, provided the
political leadership with an opportunity of stifling all manifes-
tations of workers discontent.

In the event it was not to be War Communism that would
be only a parenthesis in the history of Russian communism
but the NEP (the New Economic Policy, introduced by the
Tenth Party Congress, in March 1921), which marks a tem-
porary break with Bolshevism’s bureaucratic, centralizing
rationality, politically incarnated in the winter of 1917. Stalin
knew what he was up to when he dusted off Trotsky’s plan for
the collectivization of land: he thus not only perpetuated the
latter’s ‘genius’ but also the Leninist tradition which consists
of presenting socialism as the acceleration of history in terms
of production and productivity.29

The professional revolutionaries who had come to power
in October 1917 were concerned to develop Russia’s capitalist
potential to the utmost, to carry the country farther and faster
along the road than the feeble bourgeoisie.

All concrete measures taken once the Revolution had got
over its brief period of anarcho-syndicalist demagogy (from the
withering away of the State in State and Revolution to the slo-
gans of workers control and land to the peasants) made neces-
sary by the conquest of power in the first place and afterwards
by its retention, these brutally and obstinately incarnate the
original project. The same may be said of the centralization of
political and economic power, of the return to individual lead-
ership in the army and in industry, and of the introduction of
piece-work and Taylorism (as brought up to date by the State
economists).

29 V. Lenin, The Development of Capitalism in Russia (Moscow; 1st Rus-
sian edn dates from 1899).
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tion was also political in nature: thus, the congress of peasants,
called in March 1920 by the Bolsheviks themselves, protested
against what they called the government of the peasants by
the workers. In early 1920, according to a Cheka report, the
revolt covered twenty-two provinces. By February 1921, the
Cheka was announcing 118 centers of rebellion.

The most savage but also the most typical revolt occurred
in the province of Tambov and lasted for a whole year (summer
1920 to summer 1921).28 The peasants, organized into a ‘peas-
ant workers union’ (STK), rose against the Bolshevik yoke, the
absence of freedom of speech and of the press. The STK pro-
gram called for the ‘socialization’ of land and sought to distin-
guish itself from bothWhite Guards and Bolsheviks alike. Con-
trary to government statements, the movement did not arise
at the instigation of the social revolutionaries, the latter in fact
being opposed to armed revolt at that particular moment. The
central committee of the social revolutionaries even forbade
its members to take part in it, and those who did participate
(such as the popular leader, A. S. Antonov) did so in a personal
capacity.

Throughout the Tambov rising, and before the Bolsheviks
intervened massively (February 1921), the province was self-
administered by locally elected committees. The Bolshevik
Party organization, bereft of mass support, fell apart of its own
accord. But the Party, its organization and its Cheka was back
in February 1921, riding in the regular army’s trucks, having
been released by the victories in the Crimea (against Wrangel)
and in Poland. Bitter resistance was kept up till July 1921.

The situation was little different in the towns, except that it
was harder to organize resistance, especially durable resistance.
With strikes forbidden, along with anti-Party gatherings and
propaganda, all that has come down to us by way of evidence

28 S. Singleton, ‘The Tambov Revolt (1920–1921)’, Slavic Review, xxv, 3
(September 1966).
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Workers’ control and self-management

The history of workers’ control in Russia is contained
within the period from spring 1917 to spring 1918. The com-
ponent parts of this year’s exploits were to become the basis
of a universal myth and to serve as an example to future
revolutionaries.

From the viewpoint of radicality, the history of workers’
control is especially important, for the assumption of respon-
sibility for production by the producers themselves is the hard
core of its program and its aspirations. Yet, in fact, the subject
is obscured by a twofold ambiguity, semantic on the one hand,
political on the other. Terminologically, the word ‘control’ in
‘workers’ control’ gives rise to confusion when it is not clearly
distinguished from the word ‘self-management’ (or ‘workers’
management’). In this way, the English workers’ control and
the Russian rabochii kontrol’ can signify both the assumption
of responsibility for management by the workers and the con-
trol of this management, even if its reality does not lie in their
hands. For greater clarity, we ought to employ the terms self-
management or workers’ management (rabochii upravlenia in
Russian).

If this ambiguity was not cleared up, at least in Russia, this
is because it did itself derive from the political ambiguity sur-
rounding the very essence of power in socialist society.

There can be no doubt that the majority of Bolsheviks were
doctrinally opposed to workers’ management, a typically fed-
eralist and anti-Jacobin institution. Marxist orthodoxy in this
domain called for State production linked to a decision-making
center situated at the top of the pyramid. The Bolsheviks made
no bones about their advocacy of this conception right up to
the eve of the February 1917 revolution, after which they be-
came less open about it. The Mensheviks, on the other hand,
never abandoned this orthodoxy and systematically defended
the unions (as economic bodies subservient to the political lead-
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ership of the Party) as against the representative institutions of
the independent power of the workers such as they appeared
in Russia.13

If, as does the author, one starts from the view that the
prime objective of the Bolsheviks was the conquest of power at
the summit and that, in order to attain this, they were prepared
to adopt tactics (or even a strategy) at variance with their ide-
ological principles, then their attitude towards workers’ man-
agement seems fairly clear.

Just as Lenin very early on (as early as November 1905)
saw in the soviets an institution charged with enormous rev-
olutionary potential, so workers’ management and the institu-
tions which expressed it were perceived as a worthy means of
furthering the end.

One should not forget that doctrinal lapses were not un-
common within the Bolshevik Party: the most flagrant exam-
ple of this was their agrarian program, which Lenin lifted, lock,
stock and barrel, from the social revolutionaries. The slogan,
‘The land to the peasants’, was in blatant contradiction with
the Party’s program and Marxist doctrine, which called for the
nationalization of all land. The reason why it was so easy to
ignore principles was, of course, that in a country whose pop-
ulation was four-fifths peasant, it would have been impossible
to carry out a revolution without their support. And so the Bol-
sheviks turned to the peasants, thereby legitimizing the ‘petit-
bourgeois’ program of the despised populists.

The Machiavellianism of this compromise was justified, in
the eyes of the Bolsheviks, by the observation that the peas-

13 Cf. the opinion of the Menshevik, Skobelev, Minister of Labour in
the Provisional Government, for whom the management and control of in-
dustry was to be a State function, the working class’s role being limited to
one of assistance and support in relation to the public authorities. Cited by
M. Brinton, The Bolsheviks and Workers’ Control (1970), pp. 4–5; this pam-
phlet, conceived chronologically, is extremely useful in unravelling the skein
of decrees and resolutions conceming workers’ control.
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in November 1920, the Bolsheviks immediately resumed their
hostility to the Ukrainian partisans, treacherously executing
most of the Makhnovist officers, and pursuing Makhno and
the remnants of his army across the Ukrainian plain right
through to midsummer 1921. In August, Makhno crossed the
border into Rumania with a handful of men. He subsequently
reached Paris, where he died in poverty in 1935.

No doubt we can also explain the Ukrainian peasants’ resis-
tance to communist implantation by the history of this peo-
ple who never entirely gave up resisting those they looked
on as invaders: the Greater Russians. But in the final analysis
it was the authoritarian, Jacobin and bureaucratic methods of
the People’s Commissars that repelled these peasants hungry
for freedom.Makhno’s rather rudimentary libertarian message
penetrated rural areas all the more forcefully in that it coin-
cided with a secular desire for land and for self-administration.
Lenin’s professional revolutionaries had sensed this enough
to draw up an extremely liberal nationalities program and to
promise land to the poor peasants: on this point, at least, the
latter were not going to allow themselves to be caught out.
They demonstrated their hostility to what they called the ‘com-
missarocracy’, thus giving the lie to the myth of the unani-
mous masses standing four-square behind the Bolshevik gov-
ernment.

The Makhnovshchina was but one example of massive
and obstinate opposition to the penetration of communist
power. Certainly it was one of the best-known and most
determined. But, with the establishment of ‘War Communism’,
one observes a spate of revolts put down with the utmost
ferocity: peasants were whipped (as in the days of serfdom),
and armed detachments carried out mass executions and
extorted grain by force.

These uprisings were not always inspired by the White
Guards, as communist propaganda liked to claim. They were
not even invariably provoked by requisitioning. The opposi-
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ral communes on their own initiative. In the face of this mas-
sive, Greater Russian Jacobin offensive people were naturally
tempted to think there had been a change of government: the
Bolsheviks (in October 1917) had distributed the land, the com-
munists (a year and a half later) wanted to take it back!27

By the summer of 1919, this state of affairs was becom-
ing intolerable to a government seeking to extend its organi-
zation and its conception of the revolution to the entire terri-
tory. The military agreements with the Makhnovist army were
broken and, in June 1919, Trotsky banned the holding of the
fourth congress of workers’, peasants’ and insurgents’ dele-
gates which was to have met at Gyulai-Polye.

The insurgent army’s riposte was to launch a counter-
offensive. With black flags at their head and equipped with a
cultural and propaganda section led by Peter Arshinov, the
insurgents drove Party and Cheka officials from every town
and village through which they passed.

A new push by theWhite counter-revolutionaries (Denikin
and Mamontov) in the course of the summer of 1919 forced
the Bolsheviks, whose army was collapsing in the face of the
enemy, to make amends to Makhno and to grant him officially
an autonomy which he had never in fact yielded. The next few
months were to see the flowering of a genuine free republic
in southern Ukraine, with peasants and workers applying the
decisions voted on by their delegates. It was at this time that
the insurgent army reached its peak (at the end of 1919), with
some 80,000 men and with heavy equipment.

Then, early in1920, the Denikin threat was repulsed and the
Red Army turned on its erstwhile allies. The struggle between
Trotsky’s soldiers and the libertarian peasants was to last
eight months before a fresh agreement was signed, this time in
order to halt General Wrangel, who was advancing from the
Black Sea. Following the joint victory over the White General

27 Footman, op. cit., p. 269.
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ant class was not revolutionary in essence, but bourgeois. One
could thus make use of it as a temporary ally, turning against
it when it had served its purpose. The working class, on the
other hand, was represented as the motive force of history: it
would have been rather more difficult to compromise over that.
Surely any deceit was liable to look like a betrayal of revolu-
tionary goals?

And yet, in 1917, the Russian working class was undeni-
ably imbued with the idea that justice required that the bosses
be driven out of their factories and that the working class take
their place. What coherent Marxist, what effective revolution-
ary would haggle over that kind of demand?

Which is why the Bolsheviks went along with this line, all
the more so in that the left social revolutionaries and various
brands of anarchist were vigorously propagating it. But, so as
not to appear to have betrayed the working class once power
had been conquered, the Bolsheviks took refuge in ambiguity.
This took several forms: they came out in favor of workers’
control without specifying its exact content; they allowed the
various currents in the party free (and contradictory) expres-
sion on the subject. By following this flexible tactic one may
hope to discover a thread of coherence -defined in terms of the
social nature of Bolshevik power.

The way one accounts for the attitude of the Bolsheviks to-
ward workers management and factory committees depends
upon whether one looks at the period preceding the 25 Octo-
ber insurrection or the subsequent period.

The factory committees (fabzavkomii)14 emerged in the
wake of the January-February 1917 strikes. They mushroomed
throughout Russia, taking on the role of workers’ repre-
sentation inside the factory. Their numerical and political
importance grew to the point where the Provisional Gov-
ernment was obliged to regulate their existence and their

14 Fabravkomy = Fabrichno-zavodnye komitety.
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functions.15 The decree dated 23 April 1917 limited their role
to that of the present-day house committee, backed by a trade
union chapel: their legal competence covered such questions
as the length of working day, wages, disputes and cultural and
social problems.

It goes without saying that this limitation was a dead letter:
in the revolutionary upheaval of the period, the establishment
of the fabzavkomii filled a gap and expressed the aspirations of
the workers to self-management. This explains why the com-
mittees became controlling elements in cases where the em-
ployer remained, but took over the management function in
those instances where the old management had disappeared.16

The role of the committees expanded throughout 1917 as
the soviets increasingly lost contact with the mass of workers
and stuck to political programs proclaimed in advance.

The Bolsheviks were naturally interested in these revolu-
tionary bodies and conquered them from within more easily
and earlier than in the case of the councils, inasmuch as the
fabzavkomii were still free of any massive partisan intrusion.
But they implanted themselves in the regional (subsequently
national) coordinating bodies, which themselves had little in-
fluence over the local and factory committees. Thus, at the first
conference of the Petrograd factory committees (30May-5 June
1917), the Bolsheviks already possessed a majority, and the rad-
icality of their slogans competed with those of the revolution-
ary left. They cunningly called for ‘workers’ control’ in opposi-
tion to the Mensheviks and the social revolutionaries, without
ever stating very clearly what they meant by it.

15 Anweiler, op. cit., pp. 155–8.
16 A Soviet historian shares this view while expressing, with a certain

objectivity in her presentation of the facts, the view of her Party: A. Fankra-
tova, Fabzavkomii Rossii v borbie rasocialisticheskuiu fabriku (Moscow,
1923). Long excerpts are available in French in Autogestion, 4 (December
1967).
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authorities (Kerensky’s Provisional Government, the Central
Ukrainian Rada, communist People’s Commissars, not to men-
tion the Austro-Hungarian or German occupiers). The political
role of Makhno and his followers consisted of encouraging the
very lively libertarian tendencies of the Ukrainian peoples and
of permitting them to express themselves through democratic
institutions.

The success of this experiment, despite the hostile condi-
tions, and especially around Gyulai-Polye, Makhno’s native vil-
lage, gives an idea of the degree to which the Bolshevik graft
was not taking.

On the strength of their slogans — the factory to the work-
ers, the land to the poor peasants — the communists neverthe-
less arrived with a favourable reputation. But as soon as they
were in a position to penetrate into liberated Ukraine, i.e. from
autumn 1918 and throughout 1919, the Bolsheviks opposed the
land distributions which the peasants, assembled in soviets or
in local unions, had already carried out in accordance with the
Leninist slogan. Henceforth, the communists sought to gather
the peasants into State farms by nationalizing livestock and
beet production.26

This policy, carried out in an authoritarian manner, was
not at all to the liking of peasants who had divided up the
land among themselves on a friendly basis and had formed ru-

26 The sources for all documentation are still: Makhno’s memoirs, 3 vols
(1929, 1936, 1937), of which only vol. 1, has been translated from Russian
(La révolution russe en Ukraine, Paris, repr. 1970). These memoirs unfortu-
nately only take us up to 1918. We also have P. Arshinov’s detailed account,
Istorija makhnovskogo dvizenija (Berlin, 1923), translated into English un-
der the title History of the Makhnovist Movement (1919–1921) (Detroit and
Chicago, 1974). From the communist side we haveM. Kubanin,Mahnovshina
(Leningrad, n.d.). The other works are mainly drawn from the above docu-
ments. The following may be consulted: D. Footman, Civil War in Russia
(London, 1961), which sets the Ukrainian episode in the context of the civil
war (ch. 6, ‘Makhno’). Volin, op. cit., uses Arshinov’s account while adding
his personal reminiscences.
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But the military aspect of the Makhnovshchina, how-
ever important it may have been in saving the Ukraine, is
only of secondary significance so far as we are concerned.
For the Makhnovshchina was also the symbol, if not the
best-organized manifestation, of political resistance to the
penetration of Bolshevik authority into the southern Ukraine.
It also provides evidence of the positive aspects of mass
organization in the Ukraine in 1917–21. The extension of
Bolshevik sovereignty into this region could only result from
the defeat of the insurgent army on the one hand, and from
the destruction of the institutions of direct democracy set up
by the peasants on the other.

When the October insurrection broke out in Petrograd it
aroused little reaction in Ukraine, where a revolutionary tidal
wave had been sweeping through the country since the days
of February. Because the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk (March 1918)
ceded the Ukraine to the influence of the Central Powers, this
region remained free from Bolshevik penetration up till the
end of the war, in November 1918. For another few months
the Bolsheviks lacked sufficient forces to stand in the way of
the development of the Ukrainian revolution. It was only in the
summer of 1919 that Moscow set about subjecting the Ukraine
to its system of government.

For two years, and despite the incessant to-ings and fro-ings
of various armies, despite pillage, war and requisitioning, the
peasants under the Ekaterinoslav government (sporadically im-
itated by other regions) were to emancipate themselves from
the economic yoke of the great landowners and the kulaks (rich
peasants), setting up soviet-style representative bodies consti-
tuted on a non-partisan basis.

Makhno was both the symbol of this movement for local
independence and its soul. From the moment he returned
from prison (at the end of March 1917) he tirelessly set about
forming peasant soviets and unions which were administered
locally, permitting no outside interference from the central
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The first all-Russian conference of factory committees (17–
22 October 1917) confirmed Bolshevik ascendancy still further.
Despite a change of tone among certain Leninist delegates hop-
ing to push the trade unions to the fore, Lenin, on the eve of
the conquest of power, heightened the revolutionary role of
the committees, ‘these insurrectional bodies’.17

While the conference concluded that workers’ control was
essential, it did so cautiously and with reference to its own
power, stigmatizing moreover the ‘control of workers over the
factories in which they work’.18

It will be observed that the Bolsheviks’ slogans prior to
the October insurrection contained the same ambiguity as did
State and Revolution, written by Lenin in August 1917. On
the one hand, they have an anarcho-syndicalist coloring, go-
ing as far as calling for the destruction of the State in one
case and, on the other, entrusting the management of the econ-
omy to the masses themselves, organized in factory commit-
tees. But in neither case was the commitment total; the sincer-
ity of faith does not exactly burst through. These radical state-
ments were peppered with conditional clauses and safeguards
which voided them of all meaning. The tactical need to ‘keep
one’s ear to the groundswell of the masses’, in Lenin’s own
words, did not fully convince militants confident in their own
political education, feeling they had nothing further to learn,
not even from that most outstanding school — revolutionary
agitation.

The second period, beginning on 25 October 1917, was inau-
gurated still under the influence of this ambiguity, but this was
to dissipate gradually. The exercise of power was to make ev-
erything clear enough. The management of production by the
workers was one of the goals of the struggle, proclaimed by the
Military Revolutionary Committee on 25 October 1917. That

17 Brinton, op. cit., p. 15.
18 Pankratova in Autogestion, p. 49.
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same day, the second congress of the soviets (in which the Bol-
sheviks held the majority) solemnly approved the decision to
establish genuine workers control while specifying, however,
that this meant controlling the capitalists and not confiscating
their factories.19

Shortly afterwards, the draft decree on workers’ control,
drawn up by Lenin, was published. Visiblymoved by a desire to
conciliate the masses, Lenin introduced workers’ control into
all enterprises employing more than five workers. While legal-
izing a defacto situation he provided for the annulment of deci-
sions taken by the fabzavkomy, the ‘congresses and the trade
unions’ and made the workers’ delegates answerable to the
State for the maintenance of order and discipline within the
enterprise.20

This plan, which already marked a step backwards by com-
parison with the existing situation in certain factories, was still
further watered down before being published in its final form
on 14 November 1917. In its definitive version, the decree laid
down that factory committees should be subordinate to a lo-
cal committee on which would sit representatives of the trade
unions; the local committees themselves would depend upon a
hierarchy crowned by an All-Russian Workers’ Control Coun-
cil. Moreover, as Pankratova notes, this did not imply workers’
management such as the anarchists had called for, but the su-
pervision and control of production and prices.

So, in mid-November, we find ourselves on the one hand
with a decree which, while legally introducing workers’ con-
trol, limits it and clips its wings, and on the other hand with
a situation where numerous factories are already effectively
being managed by the workers themselves or their representa-
tives. Since the insurrection, workers’ management has even

19 P. Avrich, ‘The Bolshevik Revolution and Workers’ Control in Rus-
sian Industry’, Slavic Review, xxii, 1 (March 1963).

20 Brinton, op. cit., p. 16.
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working class, which was supposed to be massively behind its
leaders.

This unanimity was merely a facade. And yet Bolshevik his-
torians have rather tended to neglect the question of collective
opposition to communist power. All that remain available are
scraps of proofs, hints and eye-witness accounts. At all events,
it is not our task here to write the history of this opposition:
that would amount to rewriting the history of the Revolution,
and there can be no doubt whatever that we are now heading
towards a complete revision of the historiographical axioms
we have been living on for the past half-century. Suffice it to
mention two phenomena which occurred in the period 1917–
21 and which bear witness to the distrust, sometimes going
as far as open hostility, on the part of rural and urban work-
ers towards the Bolshevik authorities. The two cases in point
were the ‘Makhnovshchina’ on the one hand, and the Kron-
stadt sailors rising on the other.The first lasted throughout this
period, while the second marked the close of it. In many ways
March 1921 was a turning point, after which only those who
were both credulous and disciplined could continue to accept
the Bolshevik vision and version of Russian reality.

TheMakhnovshchina was the dual history, military and po-
litical, of the revolution in the Ukraine. Militarily, under the
command of the anarchist, Nestor Makhno, the insurgent army
fought for three years against the pro-German Ukrainian bour-
geoisie, then against Petliura’s nationalist bourgeoisie and, fi-
nally, against the White Generals Denikin andWrangel, all the
while skirmishing with the Red Army.

From a strictly military viewpoint, there can be no doubt
that the Ukrainian insurgents saved Greater Russia from a
possibly fatal White invasion. The Makhnovisty were a shield
against all invaders heading for the north and the north-west,
at a time when the Red Army was engaged in other battles
— against Poland or, previously, against the White Russians
arriving from the north, the east and the west.
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nally defeated at the Tenth Congress of the CPSU (Bolsheviks)
by the central political machine, was all about.25 One should
not be misled by titles: the Workers’ Opposition was merely
the name of a Bolshevik fraction that happened to wield power
in the union apparatus and not of some free opposition emanat-
ing from the proletariat. If the latter was still in existence it was
manifesting itself at the same moment, but in a very different
manner — in revolts in the country side and in the Kronstadt
rising, which the Workers’ Opposition delegates hastened to
crush on the ice-floes of the Gulf of Finland.

Opposition of the masses to Bolshevik power

The third cardinal myth uponwhichMarxist-Leninists have
constructed their revolutionary hagiography is that concern-
ing the supposedly unanimous support which the rural and ur-
ban proletariat accorded its new masters.

All coercive, unjust or harsh measures were reputedly
taken by the commissars by virtue of some fictitious consen-
sus of opinion uniting the workers of the towns with the
poor peasants. Every expulsion, every internecine struggle for
power, and every upset at the summit took place in the name
of a proletariat which each protagonist claimed to represent.
In any case, traitors were always to be found outside the

25 Cf. A. Kollontai, L’Opposition ouvriére (Paris, repr. 1974). Despite
Kollontai’s lyrical style, it is worth recalling that in 1920 the trade union-
ists already constituted a solid bureaucracy within the State. Underneath
the libertarian rhetoric of this pamphlet lies a struggle for power insofar as
the trade union leader-ship controlled the process of enrolment of commu-
nists in the union apparatus. This could eventually give them a majority in
the Party. That is why the unions were made subject to Party ‘centralism’, to
whichmoreover even the Party’s extreme leftwingwas attached.The demise
of union autonomy signaled the end of union bureaucracy’s independence
of the politicians and not that of the masses (which had already been lost
three years previously). In the final analysis, all the left oppositionists fin-
ished by returning to the Leninist fold. See R. V. Daniels, The Conscience of
the Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1960), pp. 121–5.
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taken a real leap forward, which can be accounted for as much
by the flight of a good many employers as by the ambiguous
attitude of the new authorities.

The battle for workers’ management was therefore not yet
entirely lost, especially since there was a powerful movement
in favour of imposing it, with spokesmen even among the Bol-
sheviks. Given the existence of this tendency, we are facedwith
two possible interpretations of the decree of 14 November.21
The first concludes in favour of workers’ power at the base;
this was expressed by the Petrograd Central Council of Factory
Committees. The other distinguishes between the function of
control on the one hand, and of management and leadership
on the other. The latter function is reserved for the owner or
the director of the enterprise.This was the interpretation given
by the All-Russian Workers’ Control Council in which, as we
have seen, the trade unions had already carved out a place for
themselves out of all proportion to their real importance.

The last word came, paradoxically, from the first all-Russian
trade union congress (7–14 January 1918). It should be pointed
out here that, even in the Bolsheviks’ view, workers’ manage-
ment was becoming a practice and an ideology rooted in the
workingmasses of the large towns and that, rightly or wrongly,
the latter expected a great deal from it.22 Furthermore, spokes-
men for the official doctrine of the party, the one approved by
Lenin, asked the factory committees to torpedo themselves and
to become an integral part of the union structure, entirely in
the hands of the Bolsheviks.

21 Avrich, op. cit.; for further details see Avrich’s thesis, The Russian
Revolution and the Factory Committees (Ann Arbor, Mich., University Mi-
crofilms, 1973).

22 Pankratova, op. cit., speaks, deprecatingly, of ‘autonomous produc-
tion communes’, and Brinton, op. cit., PP· 29, 30, reproduces accounts which
corroborate this, given by trade union congress delegates.
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Despite resistance by the anarcho-syndicalists, the congress
voted overwhelmingly for the transformation of factory com-
mittees into rank-and-file trade union organizations.

Lozovsky, the future boss of the Russian trade unions, gives
the ideological justification for this. Both at the congress in
January 1918 and in a pamphlet (Raboch ii kon trol’) he set out
the reasons for his hostility to worker’s management. It would
introduce ‘anarchy into the production process’ and would
bring about a return to outmoded phases of capitalist produc-
tion. Along with Lenin, he called for the ‘nationalization’ of
the workers’ movement and the regulation of the economy
from the top, the centre in fact. To this end he requested the
reintroduction of hierarchy into factories, suggesting that the
trade unions could serve as guarantors for this.

There was nothing new in this position at the beginning of
1918, except that the Bolsheviks now proclaimed it officially. It
was in line with the statist, Jacobin interpretation of Marxist
theory of the social democrats; it accorded perfectly with their
own aspirations for a strong, centralized power exclusively in
their hands. Also, it had never really been completely masked
by the hasty slogans — alien to their system — that the Bol-
sheviks had seen fit to adopt periodically for tactical reasons.
Thus, Lenin had never made much of a secret of the fact that
he saw workers’ control as a ‘prelude to nationalizations’ or
that an accountable administration should exist alongside the
factory committees.23 Furthermore, certain Bolsheviks had al-
ready called for the absorption of the factory committees into
the trade unions even before the October insurrection. [30]

The trade unions being brandished against the factory com-
mittees were only of recent origin in Russia. By contrast, the
fabzavkomy were heirs to an ancient tradition of delegation, of
‘elders’ (starosty), in short, of legal or clandestine workers’ rep-

23 Ideas he had already expressed in April and June 1917! Cited by Brin-
ton, op: cit., pp. 3, 5.
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resentation, whereas trade union organizations had been stim-
ulated into life by the parties and were, as a result, battlefields
in the struggle for influence between Mensheviks and Bolshe-
viks. At the moment of the conquest of power, the latter found
themselvesmasters of the trade unions, still poorly represented
in the factories. The conflict between unions and factory com-
mittees is therefore between a largely bureaucratic structure,
without any real base, and the direct organs of political and
economic struggle of the industrial proletariat.

This unequal match ended to the detriment of workers’
management. After the trade union congress in January
1918, and after putting up a feeble resistance, the Central
Council of Factory Committees was absorbed by the ‘eco-
nomic committees’ of the North (March 1918). With this last
bastion of workers’ management laid low, all there remained
to do was to nationalize industry while handling over the
management of the nationalized firms to their old owners
(decree dated 28 June 1918). Workers’ control was thereby
definitively subordinated to the soviet (regional or national)
of the national economy (sovnarhoz). It was now up to
workers’ control to decide upon output, production norms
and labour discipline. As for management, there was a return
to individual decision-making, though with the assistance of
a management committee, two-thirds of which consisted of
members designated by the supreme regional council of the
national economy, while the other third was elected by factory
workers who were also enrolled union members.24

Subsequently, the avatars of the Russian workers’ move-
ment fell into the clutches of internecine strife between rival
bureaucracies: following an attempt to militarize labour (Trot-
sky ardently defended this measure), a bitter struggle arose be-
tween the leaders of the trade union apparatus and their Party
counterparts. This is what the Workers’ Opposition episode, fi-

24 My italics. See Fankratova, op. cit.,at end.
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As for the themes most frequently discussed by the shop
stewards’ movement, we should distinguish between those
which are consubstantial so to speak, with the movement
itself, demanding direct rank-and-file representation, the
control of industry by the workers themselves and even the
negation of the capitalist State, and those which were soon
to be propagated by the national leadership. The latter were
more politically marked in character and were to popularize
slogans originating from the Russian Bolsheviks. As time went
on, the distance

separating the initial impetus and the movement’s national
council widened. While the rank-and-file movement declined
following the end of the war, most of the delegates and com-
mittees being absorbed into the unions, the leaders, who now
constituted a distinct group, agitated in favor of joining the
communist party. We have come a long way from the ideolog-
ical premises of 1916–19 (worker’s control, setting up of fac-
tory organizations, negation of the State).The slogans had now
become: conquest of the State, construction of State socialism,
construction of a communist party. This evolution was com-
plete by 1921, when the National Conference of the Shop Stew-
ards’ Movement declared that the proletariat alone was inca-
pable of managing production without the socialist State; the
unions were rehabilitated, and political action in the narrow
sense of the term came to the fore.21

As can be seen, the shop stewards’ and rank-and-file move-
ment only represented something really radical and innovative
in its first years, before it came to incarnate a precise political
project. Its limitations arose out of the circumstances which
gave birth to it: the complex problem of dilution, which was
resolved when the unions returned to their restrictive, corpo-
ratist attitudes following the end of hostilities. At all events,

21 ibid., p. 144.
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2. The radical tradition in
Russia

Radical thought is inseparable from the history of Russian
socialism for many reasons. It was in Russia that the first so-
cialist revolution broke out, one that saw the expression of a
vigorous current of radical revolt. And yet this same revolu-
tion gave birth to a government which, while proclaiming its
emancipatory mission, stifled every formulation of radicality
beneath its pretensions to hegemony.

We tend to view the march towards revolution in Russia
in terms of the irresistible rise of Marxist social democracy. In
fact, the organized Marxist movement only made its appear-
ance in tsarist Russia in the last decade of the nineteenth cen-
tury. A rich radical tradition had existed prior to this. But So-
viet historiography, or even the curiosity of the general pub-
lic, has preferred to recall only certain aspects of this tradition:
those which tend to fix Marxism in Russian soil and which ac-
cord the political philosophy of the Soviet State an honorable
revolutionary past.

Nineteenth-century Russia was not lacking in currents of
thought or revolutionary groups whose Jacobin inspiration
would seem to link up, without any apparent break, with
Lenin’s Bolshevism. But a far more powerful tradition, one
whose roots spread widely throughout the social soil of the
Empire, had truly flourished for half a century before being
overwhelmed and deformed by the rise of ideologies based
on power. An inventory of this tradition yields a rich harvest
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of elements of which the present revolutionary movement
appears to be the direct heir.

This is not to say that historians have ignored the existence
of Russian populism and pre-populism; several have produced
admirable accounts. What interests us here, consequently, is
not so much the turning up of new facts or theories as their
reinterpretation in the light of the development of radicality,
as we look back from the late 1970s.

Seen thus, the Russian revolutionary tradition emerges as
something fundamentally different from Marxist-Leninist ide-
ology; in this sense, we may speak of an alternative before its
time. But, and this is the other side of the coin of its construc-
tive thought, Russian socialism very early, from the 1850s on,
developed a critique of Marxist and Jacobin ideologies, the per-
spicacity and foresight of which has lost nothing of its rele-
vance to this day. This critique is all the more thoroughgoing
in that the theoretical writings of the Russian revolutionaries
clearly illustrate the relationship between power ideology and
the intellectual class demonstrated by Bakunin. For we see that
the evolution of the social composition of the Russian revo-
lutionary movement is accompanied by a gradual transforma-
tion of the form and content of its ideology. The intelligentsia,
starting out as no more than a marginal group, imperceptibly
acquired the aspect and dimensions of the core of a power-
hungry class; its socialism was consequently to take on an in-
creasingly authoritarian and statist coloring.The evolution cul-
minated in the emergence of social democracy and Leninism
-class and ideology were now in perfect harmony.

As we have pointed out, the critique of State socialism was
elaborated in advance.The consequenceswere projected on the
basis of existing signs. The birth of organized Marxism in its
social-democratic form was almost exactly contemporary with
its radical contradiction, leaning heavily on anti-authoritarian
tradition, though already witness to the concrete ambitions of
the historic leaders. With Machajski we are still at the cross-
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to their shop stewards (originally little more than union
recruiting agents, having no power to negotiate) in order to
make themselves heard.

Discontent came to a head in 1915 following two initiatives
by unions that had subscribed to an ‘industrial truce’ and had
turned a blind eye to the practice of ‘dilution’ (employing semi-
or unqualified workers to do qualified work) in munitions
factories. The Clydeside metalworkers’ strike (early 1915)
confirmed the shop stewards in their new and ‘illegal’ role;
now that they were organized into workers’ committees they
constituted the expression of rank-and-file opposition to all
authority, whether employers’ or unions’.

The Clydeside strike was followed by disputes in other sec-
tors of the economy. An uninterrupted succession of work stop-
pages and violent confrontations took place between the out-
break of the greatMay 1917 strike (which had broken out in the
munitions industry) and the miners’ strike of 1920; the shop
stewards played a leading role in all these disputes.19 Each fac-
tory, each region set up its own workers’ committee, delegates
being elected on a non-union basis. In most cases, these move-
ments originating in the rank-and-file clashedwith the existing
organizations.20

This phenomenon became verywidespread in the first three
or four years of its existence. Particularly vigorous among the
metal-workers, the movement expanded after 1918. Regional
committee leaders began to set up a national structure as early
as November 1916, and by August 1917 a conference was at-
tended by twenty-three committees. A national council was
elected, but the committees preserved a good deal of auton-
omy.

19 ibid., p. 546–57.
20 Cf. B. Pribicevic, The Shop Stewards’ Movement and Workers’ Con-

trol, 1910–1922 (Oxford, 1959), p. 99ff.
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On the local scene, the old administration continued to ex-
ercise its authority right through this period; nationally speak-
ing, the councils had no existence outside the parties, whose
instruments they were.

While in Hungary, despite its ‘soviet’ regime, there was no
council ideology distinct from Bela Kun’s Bolshevik schema,
England experienced a genuine movement in favor of free and
autonomous workers’ expression. This movement, known as
the ‘shop stewards’ movement’, combined two different phe-
nomena.

On the one hand, before the war, the Socialist Labour Party
and the Guild Socialists had been spreading propaganda in
favor of workers’ control. This was still only a timid plan to
give workers some say in the running of their factory, and
although both projects stipulated that the workers would be
represented by their unions, the latter were resolutely opposed
to any such scheme (as was the majority socialist party, the
Labour Party).17 But the idea was so well received by the
metalworkers and miners that the Trades Union Congress
ended by adopting, in 1918, the principle of joint control in
those industries whose nationalization it was demanding.

On the other hand, the wartime period was also a time of
great agitation, particularly among munitions workers and
miners. Most union leaders backed the National Government
and its war-time policies right up to the hilt!18 Since, on
top of this, the unions had undertaken to abstain from all
strike-backed wage claims, the workers felt obliged to turn

17 It is noteworthy that the Guilds, which were active after 1910, did
not call for the ownership of industry, nor were they prepared to leave the
management of industry in the hands of the workers alone. Finally, their
theoreticianswere careful to point out that therewas no question of breaking
with the unions and that they sought merely to transform the doctrines of
trade-unionism, notably insofar as joint control was concerned. See G. D. H.
Cole, Guild Socialism (London, 1920) p. 24.

18 G. D. H. Cole and R. Postgate, The Common People (London, 1968),
p. 518.
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roads where Marxism, anarchism and revolutionary syndical-
ism meet. The most perceptive critique of the cruder aspects of
Leninism as a power ideology came from within the organiza-
tion.

The growth of Russian socialism in the
nineteenth century

What strikes one today about Russian socialism in the first
half of the nineteenth century is its modern, even relevant, as-
pect. And yet, it did not grow out of any Enlightenment philos-
ophy or national movement in the arts and literature — either
of which might have served as a cultural background. It arose
out of a combination of ideas directly imported from Western
Europe and a tradition of very bitter social conflicts reaching
back to the beginning of the eighteenth century.

At the start of the last century Russia was still a country
with an agrarian economy (despite a certain industrial concen-
tration in the Urals) in which peasants made up some ninety
per cent of the population. The nobility and the clergy had a
monopoly of access to culture, but the Churchwas entirely con-
trolled by the Tsar ever since Peter the Great’s reforms, while
the nobility as a class was bound to the Tsar and his bureau-
cracy by common interests.

Leisured, unproductive and decadent, the nobility was con-
cerned solely to preserve its privileges and to exploit its serfs.

At least that was the case with most of the nobility; under
Catherine II the aristocracy had acquired a veneer of French
and German culture, and it was considered good breeding to
speak French while having no knowledge of Russian. But the
seeds of opposition contained within French literature of that
age were slow in flowering. Radishchev’s Journey from Saint
Petersburg to Moscow, the first far-reaching criticism of the
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existing order, only appeared in 1790.1 But the shock that re-
ally stirred aristocratic circles was the France-Russian war, and
the army’s homecoming in 1815.The example learned from the
countries traversed lent direction to the desire for change, giv-
ing rise to a reform movement among the officer corps and the
landed upper aristocracy.

The first secret society was formed in 1816, and Decem-
ber 1825 saw the outbreak of the nobles rebellion, led by Pes-
tel and Rileyev. The Decembrists were still reformists in the
full sense of the term, filled with the ideas of the eighteenth-
century French Enlightenment and rationalism.

A truly Russian socialism began to emerge in the 1830s and
40s. With a few exceptions, the first generation of revolutionar-
ies was drawn from the ranks of the middle and upper nobility,
and had been nurtured on German philosophy and contempo-
rary French socialist thought. Above all, Hegel’s philosophy
left an indelible mark on these intellectuals now awakening to
revolt. Before even the left Hegelians in the West, Russian so-
cialists gave Hegel’s system a progressive interpretation, and
they were among the first to apply his dialectic and his phe-
nomenology to politics.2

An entire generation (Belinsky, Herzen, Ogarev, Bakunin,
Granovsky, etc.) derived the framework of its thinking from
Hegel and Feuerbach, but it nonetheless looked to the French
socialists for its critique of society and its historical analysis.
Even in the Young Hegelians’ interpretation, Hegelian thought
was susceptible to purely idealist use — to the sublimation of
discontent in mere idealism. Herzen’s and Ogarev’s critique be-

1 1 For the evolution of social thought in Russia before 1850 we have
A. Herzen’s well-informed and highly lucid account, Du développemnt des
idees en Russie (London, 1853, published in French). See also P. Pascal’s
rather more philosophically committed Les grands courants de In pensee
russe contemporaire (Lausanne, 1971).

2 2 Thus Bakunin, in an article in Deutsche Jahrbucher (1842), under
the pseudonym Jules Elysard.
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In this respect, the establishment of such a regime in
Hungary looks rather like an operation artificially grafted
by the propagandists grouped around Bela Kun, who had re-
ceived some political training during their captivity in Russia.
Faced with the threat of invasion by the Entente powers, the
socialists formed a government together with the communist
leaders, hauling the latter from the gaols into which they had
allowed them to be thrown shortly before.

The supreme authority in the new republic was represented
by the Budapest Council. Following the April 1919 elections, its
executive committee contained fifty-six socialists and twenty-
four communists out of eighty members.15 So the new regime
rested, right from the outset, upon a compromise between the
communists and socialists, the latter deciding in all disputed
cases.16

Paradoxically, the reason why the socialists accepted what
might otherwise look like a very poor bargain, even though
they were both stronger and better established than the com-
munists, was that they were being attacked from the left for
their lack of a foreign policy capable of satisfying the nation-
alism of the majority of citizens. The Bolshevik project of cre-
ating a soviet regime as in Russia was shelved; Bela Kun, the
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, attempted to extricate Hungary
from her tricky position vis-à-vis the Entente powers and the
territorial claims of her neighbors. Having failed to untie this
Gordian knot, Kun and his group were obliged to step down,
having also shown themselves incapable of imposing a ‘subjec-
tive’ solution in a country where the ‘objective’ situation (the
importance of rural areas, solid union implantation and a very
moderate socialist party) was unfavorable to them.

15 ibid., p. 161.
16 Of the 33 People’s Commissars, 17 were socialists, 14 communists

and two belonged to no party (ibid., p. 137).
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The situation was different in Hungary insofar as the socio-
economic regime itself was shaken. Nationalization and land
redistribution measures were planned, even if they did not lead
to genuine socialization during the 133 days of the Hungarian
Soviet Republic (22 March–2 August 1919).

The significance of the councils in Hungary should be ana-
lyzed in the light of the external situation on the one hand, and
of the political forces at work on the other. It differs before and
after the establishment of the Soviet regime.

The emergence of councils during the war13 corresponds to
the growing radicalization in the belligerent countries. From
November 1917 onwards, violent strikes and sabotage occurred
in the principal factories, and a general strike in June 1918
brought the economy to a standstill. These were very bitter
strikes, whose political character was more pronounced than
in other countries. Continued pressure from the workers led
to increasing radicalization. In January 1919 several factories
were confiscated from their owners and run by the local work-
ers’ councils.14 Despite the existence of an aggressive minority
which directly attacked the unions, the latter had long been
solidly established and constituted a vital cog in working-class
life. Together with the socialist party they controlled theWork-
ers’ Soviet of Budapest, the only one to play an important polit-
ical role. Thus it backed Count Karolyi’s government, in which
the socialists were represented. It approved all the measures
presented by the social-democrat leaders, notably the alliance
with the communist group, which was demanding the estab-
lishment of a council regime.

be found in G. Schmolze (ed.), Revolution und RÃ¤terepublik in Munchen
1918–1919 in Augenzeugenberichten (Dusseldorf, 1969).

13 The first council dates back to December 1917; cf. R. L. Tokés, Béla
Kun and the Hungarian Soviet Republic (New York, 1967), p. 38. The vast
literature on this subject is dealt with in F. VÃ¶lgyes, The Hungarian Soviet
Republic (Stanford, 1970).

14 Tokés, op. cit., p. 120.
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came social and revolutionary with the assimilation of Saint-
Simonism.3 At the end of the 1830s and the beginning of the
following decade it was the turn of Fourierism to be propa-
gated among this intelligentsia in revolt.4 Herzen played a cen-
tral role in the popularization of socialism in Russia; steeped
in both Western thought and Russian tradition, he formulated
the purest expression of anti-authoritarian socialism to date.

Herzen’s great virtue was that he extracted from the
utopian socialists (as they were later to be labeled) those
elements which still seem to us to have been most valid.
Conversely, he rejected all that was religious, mystical or ret-
rograde in Saint-Simon, Fourier or Proudhon. What attracted
him to Saint-Simon was the Frenchman’s sense of history, of
the succession of forms of society and State. He borrowed
Saint-Simon’s idea that the struggle between the haves and
the have-nets, or exploiters and exploited, to use the latter’s
vocabulary, would surely take the place of the historical
struggles of the past.5 Similarly, Saint-Simon drew Herzen’s
attention to the situation of the ‘poorest and most numerous
class’ and its likely fate as a result of the development of
industrial civilization. Finally, an idea that constantly crops
up in Herzen’s writings and whose origins are to be sought
in the works of Saint-Simon is that of palingenesis or social
regeneration. He rid this term, however, of the mystical aura
conferred on it by its author, and especially by disciples such
as Enfantin, who attempted to build a new religion on the
foundations of his master’s doctrine. For Herzen, it was a
question of the total renewal of society after centuries of
oppression and injustice. This ‘rebirth’ would only be obtained
through the revolt of those concerned, whose task it was to

3 3 M. Malia, Alexander Herzen and the Birth of Russian Socialism
(Cambridge, Mass., 1961), p. 99.

4 4 G. Sourine, Le fouriérisme en Russie (Paris, 1936), passim.
5 5 R. Labry, Alexandre Ivanovir Herzen (Paris, 1928), ch. 1.
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root out servitude and eliminate it entirely. In short, he was
calling upon them to reinvent freedom.

His deep familiarity with all the systems of thought of his
time led Herzen, like most of his contemporaries, to reject the
communism of his age, from Cabet right through to Marx. By
communism he meant any egalitarian doctrine that subjected
man to a priori organization imposed on him by authoritarian
means, whether Cabet’s Icaria, or Louis Blanc’s or Karl Marx’s
State. As opposed to these, socialism was taken to designate
doctrines of association, far more attractive to the Russians.
Thus, for example, Herzen recognized the validity of Louis
Blanc’s social classification in terms of bourgeois and proletar-
ian, but rejected his cramped schema for the organization of
labour.6

Similarly, if Fourierism aroused a great deal of interest in
Russia, this was because it stood at the opposite extreme to
the mechanistic communism of Cabet or Babeuf. Fourier en-
joyed a great vogue during the 1840s as a result of a series
of lectures given by Professor Poroshin at the University of
Saint Petersburg, and thanks especially to Petrashevsky, who
devoted himself to spreading Fourier’s doctrines both through
the columns of the ‘Dictionary of Foreign Words Employed in
the Russian Language’ (vol. 2 was published in 1846) and in
meetings held at his home between 1845 and 1849. Fourierism
gained a great many adherents in Russia — in the provinces as
well as in Saint Petersburg and Moscow — thanks to the Petra-
shevsky circle. There was even an (unhappy) attempt at found-
ing a phalanstery in 1847.7 Neither Herzen nor Petrashevsky
accepted Fourierist religiosity or its cosmogony. But Herzen
did agree with the Phalansterian’s criticism of bourgeois soci-
ety, of the immorality of the exploitation to which it gives rise;
in short, Herzen agreed with his outright moral condemnation

6 6 ibid.
7 7 Sourine, op cit., pp. 58–9.
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their national executive handed over the job of drawing up
a constitution for the German Republic to a parliamentary
assembly.

The fact that the councils were almost entirely dominated
by the SPD was due to the existing balance of power between
the various parties and revolutionary groups. But if the coun-
cils had no reality outside the parties and unions whose repre-
sentatives populated their executive committees, this was due
less to the existence of the workers’ organizations than to the
inevitable limitations upon any attempt to transcend social-
democratic consciousness at the time. Radicality was as yet
able to express itself only in terms of the project of factory com-
mittees and workers’ councils.

One is inclined to wonder whether this was equally true of
those countries where the councils wielded both political and
social power, as was the case for a brief period in Bavaria and
in Hungary.

The Bavarian monarchy fell on 7 November, and Kurt Eis-
ner proclaimed the republic, which he intended should be orga-
nized along democratic lines. Fivemonths later hewas replaced
by a first republic of soviets presided over by Ernst Toller, who
in turn gave way to a second republic of soviets with the com-
munist Eugene Levine at its head. The role of the councils in
this merry-go-round of regimes was reduced to that of sound-
ing board for the avatars of this inter-party struggle. For, here
again, real power was in the hands of the SPD and the USPD,
soon to be joined by the recently formed communist party.
Thus, both Eisner’s provisional government and Levine’s coun-
cil of people’s commissars resulted from a coalition of parties
which held together thanks to the lynchpin role played by the
independent socialists. Despite the presence of anarchists, the
councils themselves reflected these partisan cleavages.12

12 See R. Grunberger, Red Rising in Bavaria (London, 1973), for a
chronology and account of these events. Documents of the period are to
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councils were often formed without socialist participation, and
bourgeois or agrarian delegates were not infrequent.9

In the big towns, notably the industrial ones, the SPD allied
with the USPD (independent social democratic party, offspring
of war-time pacifism) in order to control a council or to form
it. Where the parties did not have the initiative, they arranged
to have themselves coopted on to executive committees in suf-
ficient numbers, even when the councils were elected by fac-
tory delegates — the purest form of workers’ democracy. In
some large towns, however, it was the ‘left-wing radicals’, the
revolutionary wing of social democracy, who wielded the pre-
dominating influence. But, in general, the SPD was in control
of the council organizations.10

From the point of view of the country as a whole, two coun-
cils assumed particular importance: the Greater Berlin Council
and the Pan-German Council, constituted on the basis of na-
tionwide elections. Both were led by social-democrat majori-
ties.Thus, of the 489 delegates to the Congress of Workers’ and
Soldiers’ Councils (16–20 December 1918), 292 belonged to the
SPD, eighty-four to the USPD, while only ten were Spartakists.

One may conclude, from this rapid survey, that the spread
of councils did not in itself express any project going beyond
the establishment of a democratic republic within the frame-
work of the capitalist regime.11 While it is true that, from
mid-November on, councils began replacing regional and local
authorities all over Germany, the administration nevertheless
stayed at its posts and the social power of the landowners and
industrialists remained intact. It was within the framework
of this power system that the change in political regime took
place; a change sanctioned by the councils, moreover, since

9 Kolb, op. cit., pp. 88–90.
10 ibid., pp. 91, 92.
11 This is the view of most historians of the period, starting with O. K.

Flechtheim, even though the latter is favourable to the revolutionary move-
ment. Cf. his Die K.P.D. in der Weimarer Republik (Frankfurt, 1969), ch. 2.
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of nascent capitalism as it was to be observed in Paris, Lyon or
Marseille.

Above all, he shared with Fourier a vision of human hap-
piness. Herzen derived his contempt for all formulae that re-
duce man to the dimension of producer, citizen or subject from
Fourier’s associative doctrines. He saw in Fourier a constant
respect for the individual as a concrete being with desires and
passions. And hence the need to provide for the satisfaction
and fulfillment of his aspirations, so that he will not be crushed
by ‘objective law’ and the institutions imposed from above and
in which he is quartered.

This led him to adopt the feminist teachings of the period,
both Saint-Simon’s ‘rehabilitation of the flesh’ and Fourier’s
attack on monogamy; on reading George Sand he immediately
approved her call for independence for women.8

One last French socialist was to influence Herzen and,
through him, the entire Russian socialist movement — Pierre-
Joseph Proudhon. Here again, he discriminated between what
was stifling and retrograde in the writings of the illustrious
Frenchman and his power of negation. He only became famil-
iar with Proudhon’s doctrine after he had emigrated, in 1847
— in other words, at a moment when his own socialism was
almost fully developed. He nevertheless borrowed Proudhon’s
critique of the authoritarian State, along with the fundamental
notion that the order of society is not external to individuals;
that it is not to be found in some institutional framework,
but within individuals themselves, and that it is shaped by
everyday life.9 From Proudhon, also, he took the conception
of socialism as the negation of the past and of the existing
state of things, from economic contradictions to the existence
of the State itself. He is very severe, on the other hand,

8 8 Cf. Isaiah Berlin’s introduction to A. Herzen, My Past andThoughts,
4 vols (London, 1968).

9 9 R. Labry, Herzen et Proudhon (Paris, 1928), p· 39·
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with Proudhon’s writings on the patriarchal family, on the
submission of women to men and on peasant smallholdings.
After years of friendly correspondence Herzen broke with
Proudhon when the latter, having drawn steadily closer to the
Empire, condemned the struggle of the Polish democrats for
national independence.

ThroughHerzen, Ogarev and their generation of revolution-
aries, an entire system of Western socialism penetrated Russia,
purified of its authoritarian lapses, its fantasies and its mysti-
cism.The following generation, which prepared theway for the
movement of the 1860s, was itself imbued with this socialism.
First among these was Tchernishevsky who, drawing his inspi-
ration from Saint-Simon, Owen and Fourier, undertook a more
sophisticated and more technical critique of industrial capital-
ism.

The influence of non-Marxist socialist thought was thus
profound in Russia. And it left traces even after the emergence
of social democracy, for it lies at the origins of all criticisms of
authoritarian systems. But borrowings from Western thought
represent only part of the Russian radical tradition; for Rus-
sia’s own history of social conflict and the intellectual quality
and the sense of freedom of the men who made it, count for a
great deal.

At bottom, these imports from Western culture served
merely as a framework of thought for Russian socialism. The
fabric of revolutionary aspiration is embedded in the history
of modern Russia, and in the social conditions of the first half
of the nineteenth century.

From the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries onward, this
history is characterized by increasing political centralization,
together with the subjugation of foreign peoples. In the eigh-
teenth century, the conquest of the surrounding territories to
the east and the south-east was virtually completed, and the
Tatars, the Tshouvashes, the Mordves and the Bashkirs were
definitively annexed to the Empire. But this process did not
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armistice, only to spread with even greater vigor from that
moment on.6

These ‘illegal’ actions swept the old union structures clean
out of the factories. In their place workers proceeded to elect
delegates who would be answerable to the rank and file, and
who were hostile to the existing hierarchy. The delegates met
in works committees (BetriebsrÃ¤te), prefiguring the workers’
councils proper, elected on the same basis but for the purposes
of political representation.7 While one can point to the exis-
tence of councils as early as spring 1917, it was only in the au-
tumn of 1918 that they began to spread so widely that, in the
eyes of public opinion, they came to incarnate the mass revolu-
tionary movement.8 It was the naval mutinies which sparked
off a movement that had been simmering for at least a year;
civilians were quick on the uptake and, starting with the major
ports (Kiel, Hamburg, Bremen), each town, each region began
electing workers’ and soldiers’ — or workers’ and peasants’ —
Councils.

In the beginning there can be no doubt that these councils
arose spontaneously, but the situation soon settled down, and
byDecember 1918–January 1919 it was already possible to take
stock of things and to distinguish three categories of council,
depending upon the size of the locality.

In most small and medium-sized towns the initiative was
taken by the local SPD organization (generally in collaboration
or in agreement with the local branch of the unions), either by
arranging for the election of a council on a show of hands at a
mass rally, or by designating the candidates itself. In rural areas

6 P. Broué, Révolution en Allemagne (Paris, 1971), ch. 6.
7 P. von Oertzen, BetriebsrÃ¤te in Novemberrevolution (Dusseldorf,

1963), p.71ff.
8 Broué, op. cit., and E. Kolb, Die ArbeiterrÃ¤te in der deutschen In-

nenpolitik (Dusseldorf, 1962), p. 60.
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In Germany, on the other hand, the councils were consti-
tutional in character. The first occasion was on 10 November
1918, when the Greater Berlin Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council
confirmed the composition of the new government, which was
followed by the transfer of executive power to the government
on 23 November.5 Similarly, a month later the Pan-German
Congress of Councils handed over its powers to a future Con-
stituent Assembly, for which it then voted.

But reality was more complex than these juridical forms
suggest. The situation arose out of the balance of political
power and of the very nature of the workers’ councils in
Germany. The latter made their appearance in the wake of
the strike movement and the army mutinies which hit the
country as from 1917. These strikes were aimed at employers
who refused to increase wages despite rising prices; and at
the government, which was doing nothing to halt the war,
but they were also directed against social democracy and
the unions. As far back as August 1914 the SPD (the German
Social Democratic Party) had adopted a policy of collaboration
with the imperial government; it was not long before the
party came to be seen as both a hostage and a guarantee
for the government. True, the leaders favored a ‘war to the
finish’. As for the unions, they had undertaken to avoid all
industrial conflicts for the duration of the war. And it was
not an uncommon sight to see the General-kommission (their
supreme body) making common cause with employers and
the military authorities in order to smash a work stoppage.
As a result, the wave of strikes affecting Germany from April
1917 onwards took on a distinctly anti-union coloring; wildcat
strikes broke out with growing frequency right up until the

5 For a chronological and institutional description see A. Schwarz, Die
Weimarer Republik (Corstanz, 1958), p. 28–9.
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go unresisted: Slav peasants rejecting servitude and foreign
peoples clinging desperately to their independence rose in re-
volt, massacring nobles and officials, and briefly held up the
inevitable process of subjugation. These bloody risings mark
Russia’s social history over a period of two centuries, and they
still continued to erupt in the mid-nineteenth century; a sem-
blance of social peace was only established with the abolition
of serfdom in 1861.

The plainest result of these revolts was the perpetuation of
insubordination and distrust of all forms of external authority
and of bureaucracy in any form. On top of this, the foreign
peoples managed to preserve a certain degree of independence
even when their revolts were most bloodily suppressed. Thus,
the various Cossack tribes guarding the eastern and southern
borders (particularly against the Turks) received in return a
form of local autonomy giving them the illusion that they had
not submitted to the central government.10

The risings of Stenka Razin and Bolotnikov in the seven-
teenth century, and of Pugachev in the eighteenth, weremerely
themost massive and spectacular of an unbroken series of local
risings. The Pugachev saga amounted to a veritable social war,
in which subject peoples and Slav peasants allied in an attempt
to overthrow the Tsarina (Catherine II)11 But the immediate
aim of these numberless revolts was to uproot and abolish the
social power of the nobles, the great landowners.

Russia had not experienced the gradual rise of a bourgeoisie
accompanied by changes in the social structure (disappear-
ance of the vast estates in favor of peasant smallholdings and
medium-sized estates) or in the political structure (evolution
towards a constitutional regime), with the result that opposi-
tion to the autocracy could not be channeled into institutional

10 10 It is worth adding that a distinct social differentiation grew up
among the Cossacks under the shelter of this autonomy: the masters on the
one hand; farmers, fishermen and soldiers on the other.

11 11 Cf. P. Pascal, Le révolte de Pougatchev (Paris, 1971).
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outlets. The choice was: submission or revolt. Any challenge
to the existing order, therefore, immediately took a radical
turn, aiming to destroy the very foundations of authority.

The second tradition on which Russian socialism was nur-
tured and which to some extent constitutes its hardcore is that
of the autonomous peasant village — the mir. In the obshchina
(community) each peasant was allocated a parcel of land com-
mensurate with his capacity to cultivate it and with the size
of his family. There was a periodic redistribution, and prop-
erty was owned collectively, not individually. Finally, the mir
peasant had the impression that he was his own master, or at
least that he could appoint his own masters, and especially the
starost, the elder who filled the role of mayor of the village.
Even so, one should not be taken in by the legend (oligarchies
very soon established themselves within the mir and came to
dominate the administration of the community), but still, no-
tions of self-government and collective ownership of property
were very deeply ingrained in the Russian peasant mentality.
And this perhaps explains why both the political authority of
the central government and the social and economic authority
of the baryn (landlord) appeared to him as illegitimate and a
threat to his independence. In extreme cases the Russian peas-
ant even preferred to flee in search of virgin land, out of the
reach of officials and soldiers.

It was this historical reality, this secular spirit of insubordi-
nation that intellectuals were trying to rationalize in the 1830s
and 40s. Although their socialism was expressed in terms bor-
rowed from Western thought, it was nonetheless profoundly
indigenous; better, it benefited from the observations and anal-
yses of the French and German philosophers and of English
reformers such as Robert Owen, while rejecting all pretense,
and anything that contradicted its initial project.

The man who best expressed the principles of a radicality
capable of existing in its own right by making use of the terms
of Western discourse was undoubtedly Alexander Ivanovich
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based on illusion. True, it was difficult to avoid triumphalism
entirely in the conditions of revolutionary ferment of those
years. Some even went so far as to identify any workers’
council with some form of opposition to the established
workers’ leaderships, thus stumbling into a dogmatism which
has marked the major part of council ideology.

Consequently, it is worth taking a look at the real context
within which these strikes and councils, mutinies and revolts
grew up before going on to deal with the theory of councils
and the circumstances of its birth in detail.

The First World War and the emergence of
new forms of workers’ struggle

The situation in most of the belligerent countries was pre-
revolutionary, if not revolutionary. But setting aside Russia, we
find three types of situation. In Germany and Austria, councils
covered the entire territory and assumed at least partial power;
in Bavaria and Hungary they wielded formal political and so-
cial power at the summit: while in England and Italy, even if the
councils had no political power, they nonetheless developed
into a far from negligible council movement.

Workers’ councils made their appearance in Austria in
November 1918, at the same time as in Germany. They rapidly
spread to cover much of the country; but very nearly all
of these organizations were formed on the initiative of the
socialist party, and socialist militants were well represented
on the councils’ highest bodies — the executive committees.
Furthermore, and here lies the main difference with Germany,
the Austrian councils were never once in a position to seize
power. The revolution, if revolution there was, occurred
within the framework of State and parliamentarianism.4

4 F. L. Carsten, Revolution in Central Europe (1918–1919) (London,
1972), p. 125ff.
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spirit of contestation, of revolt even, spare the workers’ or-
ganizations themselves, for their attitude and behavior in the
course of this period was gravely to sap the capital of trust they
had built up among militants in the pre-war era.

Paradoxically, the unions and workers’ parties actually
grew in numbers and discipline immediately after the war, at
a time when their authority was becoming more readily ques-
tioned. The haste with which workers’ and socialist leaders
had rallied to their national flags, the collaboration between
unions and civil and military authorities to break wildcat
strikes during the war, provided working-class consciousness
with a heavy dose of skepticism. So, through their new forms
of action, workers in fact gave vent to a whole range of
utopian aspirations made possible by secular subjection. Thus,
at one and the same time, authoritarian-type apparatuses and
ideologies gained in followers while losing in credibility. The
first leaf of this diptych held sway for half a century, with
the ascendency of the workers’ leadership becoming utopia;
but today we are witnessing the emergence of a quest for
autonomy which was already to be found in embryo in the
years 1917–21.

The institutions which arose in this period, and which con-
stitute a positive innovation by comparison with what had by
now become a veritable working-class custom, partake of this
antinomic duality. For the most part, the workers’ council was
under the control of syndicalist or socialist militants. But as a
project (and the spontaneous and unpredictable conditions of
its appearance bear witness to this), the workers’ council is a
concrete utopia, overriding and denying the circumstances of
its institutionalization. It contains, in the form of (not imme-
diately realizable) virtualities, the demand for autonomy cur-
rently thrusting itself into the forefront of attention.

The originality of the council movement lay in its percep-
tion of the drift of future evolution. Although its theoretical
work was founded on indications only, it was certainly not
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Herzen (1812–70). Herzen was neither a builder of systems
nor a constructor of schemas; he produced no doctrine that
was entirely new to the Russian thought of his day. There is
no such thing as ‘Herzenism’ in the way there is a ‘Marxism’,
or a ‘Fourierism’. Herzen’s genius lay in his ability to express
the latent ideas of his time; to gather the scattered reflections
one could hear in many a Saint Petersburg or Moscow salon,
into logical propositions. He was a positive sounding board
for socialist ideas in Nicolas I’s Russia. A remarkable prose
stylist, he even went so far as to forge the political concepts
of socialism in his own language, transposing them from the
French and the German.12 Far more than Bakunin (whose ideas
only began to penetrate into Russia in the 1870s) he influenced
several succeeding generations of revolutionaries, from the
1830s and 40s onward, through his articles in the ‘Annals of
the Fatherland’, and his ‘Letters from France and Italy’. Above
all, it was through the Free Russian Press, founded in London
in 1853, that he was to exercise an immense influence over the
Russian intelligentsia, first through the columns of Polamaia
Zvada, and then, from 1857 on, through Kolokol, which
he edited with his friend Nicolas Ogarev. Herzen’s direct
influence spread over a quarter of a century, and it remained
perceptible in populist thought until the 1917 Revolution.

For Herzen, the principal task of socialism was to construct
a world in which human dignity and freedom would be pre-
served to the greatest possible degree. He insisted on the dig-
nity of the individual above all else because it was singularly

12 12 Because he enunciated the ideas of his age rather than enclose
them within a grand design, Herzen left no single work containing the
quintessence of his thought. His socialism emerges gradually in his writings.
In French, Le monde russe et la révolution (Memoires d’A. Herzen) (Paris,
1860–2); Lettres de France et d’ltalie (Geneva, 1871). In English, My Past and
Thoughts, op. cit.; From the Other Shore (London, 1856), are among those to
be consulted.Themost complete Russian edition after M. K. Lemke’s, Polnoe
sobrane socinenij i pisem, 22 vols (Petrograd, 1915–25), is now the Sobranie
socienij v tridcati tomah, 34 vols (Moscow, 1954–66).
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trampled on in tsarist Russia: there were neither laws nor cus-
toms to protect the individual from the arbitrary exercise of
authority. The serf was entirely subject to the whims of his
master, the noble to those of the tsar and his bureaucracy. In a
land where the slightest criticism of the autocracy could earn
its author ten years in prison or more, this demand for dignity
occupied a central place in all social thought.13

These concerns led Herzen to reject all authority imposed
from above or from outside the individual, and to place his faith
in ‘natural groupings’. No a priori institution, conceived in ad-
vance and in the abstract before being projected on to society,
could lead to liberation. On the contrary, man found the con-
ditions for fulfillment in the mir, or the artel (a kind of artisan
community), in other words in voluntarily accepted associa-
tions, for it was only in an association of this kind that he could
hope to be master of his own fate.

In his concern for man as a concrete being, with real
needs and aspirations, Herzen highlighted those aspects of
Western social thought that took account of the multi faceted
nature of freedom; beginning with feminism, which he did
not distinguish from socialism as such. The revolution was to
go way beyond schemas providing for new institutions; for
Herzen its goal was the transformation of the very structures
of existence.14 The most important of these were to take place
withinman’s psyche: the humane and rational world he longed
for could not be expected to spring forth, fully formed, from
the theoretician’s imagination. And Herzen, moreover, was
sufficiently clear-headed to realize that this kind of socialism
was unlikely to emerge in the foreseeable future. However

13 13 Herzen himself was to experience the full rigour of this arbitrari-
ness, subjected to imprisonment, depor-tation and exile. Cf. %. H. Carr, The
Romantic Exiles (London, 1949; Ist edn 1933). Carr rather tends to exagger-
ate the romanticism in Herzen’s thought and certainly overdoes his ‘lordly’
suffering.

14 14 E. Lampert, Studies in Rebellion (London, 1957), p· 238.
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One cannot, therefore, claim that the councils reflected
an entirely autonomous reality or practice. In any case, this
would have been inconceivable at a time — to use a Leninist
expression — when even social-democratic consciousness was
far from affecting all working-class milieu.

But as with all genuinely revolutionary epochs, the period
1914–21 brought with it both utopian transformations of
reality as well as a projection of more profound demands
for emancipation which were to remain within the realm of
utopia.3 In the world of concrete phenomena one has only to
think of the immense upheaval which occurred in manners,
in the most deeply rooted beliefs, in habits and customs
unchanged all through the nineteenth century. One should
also bear in mind the development of new practices, such
as active State intervention in social and economic life, the
growing involvement of women of all classes in the world of
work, their political as well as familial self-assertion; the end
of the gold standard and of price stability, the assertion of
national rights, the collapse of feudal systems (in Eastern and
Central Europe). These are just some of the factors signaling a
total break with the past.

Social relations had inevitably undergone a profound trans-
formation. A whole generation had been mobilized, whether
in the army, in munitions factories, agriculture or hospitals.
Uprooted once and for all, it was to prove far less submissive,
much more turbulent than its predecessors. Above all, it was
thrust into a world of anxiety and economic uncertainty in
which it was far more prone to contestation. Nor would the

democracy; the revolutionary left wing, the majority of which ended by sid-
ing with the Third International.

3 Here I am employing Gustav Landauer’s distinction (in Die Revolu-
tion, Frankfurt, 1907) between topia, which is experienced and expressed re-
ality, and utopia, incorporating both topia- that which exists- and that which
is not expressed, but to which we aspire. The moment utopia becomes a fact
it becomes topia.
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3. Council Communism

The theory ofworkers’ councils originated in the new forms
of industrial conflict which burgeoned during and immediately
after the First World War. Among these new forms we can (al-
ready)mentionwildcat strikes, factory occupations and the for-
mation of committees of shop-floor delegates.

Thewhole question of the council phenomenon is shrouded
in myths and mistaken interpretations, which induce caution.
For example, while we generally tend to associate the soviet
with the Russian Revolution, the original concept of the coun-
cil — based on a radical critique of the classical theory of party
and unions — was not formulated in Russia (either in 1905 or
in 1917). Again, for a long time the councils were presented
as an institution springing forth spontaneously from the rev-
olutionary mass movement, incarnating the autonomy of the
masses relative to the proletariat’s own organizations. This is
only completely true in the case of the 1905–7 Russian Revo-
lution, and one should bear in mind that the unions were still
only in their infancy at the time, while the Bolsheviks were un-
represented in the factories. In 1917, on the other hand,1 the
councils were of a very different nature, more closely resem-
bling the type then prevalent in Central Europe. Here, reality
was a far cry from legend. For councils of all kinds were formed
on the initiative of one or another of the nuances of the social-
ist movement, or were at least controlled by them.2

1 As we have seen in ch. 1.
2 Generally, we find three tendencies: the moderate, chauvinist branch;

the reformist, pacifist branch, less inclined to seek integration into bourgeois
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idealistic his doctrine, it cannot be accused of utopianism,
and it does not claim to be capable of immediate application.
It is presented as a possibility, not as a scientific theory.15
His pessimism towards the end of his life demonstrates the
realism that characterized his thought: “One cannot free men
in their external lives if they are not free within themselves.”16
He concluded that the nineteenth century would not see
the birth of men possessing sufficient internal freedom to
be able to spread this freedom throughout the social system.
His contemporaries were living under despotic, or at best
authoritarian regimes, and they were too deeply scarred by
servitude to be capable of rebuilding anything other than
systems that would oppress the individual. The new society
can only be built by a new man, brought up in freedom.17

Herzen’s doctrine of the State reveals the same realism. He
early declared himself in favor of the suppression of central
State power and of the institution of federalism and local au-
tonomy.18 But his negation of the State lacks the absolute and
ideological force of Bakunin’s views. He had no illusions as to
the immediate historical possibilities of abolishing the State in
practice.19 But this in no way detracts from his critique of cen-
tralization, of ‘external’ authority and political power. He re-
mained convinced that federalism alone could guaranteemen’s
freedom; but, he added, it was for men themselves to imple-
ment it in practice. In all this he was not projecting abstract
schemas into the future:

“… A republic that does not lead to socialism seems to us an
absurdity; a socialism that tries to dispense with political free-
dom and equality before the law will rapidly degenerate into
authoritarian communism… Republicanism means freedom of

15 15 Malia, op. cit., p. 410.
16 16 Herzen, From the Other Shore, p. 240.
17 17 Berlin’s introduction to My Past and Thoughts.
18 18 In the IXe Lettre de France et d’ltalie (1849).
19 19 From the Other Shore.
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conscience, local autonomy, federalism, the inviolability of the
individual.”20

What has dated least in Herzen’s thought is precisely the
radicality of his goals, made the more credible by his lack of
illusion concerning the revolutionary possibilities of his age.
Certainly, massive industrialization had not yet begun in his
country and there was as yet no urban proletariat, with the re-
sult that it is tempting to label his socialism idealistic, tainted
with pre-industrial romanticism (which is what E. H. Carr and
to some extent M. Malia do). But it was precisely his position
as a Russian aristocrat travelling throughout Europe that gave
him an advantage over the French or German socialists. For,
not having grown up and lived with capitalism, he never ac-
cepted its rationale; while Marx (but also Louis Blanc) studied
the economy of his age in detail, forecasting its future evolu-
tion, thus working within the system and adopting its limits
as his own, Herzen himself remained outside industrial capi-
talism all his life. And that despite the fact that he spent fifteen
years in London…

Though a witness of industrial capitalism, he refused to
have anything to do with it. Which is not to say that he
did not understand it or that its logic escaped him. On the
contrary, we have already noted his mastery of the economic
critique of Fourier, Saint- Simon and Louis Blanc. Everything
aroused his curiosity; he was a voracious reader, and talked
incessantly with his great friend Ogarev, who himself took
a deep interest in political economy. But it was because he
understood Western capitalism that he rejected it, refusing
to believe that it could evolve towards liberty. Bourgeois
civilization disgusted him: for him it was incarnated in the
character of the eighteenth-century Figaro, but a Figaro turned
legislator. His conception of freedom was opposed both to the
bourgeois world and to bourgeois revolutions. A few months’

20 20 The Bell (Geneva), no. 2, repr. In Lemke, op. cit., vol. 20, pp. 131–5.
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Machajski showed this very clearly when he predicted that
socialism would usher in the reign of the new bourgeoisie —
the mental workers. His critique, when set alongside those of
Axelrod, Trotsky and Luxemburg, illustrates this remarkable
phenomenon, namely that even before the 1905–7 revolution,
organized Marxism was being brought face to face with its ul-
timate objectives. On the one hand, Machajski winkled out the
class dimension of theMarxist intelligentsia; on the other hand,
the internal critique of the social-democratic movement, hav-
ing shrewdly perceived the autonomous nature of all proletar-
ian liberation, went utterly astray regarding the historical sig-
nificance of the social-democratic movement.

It was only after the Bolshevik Revolution that the radical
critique once more became free to develop beyond this stage.
This was because while, prior to this, all judgments and anal-
yses were founded solely on the dream of power, power was
achieved in 1917 and thenceforth became a reality. Predictions
that had earlier been couched in terms of underlying tenden-
cies could now at last give way to the examination of an histor-
ical incarnation : the Soviet State.
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lel to workers’ demands or in alliance with the proletariat; was
one to be satisfied with a parliamentary regime (the liberals’
position) or should one start preparing the battle for socialism
straightaway (the social democrat’s position)?

The historical vision of all concerned imperatively assumed
the development and the flowering of capitalism with all its
consequences (and here they began to shift away from pop-
ulism, which preferred to skip the urban industrial phase).73
The first point on which the social democrats began to drift
away from the economists, the legal Marxists, etc., concerned
the need to draw the proletariat into the political struggle
against the tsarist autocracy or, to use their opponents’
paraphrase, against the tsarist police.

But, if drawing the proletariat into a task that, historically,
fell to the bourgeoisie constituted an initial rallying cry around
the social-democratic standard, the manner in which this ‘al-
liance’ was to be concluded inevitably provoked fresh diver-
gences, this time inside the movement.

Following a period of realignment inside the intelligentsia,
a battle for partisan loyalty broke out, in which the working
class was intimately involved. This stage was inaugurated
around 1903, and it witnessed the splitting of the social
democrats into Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. But no-one
dreamed for a moment of calling upon the workers to umpire
the quarrel which, both in name and in the final analysis,
concerned their own liberation! The combat was fought out
with the intelligentsia’s own esoteric weapon — theoretical
argument. And this is only right when one considers that
what was at stake was the bourgeois revolution and hence, in
the first place, the destiny of the intelligentsia as a class.

73 74 G. Fischer in Russian Liberalism, op. cit., rightly insists onwhat the
liberals and the social democrats had in common: both held an evolutionary
view of history completely lacking in the liberal bourgeoisie in the West (cf.
ch. 3,‘Third Force’).
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stay in Paris and Rome (in 1847–8) sufficed to convince him
that bourgeois revolution could only transform society into a
bourgeois society. Consequently, he stigmatized all ideologies
arising out of it, perceiving the oppressive potential contained
in them.

In Herzen’s view, what characterized bourgeois-inspired
ideologies of change was their scientific pretensions. Herzen
himself was well-versed in the physical sciences of his age,
having studied them at Moscow University, and having pur-
sued them throughout his life. His own doctrine was based on
a materialism that nonetheless left some room for conceptual-
ization.21 But he went on to explore its limits: for him, science
was incapable of predicting the future. And he looked upon
all teleological theories, even scientific ones, as being of a
metaphysical order: narrow determinism mutilates life, and is
scandalously indifferent to means and consequences. He also
rejected positivism, utilitarianism and pure materialism. The
bourgeois revolutions of the nineteenth century seemed to
him to have changed little: they conformed to contemporary
revolutionary schemas, but they proposed neither to abolish
the authority of the State nor to provide the individual with
the means to run his own life. From 1848 onwards he was
clearly convinced that the destruction of capitalist institutions
was not enough — a mentality thousands of years old would
have to disappear from our social structures, from the family,
private life and relations between individuals.22

As a result, we are called upon to place our trust in the cre-
ative powers of the masses, in their sense of freedom and in
their imaginative potential. We should reject ‘closed’ systems
which, even when they claim to be socialist, perpetuate the re-
ligious and authoritarian principles of the old world. All forms
of evolutionism are oppressive, since they subject the individ-

21 21 Lampert, op. cit., pp. 196ff.
22 22 Malia, op· dt., p. 132.
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ual to ‘objective law’. For Herzen, the world is governed rather
by the possible than by the inevitable, and the future depends
upon the active will of men. In short, the revolution must go
beyond ideology. Communism, seen as a closed and completed
system, was liable to end up as nothing more than ‘Russian au-
tocracy stood on its head’.23 And he went on to write, concern-
ing all the narrow determinisms of his age:

“No, the paths of history are by no means fixed immutably.
On the contrary, they change according to circumstances, the
understanding and the energy of men. If the human person-
ality is created by the environment and by events, the latter
in turn are the product of human personalities, and they bear
their stamp: there is reciprocal action between the two.”24

This open-ended socialism, in search of total revolution,
was also shared by many of his contemporaries, starting
with Belinsky and Bakunin. It was to be transmitted to the
following generations and incorporated in populism; later it
was to survive in anarchism. But even in Herzen’s lifetime
it was watered down, transformed and shaped according
to the tastes of the day. This was due to the emergence of
a new generation of militants after 1860 whose socialist
thought more closely reflected the social composition of the
new revolutionary movement. Russian socialism evolved
alongside social structures which were themselves in a period
of transformation, and in this respect the early 1860s mark an
important turning point.

The fundamental principle of radical thought in the 1830s
and 40s — of which Herzen was the most talented exponent —
and its irreducible core, lies in the notion that only criticism
and destruction of the existing world are revolutionary. All

23 23 Cited by Lampert, op. cit., p. 233.
24 24 ‘Letters to an Old Comrade’, cited by R. Labry, Alexandn Ivanovit

Hmm, op. dt., p. 395.
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served that radicality, while almost entirely cut off from the
realities of political struggle, was nonetheless preserved in a
number of tiny circles, or even in the writings of isolated indi-
viduals.

Populism, in the strict sense of the term — the movement
that began with the ‘Go to the People’ campaigns — introduced
a period of activism, but it led to an impoverishment of radical
thought. The rise of the intellectual class parallel to the devel-
opment of industrial capitalism in Russia highlighted the prob-
lem of organization. This was resolved the moment Plekhanov,
Axelrod and others went to ‘help’ the workers conduct their
strikes. The practical problem was dealt with before the theo-
retical one: it was only afterwards that people began to codify
and conceptualize their habit of placing themselves at the head
of the proletariat.

When former populists began spreading Marxism in Russia
and later, in exile, teaching Marxism to apprentice revolution-
aries, all they were doing by this time was to drape the intel-
ligentsia in those famous ideological vestments mentioned by
Marx, whose functionwas notmerely tomystify the proletariat
but also to conceal their true situation from them. A struggle
for the hearts and minds of the intelligentsia itself then en-
sued. Torn between liberalism, constitutionalism and the var-
ious forms of Marxism (legal, economist, social-democrat) or
even reluctant to abandon populism, the different fractions of
the intelligentsia made their choices according to their precise
position within the middle classes, their temperament and his-
torical optimism or fatalism.This was what the in-fighting that
took placewithin this class in the course of the 1890swas about:
all were agreed, however, that the principal objective was the
emancipation of the working class. Alongside the ‘struggle for
the liberation of the working class’ group (Leninist) we find
the ‘workers’ self-liberation group (economist) while ‘Work-
ers’ Thought’ was akin to ‘Workers’ Newsletters’. The problem
was whether the political struggle should be carried on paral-
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contemporaries. One can see the vicious circle in which she
was trapped in spite of herself. From the moment she refused
to recognize that the proletariat has a complete existence for
itself, and hence is fully autonomous, she could not deepen her
analysis to the point of penetrating beyond appearances: an in-
telligentsia capable of being deceived by bureaucratic leaders
but which, in any case, is irreplaceable as the vital catalyst in
the transformation of social relations.

Any critique that does not reassess the problem of social
democracy in its entirety is trapped, right from the outset,
within the same vicious circle. However far this critique was
developed, whether by Axelrod, Trotsky or Luxemburg, it
never aimed at anything beyond, at best, the substitution of
one set of leaders for another or, failing that, the improvement
of the existing leadership.

Criticism from within developed as far as it possibly could,
and with an astonishing degree of lucidity, right from the
time of the first congress (1903) and the discussions then
taking place concerning the Leninist line. All the vices of
bureaucratism, appointments from above, manipulation of
congress delegates, were roundly condemned; and the arro-
gance, intolerance and stifling discipline of Leninism were
shown up indignantly. As was to happen later, from 1920
onwards, the only solution that the best and most disinterested
among the social democrats could come up with involved no
more than a change of ‘political line’, increased democracy’ or
more real ‘contact’ with the masses. A clear understanding of
the situation as a whole — of the narrow interdependence that
existed between the interests of the intelligentsia, their social
and economic role in a capitalism made up of large units and
bureaucratic methods, hierarchy, intolerance and contempt
for the masses — was denied even the most perceptive of the
social democrats.

We have seen that the pre-populist period of Russian so-
cialism was rich in warnings and prophecies. We have also ob-
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constructive principles laid down in advance are liable, as one
might say today, to be recuperated by the system.

This is also the most important aspect of the heritage
handed on to the following generation, a generation that gave
life to and lived through the populism whose foundations had
been laid by Herzen, Ogarev and Bakunin. Only, this pop-
ulism was irremediably and progressively evolving towards
Jacobinism and ‘organizing’ systems. All the principles laid
down earlier and all warnings were being swept aside by the
rise of a new class, one which seized on socialist thought
merely in order to turn it into an ideology in the image of
its ambitions. It should be added, whatever may have been
said to the contrary, that when Marxism took permanent root
in Russia, in the 1890s, its appearance should not be seen as
an intrusion. The entire evolution of Russian thought during
the twenty years prior to this had prepared the ground for a
system capable of taking over where Jacobinism had left off;
a system that was superior in the eyes of the intelligentsia in
that it now stood completely shorn of the populist elements
that had weighed down home-grown socialism.

In order to understand the nature of this evolution it will be
necessary to examine the transformation of social structures
in Russia right through the nineteenth century. What is most
striking in this evolution is the emergence of a class of intel-
lectuals, the intelligentsia, which expressed the revolutionary
project right up to its fulfillment in 1917.

Certainly, the intelligentsia as a class was not peculiar to
Russia; its existence can be observed in all countries that have
undergone capitalist development. But while in the West, in
France or in England for example, it remained barely distin-
guishable from the capitalist bourgeoisie whose privileges it
enjoyed, and fromwhich it often originated, in Russia it quickly
became a class of its own, for a native bourgeoisie in the eco-
nomic sense only really arose at the beginning of the twenti-
eth century.The latter had no institutional existence in the first
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place, as it had no status in a society still characterized by a feu-
dal structure;25 above all, it had no economic existence, since
the land, and hence the capital capable of being invested, was
in the hands of the nobility. But the latter was utterly unpro-
ductive: it lived a life of leisure, or else was in the service of the
tsarist bureaucracy, but in any case it saved little. It was still
less interested in the prospect of investing in industry or trade.
The Urals had had to be industrialized on the orders of the tsar,
who forced a number of rich merchants and ironmasters to set
up workshops and factories at an indicated spot and to bring
in the necessary machines and workers.

So there was no middle class in Russia with the classical en-
trepreneurial mentality found in Western economies. But the
seeds of a middle class did exist, somewhere between the il-
literate peasantry and the backward nobility, whose survival
and well-being depended upon the transformation of the econ-
omy. However, the intelligentsia in Russia had no capital, with
the result that it lacked a mercantile mentality — it was unfa-
miliar with the notions of investment, productivity, unit costs,
profits. Its level of education and its professional occupations
(government or provincial bureaucracy, tertiary sector), on the
other hand, meant that it acquired a technocratic, managerial
outlook long before this developed in Western Europe.

The Russian revolutionarymovementwas largely identified
with the mass of the intelligentsia, though its exact composi-
tion varied between 1830 and 1890. Between 1825 and 1860 we
are dealing with a category made up of nobles and aristocrats
even. The universities in any case were practically closed to
commoners before Alexander II’s reign, and the radical intelli-

25 25 It could acquire status by registration with the guild of merchants,
whose upper strata really did constitute an industrial and merchant bour-
geoisie; but in 1845 this category included no more than 1,800 persons. This
class only began to take on some numerical importance with the industrial
revolution at the end of the century. See R. Portal, Les slaves (Paris, 1965), p.
186.
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ful of intellectuals? For a dictatorship on the lines of Jacobin
hegemony?71

The criticisms advanced by Rosa Luxemburg, who was
thoroughly familiar with the European social-democratic
movement, beginning with the RSDWP,72 raise a fundamental
question concerning the social character of (future) Bolshevik
power. In 1918 she urged that the proletariat’s duty was to set
up a class dictatorship, which she opposed to that of a party
or of a tiny minority governing in the name of the class. But,
like Trotsky later, she reasoned in terms of mistakes, errors,
of abuses and even ambitions of certain misguided intellec-
tuals. Her analysis stopped there. Like most Marxists of her
generation, she could hardly conceive of socialist revolution
without the party’s education, inspiration and leadership. She
would have liked to change the relationships within the party,
to establish a (mythical) fluidity between the leaders and the
masses. It seemed to her quite evident that any spontaneous
uprising by the proletariat could only be elementary and
that it would have to ally itself with a group of theoreticians,
tacticians and propagandists capable of channeling this
revolutionary activity towards social revolution.

In these conditions it is difficult to see how she could have
touched on the question of the social character of the ‘leaders’:
if these had their own revolutionary objectives corresponding
to their class existence, then their interests would never co-
incide with those of the proletariat and they would never be
in a position to lead the latter towards its goal. And yet, the
‘alliance’ between intellectuals and workers seemed indispens-
able, the fusion of revolutionary consciousness and revolution-
ary energy being as much a dogma for Luxemburg as for her

71 72 ibid., and R. Luxemburg, La révolution russe, in Oeuvres, vol. 2
(Paris, 1969), p. 85 (the latter text was written in September-October 1918).

72 73 She was active in the Polish (SDKRL) and the German parties, but
she also maintained close links with the Russian party — of which the Polish
party was an integral part from 1906 to 1912.
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ties such as the RSDWP which ignored this aspect. And if she
failed to perceive Marxism’s role as a mystifying ideology with
regard to the ambitions of the intelligentsia, she did believe that
the latter’s organizational conceptions were incompatible with
the ultimate aims of socialism. For her, the existence of an all-
powerful central committee ruling over the masses could only
amount to the projection, in practice, of pure and unalloyed
Blanquism. This seemed to her to stem from Lenin’s own defi-
nition of the social democrat: ‘a Jacobin indissolubly linked to
the organization of the proletariat henceforth-conscious of its
class interests’.69

Thus, the kind of discipline practiced by Lenin was typically
that of the bourgeois State. the central committee controlled
the workers, whereas the reverse would have been the case
in the Marxist conception of the revolutionary struggle.70 Too
much centralization was liable to place excessive power in the
hands of the intellectual leaders of the social-democrat move-
ment, enabling them to further their ambitions. Rosa Luxem-
burg thought that only the autonomous action of revolution-
aries could foil the designs of an ambitious intelligentsia, only
too likely, on the morrow of the revolution, to acquire rapidly
a bourgeois class content. In other words the dictatorship, as
Lenin first conceived and later practiced it, was more akin to
the Jacobin dictatorship advocated by the Blanquists than to
that of the proletariat in its struggle against the bourgeoisie. In
these conditions, asked Rosa Luxemburg, will the masses not
simply have served as a rung on the ladder to power for a hand-

69 70 V. Lenin, Un pas or avant, deux pas en arriére (Moscow), p. 210: In
this passage, the author replies to the criticisms of Axelrod contained in the
Iskra article mentioned. Italics are those of the original text.

70 71 Article by R. Luxemburg in Neue Zeit (1904). An English transla-
tion is available under the title ‘Leninism or Marxism’ in R. Luxemburg, The
Russian Revolution (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1961).
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gentsia of the 1830s and 40s was drawn from the high landed
aristocracy (there were a few exceptions, notably the common-
ers Belinsky and Nadezhdin).This feature also provides us with
the key to the socialism of the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, namely its essentially aristocratic flavor. That is, some of
its fundamental characteristics were borrowed from the feu-
dal mentality. It was profoundly radical, and entirely disinter-
ested. Seeking neither fortune nor privileges, a Herzen could
demand nothing short of the totality. Since he did not seek
power, which he despised, he was the natural enemy of all
power. Identifying with the immense mass of pariahs, these
young aristocrats were hoping that the mass would accede to
their level of consciousness at one bound. But above all, their
position had made them acutely sensitive to the dangers lurk-
ing within all systems of ‘plebeian’ origin, and with a mar-
velously prophetic sense they unearthed the hidden ambitions
of such systems.

However intransigent, this essentially aristocratic socialism
was so above all in the content of its demands. And it can only
be described as utopian insofar as it failed to perceive, or at
least did so insufficiently, the impossibility of its immediate
realization. Herzen, moreover, had no illusions on this point.
On the contrary, his intransigence was perfectly justified, as
subsequent history was to show, and the present generation of
revolutionaries, one that has lived through the affluence of the
highly industrialized countries, may very well end up making
the Russian pre-Marxist project its own.26

On the other hand, this first generation of revolutionaries
was anything but dogmatic where means were concerned.
Placing their hopes in the autonomous activity of the peas-
antry (i.e. the immense majority of the oppressed of that

26 26 There is no paradox in the fact that the most radical theorists to-
day have resuscitated the aristocratic mentality in its most ludic and most
disinterested form. See R. Vaneigem, Treatise de savoir vivre ci I’usage des
jeunes ginerntias, Paris 1%7, p. 81.
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period), they had no intention of deliberately stirring up its
spontaneity. They perceived the minimal conditions of its true
liberation, but they could hardly be said to have drawn up a
timetable or an itinerary.

The generation of populists of the 1860s and 70s remained
faithful to this programme where its goals were concerned,
and its ideals were still the artel, federalism, the obshchina, the
peasant revolution. While thoroughly steeped in Herzen’s lib-
ertarian demands, the new generation was far more impatient
for results. Tchernishevsky’s articles in the ‘Contemporary’
were read avidly, while his ‘What is to be Done?’ (1863) be-
came the gospel for this generation. Tchernishevsky straddled
the two periods: he still admired Fourier and Saint-Simon
while carefully studying political economy and applauding
Louis Blanc’s proposals for the organization of labor. He
also thought that Russia could, and should, bypass a phase
of bourgeois development, but at the same time he proposed
State intervention to aid the establishment of peasants’ and
workers’ cooperatives. Similarly, he was more confident than
Herzen in the liberating potential of science.27

Already the first ‘Zemlia i Volia’ (land and liberty), a clan-
destine organization founded by Pmigres in London, but heav-
ily influenced by Tchernishevsky, had raised the question of
the need for intellectuals to guide the peasant movement (its
programme dates from 1861). And the ‘Young Russia’ group,
in its manifesto of the same name (1862), moved rather closer
to Jacobinism, and sought to transpose the methods of Barbes
on to Russian soil. The content of the projected revolution is
still social, but it is taking on a distinctly political form, in the
tradition of Robespierre and revolutionary dictatorship.28

27 27 F. Venturi, Roots of Revolution: a History of the Populist and So-
cialist Movements in Nineteenth Century Russia (New York, 1966), p. 138ff.
The first edition was published in 1952 under the title, II populismo russo.
The American edition is slightly more complete.

28 28 ibid., p. 297.
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organization in general. But if Rosa Luxemburg’s qualities
lay in her obstinacy, and in her fidelity towards a theory of
spontaneity that was ultimately to become identified with her,
her critique never attained the radicality of a Trotsky. This
was because Rosa Luxemburg’s entire life was devoted to the
social-democratic movement; outside of this universe neither
her activities nor her militant thought were conceivable. Trot-
sky, on the other hand, was extremely independent-minded.
It was no mere accident that he avoided all factions until
1917, and even then he only joined the one he thought most
effective. This independence gave him the freedom to vent his
violent reactions on every and any concept, however orthodox.
But there was another side of the coin; once his anger was
past, once his prophetic thunderbolts had been hurled, he
was capable — when enjoying ministerial power — of keeping
silent when he should have spoken up. Rosa Luxemburg, with
her limitations and her quest for orthodoxy and a spiritual
family, could be tempted by nothing outside what she believed
to be the truth.

Rosa Luxemburg’s principal theoretical concern, from The
Mass Strike, the Political Party and the Trade Union to her fi-
nal ‘Speech’ on the program of the young German Commu-
nist Party then in formation, was to reconcile organization,
the necessity of a vanguard with the autonomous proletarian
dynamic. Perhaps the reason why some people have been at-
tracted to ‘Luxemburgism’ is that it attempted to reconcile two
irreconcilables, resulting in a ‘lame synthesis” In truth, it is not
easy to show that the impulses of the masses and their revolu-
tionary practice are both spontaneous and dependent upon a
social democracy ‘which alone is capable of unleashing this en-
ergy and shapes it as a decisive factor in political life’.68 Never-
theless, the fundamental role which Rosa Luxemburg assigned
to their autonomous activity led her to condemn severely par-

68 69 Cited by Guerin, ibid.
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power within the party.65 He went further still in ‘Our Political
Tasks’ and accused Lenin’s friends of usingMarxism as an ideo-
logical veil to hide their bourgeois-revolutionary Jacobin) role,
with which these said friends had become perfectly reconciled.
The democratic intelligentsia had adopted Marxism because it
provided them with a theoretical base for their struggle for po-
litical emancipation.66 This gave rise to the illusion that it was
the social democrats’ task to liberate the Russian people, as a
certain (Leninist) committee in Odessa proclaimed. Which led
Trotsky to comment:

“the Odessa Committee has evidently rejected the little no-
tion that the liberation of the people can only come from the
people itself as a vestige of ‘suivisme’. Long live the Odessa
Committee, the people’s ‘liberator’, which has already liber-
ated the workers of Odessa from the task of having to liberate
themselves! Only one wonders in what way the Odessa Com-
mittee’s slogan [Long live social democracy, the Russian peo-
ple’s liberator] is better than the promises of the old ‘people’s
heroes’, and what reason we have to believe that the ‘fighting
organization’ will really obtain freedom for the people.”67

In Rosa Luxemburg’s case, however, this was no longer
a question of tactical criticism, soon to be corrected or re-
tracted. One cannot deny her a certain logic, and a great deal
of perseverance, in the defense of her theses. Throughout
her career as a social-democrat activist she maintained her
hostility towards a certain conception — which today we
might term bureaucratic — of the party and of revolutionary

65 65 L. Trotsky, Rapport de la délégation siberienne (Paris, 1970), pas-
sim.

66 66 Nos taches politiques, p. 35.
67 67 ibid., p. 144, n. 7. Those who have followed Trotsky’s career as a

member of the Council of People’s Commissars will surely savour this text,
written in 1904. It was not the last time Trotsky elaborated a critique whose
bitter irony would be later illustrated by history. 68 D. Guérin, Rosa Luxen-
burg et la spontanéite révolutionnaire (Paris. 1971), pp. 424.
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Nihilism, which in fact was more of an intellectual fash-
ion than a political movement, continued to flourish, accen-
tuating these Jacobin and elitist characteristics after 1863 and
the collapse of the hopes raised by attempts at reform. The ni-
hilists were ferociously positivist, swearing by the exact sci-
ences alone while despising everyone not versed in them. For
them, salvation would come neither from the people nor from
reforms, but only from the educated strata of the population
— of which they considered themselves to be the finest prod-
ucts.29

The 1860s also saw the first, short-lived, revolutionary
groups organized into secret societies and favoring terrorism.
Nechaev was a typical representative of these revolutionaries,
admirers of the peasantry and its natural organizations while
intoxicated with positivism and their own historical role.
Nechaev was as influenced by Bakunin as he was by the
Babeuf conspiracy; he dreamed of organizing the ‘mental pro-
letariat’ and of imposing upon it a revolutionary committee
whose power would not wither away after the revolution.30

But it was Tkachev who was to be the spokesman as well
as theoretician of Russian Jacobinism. Hemade no bones about
his belief in economic materialism, and he believed in the su-
periority of an egalitarian State, which would serve as the true
architect of the social revolution.The advent of this State called
for the constitution of a political force, as the masses were inca-
pable of casting off their yoke unaided. It fell to the intellectual
elite, therefore, to build up this force in the shape of a political
party.31

Clearly, Tkachev had nothing to learn from Lenin or Trot-
sky: at least he set forth his project with perfect clarity, with-
out concealing his view that it was for the intelligentsia, and

29 29 Cf. A. Coquart, Dmitri Pisarev (1840–1868) et I’idiologie du ni-
hilisme russe (Paris, 1946).

30 30 Narodnaia rasprava, no. 2, cited by Venturi, op. cit., p. 383–4.
31 31 Venturi, op. cit., ch. 16.
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more particularly its most advanced elements, to bring about
the revolution in place of the masses.

Nevertheless, Tkachev’s objectives and his class analysis
show that he was still under the influence of populism: his egal-
itarian Statewas conceived as reproducing the autonomy of the
obshchina. The struggle he envisaged was directed against the
nobility, while the beneficiaries were to be the peasants rather
than the workers.

All these voluntarist and narrowly political conceptions
of the struggle germinated between 1860 and 1870. They re-
sulted in the ‘Go to the People’ movement and, subsequently,
terrorism.32 1863 saw the first pilgrimages to the countryside.
Hitherto, the revolutionary movement, which had consisted
mostly of students, had been entirely cut off from the people.
But especially between 1869 and 1873 it was to discover the
realities of Russian peasant life when hundreds, or thousands
even, of intellectuals flocked to the villages. Occasionally
they settled down to live among the peasants, but most of
them returned to their cities disappointed. The peasant was
ignorant, and could not even read the pamphlets the intel-
lectuals brought with them; what is more, they discovered
the peasant was deeply attached to the tsar and that his only
quarrel was with the nobles. Finally, of course, it was impos-
sible to attempt the slightest action because of the absolutist
police regime; these migrations were invariably succeeded by
massive arrests.

Revolutionary circles could not fail to draw their own con-
clusions. Before one could hope to educate the masses and con-
vert them to socialism it was necessary to create the appro-
priate political conditions. It was imperative that the struggle

32 32 By an ironic twist of fate, it was Ogarev who had given the signal
for the ‘Go to the People’ movement in an article published in Kolokol (the
Bell), in 1861. Both he and Herzen believed that the peasantry was the repos-
itory of revolutionary dynamism, and that inspiration should be drawn from
that class.
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eventually transform itself into a ‘process of proletarian
self-determination.’63 If this did not happen, he added, Russian
social democracy would be seen to have been a historical
mistake. But, what was actually going on in AD 1904? The
party of the revolutionary intelligentsia was in the process
of substituting itself for the proletariat, elaborating its own
private theory of revolution, and was attempting to bend the
reality of class struggle to this theory. But, Trotsky wrote,
history simply does not permit this kind of substitution; the
proletarian theory of political development cannot replace a
politically developed proletariat. Revolutionary consciousness
cannot come to the masses from the outside. It can only come
from the objective conditions of their existence. Lenin’s party
resembled the classical capitalist factory, where a minority
gives the orders and the great majority is merely invited to
jump to it.

Trotsky went on to situate Lenin in the Jacobin tradition
which, he said, represents ‘the maximum degree of radicalism
a bourgeois society is capable of producing’.64 It was this under-
lying Jacobinism which led the Bolshevik leader to believe that
the preparation of the proletariat for dictatorship was purely a
question of organization; in point of fact, though, his organi-
zational ideas lead to a dictatorship over the proletariat. For
Jacobinism, like Blanquism, is a bourgeois ideology aiming at
nothing more nor less than the construction of a power appa-
ratus.

Already in 1903, Trotsky published a pamphlet comparing
Lenin with Robespierre and laying bare Lenin’s struggle for

63 63 L. Trotsky, Nos taches politiques (Paris, 1971), p. 20. Significantly,
Trotsky never authorized the reprinting of this pamphlet in his lifetime. Al-
though it was first published in Geneva in 1904 (in Russian), a revealing
pointer to the ideological development of the extreme left lies in the fact
that the French translation was only published in the wake of the events of
May 1968.

64 61 ibid., p. 189.
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and its policies would lead to the emergence of a bourgeois
revolution and that alone. He then wondered whether the ide-
ological wrapping (the Party’s revolutionary program) did not
conceal an objective content whose fundamental principles re-
mained within the framework of radical democracy.

Axelrod further suspected that what he termed Lenin’s
organizational utopia (centralism, bureaucracy, the conspir-
atorial nature of the organization) incarnated a bourgeois
ideology. Leading the masses directly, under the tutelage of
the Party, into the struggle against the autocracy, he wrote,
could only result in the seizure of power by the radical
bourgeoisie. He inevitably drew a parallel with the French
Revolution of 1789, when the Jacobins, drawing support from
the clubs and the sociétés populaires, faithfully carried out
the policies of the bourgeoisie.62 In short, behind the elite
of professional revolutionaries drawn from the intelligentsia,
Axelrod dimly perceived a ‘general staf’ ready to use the
proletarian masses in order to carry out its own revolution, a
revolution that would hoist it to power. But the mystique of
the Party, of a social-democratic movement whose role is to
educate the proletariat, was too powerful for him to be able to
follow his line of reasoning through to its logical conclusion.
He himself scarcely believed his own warning when he wrote
that history might very well play the same trick on the Russian
socialists as it played on the French revolutionary bourgeoisie,
by dressing up the bourgeois content of the movement in the
ideological clothes of radical democracy.

When Trotsky examined the consequences of the decisive
congress held in August 1903 he was no less apprehen-
sive. He declared flatly that the workers’ movement must

62 62 ibid.,Axelrod refers to the passage in the 18th Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte in which Marx writes: ‘lts gladiators (the spokesmen of bour-
geoisie) found the ideals and the forms, the means of self-deception, they
needed, that they might hide from themselves the bourgeois limitations of
the struggle in which they were engaged…’ (London, 1926. p 25).
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be directed against the State. The doctrine of the second ‘Zem-
lia i Volia’ flowed from this disappointment and the ensuing
conclusion: for adherents it was no longer a question of wait-
ing for the peasants to carry out their social revolution but to
precede it. And while the content of the movement’s demands
remained populist, this content was already beginning to be
overshadowed by the question of means: centralized organi-
zation, stirring up of revolts, planned terrorism. From 1877–8
onwards propaganda was supplanted by agitation and bomb
outrages, shootings and so forth. In 1878 Vera Zasulich shot at
Trepov, while 1881 saw the assassination of Alexander II.

One should not get the impression that this evolution took
place without resistance and argument within the revolution-
ary movement. On the contrary, there was no lack of critics,
from Herzen who accused the young activists of ‘Babouvism’
and Bakunin who warned of the positivist dangers stalking
the new generation, to Peter Lavrov, who held that the masses
did not wish for a new government to replace the old one and
that the revolution should come through the rising of ‘natural’
groupings. Inside Russia itself there were divergences between
those who saw revolution as a spontaneous phenomenon — as
a sort of generalized revolt — and those who wanted to seize
power through conspiracy and to use the State machine in or-
der to bring about social change.33

One way and another, the ‘lack of peasant response’ has-
tened the inexorable march towards organization and ‘political
work’.The desire for efficiency was clearly visible among those
members of ‘Narodnaia Volia’ who favored terrorism and be-
lieved in the need for a people’s party. Already, they were pre-
pared to countenance the emergence of a State from the revolu-
tion. Indeed, the Russian intellectuals’ thirst for efficiency grew
unabated throughout the nineteenth century; while the early
generations had concentrated their attention on problems of

33 33 Venturi, op. cit., ch. 21.
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distribution, questions of production and organization came to
preoccupy their successors in the 1870s and 80s.34 The intel-
ligentsia was coming to feel responsible for the future of the
Russian economy and for social evolution in general. Its desire
to ‘revolutionize’ was colored by the desire to do so with some
precise end in view.

The emergence of a Russian-style Jacobinism is the more
significant in that it coincides with the constitution of an
urban proletariat. There were 1,189,000 workers in 1879, and
the first wave of strikes occurred in the 1870s (in Saint Peters-
burg, in the textile industry).35 The populists agitated among
the workers, profiting from this to ‘contact’ the countryside,
with which the latter had remained in close touch. They also
managed to convert a number of workers to populism, thus
forming a worker elite which, little by little, was to become
integrated into the intelligentsia.

But, significantly, the first workers’ organizations also be-
gan to appear at about this time (the Southern Union of Russian
Workers, the Northern Union of Russian Workers, etc.) which,
while accepting the intellectuals’ ideology (notably Bakunin-
ism), mistrusted the latter and were sometimes even openly
hostile. Some of them loudly expressed the wish that the or-
ganization of the proletarian masses be left to those primarily
concerned36

This hostility found concrete expression notably in the re-
fusal to distribute populist pamphlets among the peasants. But,
despite this resistance, intellectuals were beginning to organize
the workers: Axelrod, Shchedrin and Plekhanov were already
active in this field. There were lively disputes between those

34 34 A. Gerschenkron,‘The Problem of Economic Development in Rus-
sian Intellectual History of the Nineteenth Century’, in E. I. Simmons (ed.),
Continuity and Change in Russian and Soviet Thought (Cambridge, Mass.,
1955).

35 35 Portal, op. dt., p. 282.
36 36 Venturi, op. dt., p. 539
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of theoretical reflection. It was a strictly hierarchized and cen-
tralized party, demanding rigid discipline from its members,
and presenting itself as the proletariat’s guide, presuming in
advance to approve or condemn this same proletariat’s strug-
gles. It would have raised a laugh if a certain number of peo-
ple had not perceived tendencies in it which, on the contrary,
called for the utmost gravity.

Their critique was the more clear-cut in that they saw
before them the concentrate, the essence of social democracy
or, more precisely, a social democracy which only existed in
essence. In attacking it, these heretics were really hitting out
at all forms of State socialism, even if this was not clear to
them, whether later or at the time.

In conditions prevailing in tsarist Russia, what could be the
meaning of a political struggle? asked Axelrod. Above all this
struggle was democratic-bourgeois in character, that is to say
it aimed at replacing the feudal monarchy with the reign of the
capitalist bourgeoisie.The Russian Social Democratic Workers’
Party was engaged in precisely this struggle, and Lenin’s con-
ceptions merely accentuated the ‘left- wing bourgeois’ charac-
ter of the Party.61 For, far from drawing inspiration from the
masses and going to them to learn about proletarian reality at
first hand, Lenin’s followers set themselves up as their lead-
ers. But in its social composition, however, the RSWDP was
undeniably a bourgeois party, and if the workers supported it
and followed its line it was because of the lack of a Western-
style liberal bourgeois party on the Russian political scene. For
the time being, then, the party was an organization run by the
revolutionary intelligentsia, and Lenin’s ultra-centralism was
likely to perpetuate this state of affairs. There was a great dan-
ger, Axelrod pointed out, that the existing party organization

61 61 P. Axelrod, ‘Ob”edinienie rossijskoj sodaldemokratij i eja zadaci’
(‘The Unification of Russian Social Democracy and its Tasks) in Iskra, nos 55,
57 (15 December 1903, 15 January 1904).
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within the party, before it even existed formally, aroused the
indignation of a number of delegates not yet reconciled to
the cold Machiavellianism of the committee men. Later, when
the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks had constituted two entirely
distinct factions — if not to say parties — theoretical compli-
ments began to be exchanged through the medium of codified
invective (‘opportunism’, ‘factionalism’, ‘rightism’, ‘revolu-
tionarism’,‘Blanquism’, etc.) rather than with the support of
any fundamental analysis. At this point there was no further
disagreement concerning objectives, namely the seizure of
power on behalf of the party. The divergences concerned
historical tactics, the Mensheviks placing their trust in the
spontaneous organizations of the proletariat, infiltrating them
if necessary, while the Bolsheviks recognized no organizations
other than those subordinated to their own apparatus. The
former were somewhat skeptical about their chances of ever
coming to power (which earned them a reputation for ‘half-
heartedness’ among the workers); the latter, on the contrary,
pushed their voluntarism to the point of adopting the program
of their sworn enemies (the revolutionary socialists), provided
the masses accorded them their much-needed support in the
march towards the conquest of the State.

However, in 1904 the camps were not yet clearly and defini-
tively delimited, and the reaction to the Leninist conception
of the party arose spontaneously. True, German social democ-
racy, at the time the most powerful, was hardly a model of
‘democratism’, but at least it ‘had’ the masses, and its central-
ism was concealed behind the existence of hundreds and even
thousands of officials which gave the party the illusion of a con-
stant exchange between the base and the summit. Lenin’s the-
ses (and already his practice!), by contrast, shocked peoplewith
their dogmatism: here was a party made up of a few thousand
intellectuals and a handful of workers, most of whom were
no longer involved in the productive process, pretending not
merely to the leadership of themasses but also to themonopoly
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who remained faithful to populist goals and who were hoping
to be able to avoid a capitalist phase in Russia, and those — fu-
ture social democrats, legal Marxists and left-wing liberals —
who thought socialism would result from the evolution of cap-
italism. The former looked to the countryside, the latter to the
towns. However, both were attached to the political forms of
revolution and were convinced of the need to guide the masses
and to institute the socialist State before constructing socialism
itself.

This evolution was virtually completed by the early 1880s,
and a certain form of populism had been defeated. It was now
only a matter of time before the intelligentsia organized itself
along the most efficient lines, those closest-linked to the ratio-
nale of the rising capitalism. A Marxist group was formed in
1893 in Saint Petersburg which was to direct the workers’ cir-
cles in the city, and the first congress of the social democrats
was held in 1898. So it was Russian Marxism, finally, which
provided the intelligentsia with its most appropriate ideologi-
cal expression.

The gradual replacement of an open, non-authoritarian
socialism by an ideology calling for organization and for
the seizure of power on behalf of the people was no mere
accident. It corresponded to the new composition of the
revolutionary movement, which itself was the result of the
slow transformation of Russian social structures. While in
the 1830s and 40s the intelligentsia was identified with a
section of the aristocracy (and thus can in no way be said to
have been a class), in the following decades it increasingly
drew its recruits from the ranks of the raznochintsy (declasse
intellectuals). These originated in the clergy, the impoverished
low-ranking nobility, the mieshchanstvo (a statutory category
of townspeople : artisans, small shopkeepers); they had broken
with their class of origin, and therefore had no status in the
eyes of the law. These declasse intellectuals were doubly
alienated from the system : they were not officially recognized
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as a social category and hence they did not constitute an
organic part of Russian society.

Furthermore, they were acutely aware that their talents and
energies were under-employed. They considered themselves
utterly superior to all other classes (which is a feature of ni-
hilism) but could find no way of asserting their superiority.
The resentment they felt was so powerful that it constituted
one of the driving forces of the entire revolutionary movement,
but it also made them candidates for leadership of a system
which was evolving towards industrial capitalism, in whose
framework their professional and intellectual capacities could
be profitably employed.

This, then, was the very opposite of the disinterested, gen-
erous socialism propounded by the pioneers of Russian radi-
cal thought: generally unconsciously, their socialism was grad-
ually transformed into a doctrine founded on their eventual
accession to power. This process was only completed around
the end of the century, with the industrialization of Russia
and the constitution of a true intellectual middle class, acceler-
ated by the reforms of the 1860s: abolition of serfdom, creation
of a provincial administration, reform of the judicial system.
By 1897 the category of professional intelligentsia constituted
a genuine social class representing some 500,000 persons. Of
course, only the lower levels of this class opted for revolution,
the ‘high intelligentsia’ remaining desperately conservative or
else turning, at the beginning of the twentieth century, towards
liberalism.37

The composition of the revolutionary movement evolved
as follows: consisting almost entirely of aristocrats in 1830–40,

37 37 G. Fischer, Russian Liberalism (Cambridge, Mass., 1958), pp. 49, 61.
It is interesting to note that there were numerous contacts between liberals
and Marxists to begin with. They originated from the same class and they
shared a common objective (power), but they differed over the question of
means: the Liberals were to opt for reformism, applying a strategy which
devolved upon the social democrats in Germany.
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It was at this point in the discussion that a number of voices
were raised within the social-democratic movement and even
among the small group of émigres centered around Iskra.These
voices were perfectly qualified to criticize Lenin’s faction since
they belonged to activists with first-hand experience of the
way in which these conceptions were incarnated in the every-
day practice of social-democratic organization. This critique
was rather more pertinent, and less abstract than that put for-
ward by the Rabochaia Mysl economists.60

What is interesting from the point of view of radical theory
is that this critique poses the crucial problem of the nature of
Russian socialism — a struggle for power for a single class or a
struggle for the liberation of the proletariat — and in so doing
places itself at the extreme limits of Marxism. It nevertheless
remains within the bounds of the social-democratic movement,
refusing from the outset to step beyond the limits. Neither Ax-
elrod nor Trotsky nor Rosa Luxemburg had any quarrel with
the conception of the party or with that of the vanguard es-
sential to the class struggle. This is why — as we shall see for
Rosa Luxemburg — this dual position (critical and conformist)
was to lead to a number of ambiguities and even contradictions.
And this was not the last time a lucid and pitiless analysis of
the party would lead Trotsky to contradict himself; a quarter
of a century later he himself was to fall into the same trap.

The Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Workers’
Party held in 1903 (formally the second) gave rise to a reex-
amination of the aims and characteristics of Russian socialism.
Antagonisms were exacerbated by the factional in-fighting
which dominated the entire congress, in the course of which
Lenin managed to maintain control of the party’s organs
by a margin of a few votes. This brazen struggle for power

60 60Who did not hesitate to predict that ‘though today they[Leninists]
might man the barricades, tomorrow they might well occupy the judges
seats’. Cited by Keep, op. cit., p. 61.
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tated a certain number of social evils, the fruits of an ‘objective’
and ineluctable process.59

The economists, however, believed that the class struggle
par excellence lay in the spontaneous economic struggles of
the proletariat. For them, the political activities of the radical
intelligentsia should merge with the political activities of the
liberal opposition: the social revolution could not result from a
political struggle against the autocracy. The social democrats,
with Lenin foremost, favored on the contrary giving priority to
the political struggle insofar as economic demands irremedia-
bly degenerated into trade unionism, i.e. a form of syndicalism
perfectly compatible with the bourgeois order.

From 1900 onwards, the hardline social democrats led
a ruthless struggle in the columns of Iskra against the
economists, whose theories were identified with Bernsteinian
opportunism. Alongside this, the editorial board of the firstl-
skra (Lenin, Plekhanov, Axelrod, Zasulich, Potressov, Martov)
developed a conception of the party that was diametrically
opposite to that of the economists: a hierarchized party com-
posed of professional revolutionaries working underground,
with a centralized organization, and whose aim would be to
lead the workers’ struggles. That is, in Lenin’s conception the
proletariat should not only be confined to trade union-type
demands, but it should throw its entire weight behind the po-
litical struggle against tsarist rule. This view is expressed with
greatest vigor in the articles Lenin wrote for Iskra (1900–3), in
his pamphlet What is to be Done! (1902), and in his speeches
to the Social Democrats’ Congress in 1903.

59 59 1. H. L. Keep, The Rise of Social Democracy in Russia (Oxford,
1963), p. 39. There was very little differentiation between ‘economists’ and
social democrats before the beginning of the twentieth century. The publica-
tion of Credo by Prokopovitch and Kuskova was to put an end to this state
of affairs. It is worth noting that it was the ‘legal Marxist’, Struve, who drew
up the party programme for the First Congress of the RSDWP (1898).
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it still contained a good many nobles (though from the lower
ranks, the provincial, the impoverished and the modest gentry)
in 1860–70, and it was almost entirely made up of common-
ers drawn from the lower strata of the intelligentsia in 1890–
1900.38

The radical project’s lapse into power ideology, resulting
from the evolution of Russia’s social structures in the nine-
teenth century, did not occur without resistance. But the radi-
cal alternative was now obliged to take refuge in the writings
of sects or in the prophecies of isolated militants: but it contin-
ued to exist for all that, and its voice was only stifled with the
conclusion of the civil war in the Soviet Union.

Marxism and power: an early critique

Before undergoing a long eclipse, Russian socialism, both
populist and anarchist, had developed an early critique of
statist systems of thought, and especially Marxism. As we
have seen, Herzen was already speaking of Babouvism with
respect to the slogans of the new generation of revolutionaries
in the 1860s. And in truth Russian socialism in the 1860s and
70s was still divided between two traditions which did not yet
appear to be contradictory, but which were subsequently to
lead to utterly incompatible theories of revolution.

One of these traditions has its roots in German idealism, in
Hegel’s phenomenology and utopian French socialism, leading
to a socialism that was aristocratic in essence and which later
gave birth to populism or, more precisely, to one of its compo-
nents.

38 38 Of the 425 revolutionary agitators arrested in 1877–8 and consid-
ered as ‘criminal’, 147 were nobles, 90 were clergymen, 58 sons of officers, 54
came from the mbhfhanstvo, 11 were soldiers and 65 of peasant origin. See
Venturi, op. dt., p. 595.
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Theother tradition arises directly out of eighteenth-century
French rationalism and the Great Revolution. While Fourier,
andHerzen in his wake, profoundlymistrusted this Revolution,
which had done no more than proclaim formal freedoms, the
Jacobin and authoritarian socialists, on the other hand, took it
as the guiding star in their theoretical heaven. It was the most
consistent actors of the 1789 Revolution, those who wished to
pursue the process through to its logical conclusion— the Robe-
spierres and the Babeufs — who most profoundly marked the
theoreticians of State socialism: Louis Blanc, Weitling, Barbils,
Blanqui and, above all, Marx and Engels.

Jacobin socialism established itself very early and very
rapidly in Russia (from 1860–5). Tkachev popularized it and
adapted it to Russian taste, that is, by amalgamating it with the
native populism. All subsequent populism was to share in this
ambiguity (for example, ‘Narodnaia Volia’ which nevertheless,
in 1885, called for a revolutionary party external to the mass
of workers and peasants), which was only cleared up with the
organization of a Marxist movement in the 1890s.

But while Marxism only entered Russia as an organized
movement in the last decade of the nineteenth century, it was
known to certain thinkers well before this. Tkachev, for exam-
ple, made historical materialism his own, while Nechaev, after
his break with Bakunin, turned to authoritarian communism,
drawing inspiration from the Communist Manifesto.39 Above
all, a great many Russian exiles abroad, beginning with those
famous students in Switzerland, had become thoroughly famil-
iar with a system of thought which inspired one of the factions
of the First International. At the same time, these students were
involved in all the discussions with the populists then going
on, as well as publishing journals and founding revolutionary
groups.

39 39 ibid., p. 383–4.
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Paradoxically, the spokesmen for the radical analysis
of the Marxist movement were to be found within the
social-democratic movement itself. This developed slowly at
leadership level from the 1880s onwards. The forerunners,
Axelrod, Plekhanov and Zasulich, were former populists who
had broken with a certain revolutionary past. Simultaneously,
they discovered the writings of Marx and Engels and the
workers’ movement which was beginning to organize in the
course of the 1870s. These early theoreticians of Russian social
democracy were also propagandists and leaders: they were to
be seen on the occasion of strikes, playing the role of adviser
(not always heeded) and ‘guide’ to the workers in the big
cities. Having lost their faith in the revolutionary potential
of the peasant masses, they convinced themselves, with the
aid of Marxism, that the industrial proletariat was the historic
instrument of the revolution.

Marxism in the Russia of the 1890s was divided into two
fundamental tendencies: that which, on the one hand, drew
a clear distinction between the economic struggle of the pro-
letariat and the political struggle of the revolutionary intelli-
gentsia and, on the other hand, the tendency which sought an
interpenetration of the two tasks. The economists (as their op-
ponents called them) considered themselves no less Marxist
than the social democrats, and their analyses coincided in a
number of points. To begin with, they both shared a concep-
tion of history in which industrial capitalism figures as an ir-
resistible trend which, sooner or later, would sweep aside all
traces of feudalism. Both also agreed in assigning the prole-
tariat the central role in the capitalist phase: as producers they
are the true architects of industrialization, but as employees
they are fated to be the victims of bourgeois exploitation. And
certainly both Lenin (the sworn enemy of economism— see the
biting sarcasm of his What is to be Done!) and Martinov had
no doubt that the inevitable development of capitalism necessi-
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A relative decline followed this brief flowering, due to a wave
of repression in the wake of strikes and uprisings. Many an-
archists chose to emigrate, and they continued their activities,
centered around the publication of journals and propaganda
pamphlets (NewYork, Paris and Genevawere the principal cen-
ters of exiled Russian anarchism). Russian libertarians returned
en masse with the February and October Revolutions, throw-
ing themselves body and soul into the immense revolutionary
tidal wave sweeping over the country.

One cannot really claim that Russian anarchism is the direct
heir to a single tradition such as populism or Bakuninism, for
example. Its origins are complex and manifold but, and this is
worth noting, the movement arose spontaneously in working-
class circles in response to a capitalism that was advancing by
giant strides, trailing with it its cohort of misery, injustice and
exploitation. Unlike the Marxists or the populists, then, the an-
archists were not a group of intellectuals looking for recruits
for the revolution but small circles of workers resolved to take
action. Thus, the libertarian movement was practical before it
became theoretical. Entirely concerned with problems of ac-
tion (strikes, raids, terrorism), it clashed violently with social
democracy, accusing the latter of temporizing and of intellec-
tualism.57

There was no question, at this stage at least, of discussing
the class nature of RussianMarxists; certainly anarchist revolu-
tionaries suspected the latter of harboring political ambitions,
but they made no advance on Bakunin’s analyses. Their criti-
cisms were aimed more at tactical questions: parliamentarian-
ism (participation in the Duma), non-violent means of struggle
(propaganda, organization) in preference to revolutionary vio-
lence.58

57 57 Avrich, op. dt., p. 19.
58 58 It was the 1917 Revolution and the resulting persecution which

led the anarchists to develop their analysis of Bolshevism or, rather, of the
Soviet State, as we have seen in ch.
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In other words, the critique of Marxism was known in Rus-
sia well before any party was founded. Bakuninism had begun
to spread in Russia from the 1870s onwards, whether directly
or through his disciples. Bakunin was not the first to criticize
Marx, but his criticismswere themost vigorous, and they are of
interest to us more particularly because they form the basis of
a type of thought perpetuated through anarchism, and because
they are remarkably close to those which radicality expresses
today. That is to say that one hundred years later, Bakunin’s
critique seems to us to possess a remarkably prophetic quality.

The Bakuninist critique centers around two main problems:
the latent tendencies among the category of intellectuals, and
the scientific pretensions of a social theory. The collusion of
these two factors seemed to him to constitute the essence of
State socialism. Certainly, Bakunin’s thesis is not free of all con-
fusion, and he does not distinguish clearly between the nega-
tion of the State in general and that of the Marxist State. Most
important, he does not illustrate his arguments by means of
an analysis of the economic structures of industrial capitalism
and of their links with the evolution of social structures. His
demonstration is a little abstract from this standpoint, and is
reduced to a series of statements of a philosophical order. Nev-
ertheless, these statements anticipate the future and, moreover,
they were to have a profound influence on subsequent anar-
chism, and especially on Russian anarchism.

As for intellectuals, or ‘savants’ as Bakunin called them,
they are imbued with a sense of their superiority as a result of
their education. From this supposed superiority they conclude
that their own future dominance as a class is not only neces-
sary but inevitable. It is this class which ‘in the name of its offi-
cially recognized erudition and its self-proclaimed intellectual
superiority, believes itself destined to rule over the masses’.40

40 40 M. Bakunin, bansl. from Etatisme et anarchie neiden, 1%7; Ist edn
1873), P· 234.
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It is this class which is going to appropriate the State for itself
as projected in Marxist theory and thus dominate the masses.
The class, then, represents a new aristocracy; and of all aristoc-
racies, this is the most hateful and the most arrogant — it is the
last refuge of the spirit of domination.41

The Marxist State will signal the reign of the scientific in-
telligentsia. It will be based on a new hierarchy of real and
fictitious savants, and society will be divided into a minority
which dominates in the name of science, and the immense, un-
educated majority. In this case, Bakunin warns, ‘Beware of the
ignorant masses’.42

For, and this is the second aspect of this critique, we are
not dealing with just any tyranny: the one in question is go-
ing to claim that its justification lies in science. But science as
such cannot predict the future, no more than it can legitimize
a social regime. For Bakunin it is the action of men, their con-
stant desire for liberation, and not intellectual schemas, which
makes history. But intellectuals have seized upon scientific cer-
titudes as though they were a new religion: their positivism is
merely at the service of their political ambitions. The ‘doctri-
naire revolutionaries’ see the revolution as opening up vast ca-
reer prospects for their talents.43 Believing they understand the
true interests of the people better than the people themselves,
they assume that their scientific knowledge places them above
the people.44

Despite its prophetic foresight, Bakunin’s analysis was
never more than rudimentary; he clearly saw that the intel-
ligentsia is the ‘quintessence and the scientific expression
of the bourgeois spirit and bourgeois interests’ but does not

41 41 Article in L’Egalite (27 luly 1869), and repr. in M. Bakounine, Oeu-
vres (Paris, 1895–1911), vol. 5, p· 129. See also Article 8 of the Programme of
the Slav Section of Zurich, repr. As appendix to Etatisme et annrchie.

42 42 Oeuvres, vol. 4, p. 476–7.
43 43 Etatisme et anarchie, p. 319.
44 44 Narodnoe delo (September 1868), cited by Venturi, op. cit., p. 432.
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that even after the disappearance of the capitalist bourgeoisie
the workers did not have a government of their own, despite
the fact that they were now free to elect their representatives.
Power had devolved upon the intellectuals, and these were con-
cerned with defending their own interests.55

But even his unfaithful disciples propagated his ideas, and
these, it seems, enjoyed a certain vogue for a while. Novom-
irski, for example, took up Machajski’s critique of the revo-
lutionary intelligentsia, holding that the monopoly of knowl-
edge was the greatest enemy of human freedom, and that the
intellectual class possessing this monopoly had emerged at the
same time as the State and property.56 Curiously, Machajski
even found a number of adepts within the ranks of the Bolshe-
vik party, and the left opposition included at least two groups,
after 1917, defending positions close to his own : the ‘Workers’
Truth’ and the ‘Workers Group’ .

Machajski was influenced by Bakunin, as were, even more
noticeably, the Russian anarchists, although he was not, prop-
erly speaking, an anarchist himself. Anarchism developed in
the tsarist empire as a response to the generalization of an es-
sentially urban industrial economy. The first groups consisted
of workers and students, both these categories being directly
affected by the recurrent cycles of crises and unemployment.
Solidly organized groups were to be found as early as 1903, but
it was in 1905–7 that these circles, originating in the western
and south-western provinces of the empire, began to spread
throughout all industrial centers and towns of any importance.

55 55 Rabocaja revolucija, no. 1 (single issue) (Moscow, June-July 1918).
Machajski wrote every page of this journal himself in May 1918.

56 56 Novomirski, Cto takoe anarhizm (n.p. [Geneva], 1907), ch. ix.
Among Machajskist writings (those more or less faithful to his ideas) we
should mention: E. I. Lozinskij, Ctoie takoe nakonec, intelligencija! (What,
in the Final Analysis, is the Intelligentsia?) (St Petersburg, 1907); and K.
Orgeiani (G. Gogelija), Ob intelligenni (‘On the Intelligentsia’) (London,
1912).
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We can see the extent to which Machajski adopted and de-
veloped Bakunin’s critique of Marxism and the revolutionary
intelligentsia — without ever actually quoting his predecessor.
He must at least have read Bakunin, if only during his time at
Warsaw University, for Bakunin’s writings were widely read
by students in the 1880s. People have even tried to present
Machajski as an anarchist or a revolutionary syndicalist; in fact,
though, he was an isolated figure on the political scene of his
time. Although he shared many of the ideas of contemporary
revolutionary syndicalism, he totally disagreed with it over the
central notion of the union, instead of the party, as the organ
of the workers’ interests.53

Similarly, and despite the fact that his thinking had several
points in common with anarchism, he did not believe that the
anarchists were prepared to work for the economic demands of
the proletariat: they too were fighting for ‘liberty’, and thought
of a general strike as nothing more than a peaceful demonstra-
tion.

Finally, Machajski rejected the position of the libertarians
concerning the State for, in his opinion, it was useless to attack
political power directly, since it was only a reflection of the
economic structures of society. He thought, furthermore, that
even an anarchist revolution would place the intelligentsia in
power.54

Hewas an isolated figure with few disciples, and those who
did follow him for a while ended up by leaving him for anar-
chism and, after the October Revolution, sided with the Bolshe-
viks. At least Machajski, on his return to Russia, had the bit-
ter satisfaction of seeing his predictions come true, remarking

53 53 Cf. A. d’Agostino, ‘Intelligentsia Socialism and the “Workers’ Revo-
lution”: the Views of J. W. Machajski’, International Review of Social History,
vol. 1, xiv (1969), pp. 74–5.

54 54 Burzhuaznaja revolucija i raboochoe delo, op. cit., and M. S. Shatz,
‘The Makhaevists and the Russian Revolutionary Movement’, International
Review of Social History, vol. 2, xv (1970).
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pursue his reasoning any further than that. Notably, he failed
to establish the class character of the intelligentsia (he spoke
alternatively of caste, class, etc.) and, more especially, he
failed to determine its function in the process of capitalist
production. But he had initiated an analysis which was to be
taken up by his disciples: in Russia it served to clarify the role
and ambitions of social democracy. From this point of view,
Bakunin was undeniably a precursor and he transmitted to the
Russian anarchists at the beginning of the twentieth century
a specific analysis of Marxism, an analysis dealing with the
pre-dominance of intellectuals in the revolutionary movement
and their political ambitions, along with a deep mistrust of
scientific theories of social evolution.45

It must be said in Bakunin’s defense that he did not have
occasion to observe the rise of powerful political parties un-
der the influence of Marxism. True, he had a foretaste of cen-
tralizing tendencies in the intrigues and maneuverings within
the General Council of the International Working Men’s As-
sociation (though he himself was not entirely innocent of all
predilection for organization and authoritarianism!). Further-
more, German socialism, even its ideologically watered-down
form, was to bear out more than one of his forecasts. Russian
social democracy eventually took a rather different turn: all the
centralizing and authoritarian potential of Marxism was real-
ized to the utmost. It was against this that Bakuninist-inspired
criticism hit out with all its might. From the point of view that
concerns us here, namely the permanence of certain themes,
this critique found a ferocious advocate in Machajski.

The man who so successfully polished up and publicized
Bakunin’s intuition was paradoxically neither a Bakuninist,
nor even an anarchist. Jan Waclaw Machajski was born at
Pinczow (in the Russian part of Poland) in 1867, and he died in
total obscurity in Moscow in 1926. His petit-bourgeois origins,

45 45 P. Avrich, The Russian Anarchists (Frinceton, N.J., 1%7), pp. 19, 92.
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a petit bourgeoisie constantly threatened with proletarianiza-
tion and prepared to stop at nothing to avoid it, provided him
with an insider’s knowledge of the poor intelligentsia. At the
cost of immense effort and privation he managed to complete
his secondary education and to get into a university. His fate
might have been very different: he might easily have been
obliged to seek work as a manual laborer in order to feed his
mother and his brothers. So he had known both misery and
the pride of those who escape it.

At university, Machajski became an intellectual and
threw himself into politics. Following a nationalist phase, he
proclaimed himself a social democrat. His Marxist education
would appear to have been solid, and he showed a marked
preference for political economy, even if his writings in this
field are not exactly dazzlingly clear. Naturally enough prison
and deportation to Siberia (1892–1903) earned him his wings
as a fully fledged revolutionary — as was almost inevitable
given the vigilance of the tsarist police. After which he lived
underground before emigrating in 1911, finally returning to
Russia in April 1917. Machajski wrote his principal work in
Siberia, and the rest of his life was devoted to expanding and
correcting this work.46

46 46 The Russified form of his name is Makhaev; his doctrine is des-
ignated by the term makhaeushchina, along with the movement it inspired.
The first two sections of this work were written in Siberia in 1898 and 1899,
the third being written in Geneva. The work as a whole was printed in
Geneva under the title Umstvnnyj rabocij (The Mental Worker) in 1904–
6 and signed with the pseudonym A. Volskij. The first two sections were
also published in St Petersburg in 1906. A new edition was published in the
USA (New York-Baltimore) in 1968 by Inter-Language Literary Associates.
The first section, the most interesting, is entitled ‘The Evolution of Social
Democracy’; the second, ‘Scientific Socialism’; the third (I) ‘Socialism and
the Workers’ Movement in Russia’ and (II) ‘Socialist Science as a New Re-
ligion’. Machajski also published pamphlets and two reviews. Most of his
papers are deposited in the International Institute for Social History in Am-
sterdam. His thought has been popularized in the West by Max Nomad: cf.
Aspects of Revolt (New York, 1961), esp. ch. 5.
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to defend their own interests. The rest, the mass, would only
benefit from a social and economic revolution, which can only
be achieved by direct action at the base — by means of eco-
nomic strikes. This is precisely what happened in 1905, when
these strikes broke out in direct contradiction to the wishes of
the bourgeoisie and those of the socialists, who were calling
for political revolution. But the workers have nothing to gain
from swapping autocracy for an elected government.50 Theirs
is an economic struggle against the bourgeoisie.

On examination, the constructive aspects of Machajski’s
thought emerge as rather naïve. He placed all his confidence in
strictly economic demands; the only thing that counted in his
viewwas the improvement of the worker’s material conditions.
He believed that, with growing income, the worker would in-
evitably pay for a more complete education for his children
who, thus supplied with an ‘intellectual capital’, would them-
selves become white-collar workers. Having presented Marx-
ism as a caricature of nineteenth-century scientific positivism,
Machajski himself fell victim to the belief in the power of edu-
cation and schooling to cure all the ills of society.

He does not deny the importance of the revolutionary orga-
nization in achievement of these goals, far from it. He dreamed
of a universal workers’ conspiracy,51 which would stir up in-
creasingly bitter strikes, ultimately culminating in a general
strike. This would place the workers in a position to exert pres-
sure on governments and employers to obtain equality of in-
come with the intellectuals.52

50 50 Burzuaznaja revolucija i rabocoe delo (n.p., 1905: Max Nomad
Foundation at IISH, Amsterdam).

51 51 ‘Rabocij Zagovor’.
52 52 Max Nomad attributes dictatorial ambitions to Machajski within

the proposed conspiracy (Aspects of Revolt, end of ch. 5). There is noth-
ing, however, to corroborate Nomad’s suspicions, which he only made
public after thirty years’ silence! Against this view see M. S. Shatz, Anti-
intellectualism in the Russian Intelligentsia (mimeo., New York, 1963: Cer-
tificate of Russian Institute, Colombia University), p. 75.
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points in time these classes have even united in a common
struggle against capitalism. But the events of 1848 mark
a decisive split between manual workers and intellectuals.
The latter changed sides and turned against the workers,
thereby showing their true colors, and their real interests. The
intellectuals had glimpsed the specter of revolution in 1848
and were frightened, for they had everything to lose. Thence-
forth, socialism ceased to preach revolution, calling instead
for reforms and political democracy. It shrank from forcing
open a door it might never be able to close. From revolution
and the classless society, its objectives were scaled down to
political democracy, the collective ownership of industry and
a hierarchical system. In other words, even if in the long term
it continued to hope for economic and social transformations,
it limited its short-term aims to the seizure of power. Which
is why it has always tried to channel workers’ revolts towards
political demands that are of no benefit whatsoever to the
workers themselves.

Thus, says Machajski, an attempt was made to divert the
great workers’ strike in Lodz in 1902.49 The strikers were mas-
ters of the town for several days while the socialists proclaimed
patriotic slogans, as if the workers had a fatherland of their
own or were interested in the adoption of a political consti-
tution. On the contrary, it was the intelligentsia which would
have benefited directly from all these transformations: the na-
tional framework and public liberties suited it down to the
ground, not to mention the fact that economies can be run
more efficiently under a democratic regime.

The workers are drawn into a struggle which has nothing
to do with them. Some of them — the better-paid, hoping to
rise in society — join the ranks of the social democrats, hav-
ing already become members of the intelligentsia and wishing

49 49 Bilans burzuazyjnej revolucyj rosyjskiej (Geneva, 1909: Max No-
mad Foundation at IISH, Amsterdam).
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The central theme recurring throughout his writings is that
socialism is the ideology of a new class seeking power, the in-
telligentsia. Socialism presents itself in the form of a doctrine
of liberation and expropriation. And it certainly did seek to ex-
propriate the capitalists, but with the intention of taking their
place in the seat of power.

The class of ‘mental workers’ includes all those who live by
their technical or scientific knowledge. It is a category opposed
to manual workers. White-collar workers, members of the pro-
fessions as well as professional revolutionaries, all belong to
this category.

The intelligentsia emerged as a class alongside the develop-
ment of industrial society: it is linked to the process of indus-
trialization in modern capitalist economies. But intellectuals
are distinguished from entrepreneurs, bankers and shopkeep-
ers (who, naturally, do not work with their hands) in that they
have no capital available to them in the form of stockholdings,
machinery or cash.They do, on the other hand, possess another
perhaps just as valuable form of capital: their intellectual capi-
tal. This is their education, their years of study, paid for by the
labor of the workers.47

In Machajski’s view, the intelligentsia did not seek to
destroy capitalism, but merely to take the place of the bour-
geoisie. The latter was now so decadent that it was no longer
able to feed its own slaves, nor even to defend its position as
the dominant class. The new class of technicians, administra-
tors and savants would institute a rational economy free from
economic crises and unemployment. This class was familiar
with the mysteries of modern economics and industrial
management. It followed from this that the entire history of
the nineteenth-century socialist movement was seen as that

47 47 In an unpublished manuscript entitled The Bankruptcy of Social-
ism in the Nineteenth Century’, Machajski points out that he is speaking of
the professional intelligentsia, paid on a salaried basis, as opposed to those
living off rents or profits.
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of a class in quest of power. Furthermore, Machajski was
convinced that the capitalist bourgeoisie was diminishing in
numbers, and thus flatly contradicted Marx’s thesis concern-
ing the increasing proletarianization of the middle and petit
bourgeoisie. He believed, on the contrary, that the latter was
constantly increasing in number, developing hand in hand
with the rise of the industrial economy.

In order to achieve its ambition— the seizure of power— the
new dominant class needed allies. As the enemy of the capital-
ist class, and seeking to grab hold of its State, it may have given
the impression that it stood on the side of the proletariat. It may
have appeared to be a revolutionary force, but this was only an
appearance; it needed the workers in its struggle against its en-
emies. But in dispossessing the entrepreneur, the intelligentsia
had no intention of throwing the engineer, the technician or
the accountant out of the factory along with the boss. On the
contrary, they were to remain at their posts and to maintain
their wage differentials, while the workers would go on being
exploited as before. This difference in income was not deter-
mined by any qualitative difference in the work accomplished,
but by the class situation of the mental workers.

By fighting side-by-side with the intelligentsia for a polit-
ical revolution the workers were quite simply preparing the
ground for a new set of masters for themselves. Under cover
of the struggle for national liberation (as in Poland), the par-
liamentary game or the demand for political freedoms, the in-
telligentsia was seeking to strengthen and extend the range of
its privileges as well as to improve its economic situation. The
struggle for political democracy provided the manual worker
with nothing in return.

Marx, on the contrary, stated that the proletariat should
constitute itself as a political class, electing representatives and
entering the State institutions, for time was on its side. Eco-
nomic evolution would exacerbate the objective contradictions
of the capitalist system, leaving the road to the dictatorship of
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the proletariat wide open. But Machajski claimed that these
Marxian predictions had turned out false. It was not true to
say that the emancipation of the proletariat automatically lay
at the end of the historical process.

What was true, on the other hand, was that the new class
could only attain power when the economic conditions were
ripe: which accounts for Marx’s emphasis on the ‘maturing
process’ of economic conditions. The enunciation of ‘laws’ of
social evolution was not the social science of modern society,
but its ideology. Its so-called scientific character served merely
to mystify the workers by preaching patience to them and ad-
vising them to engage in long-term political struggle alongside
the intellectuals. Once the latter had seized power, they would
use Marxism as a drug to induce the workers to accept their
new masters. In other words, Marxism was seen here as a reli-
gion: the heavenly empire was replaced by the end of exploita-
tion — in some distant future; meanwhile, its role is to justify
present oppression.48

The unbridled exploitation practiced under the socialist
regime would be explained and justified by ‘objective laws’, by
the material necessities of the transition to full communism.
The worker may be cast in the role of humanity’s liberator,
but in the meantime he is obliged to submit to the laws of
historical necessity, which, in the final analysis, turn out to be
no more than the laws of spoliation.

Machajski takes as his canvas the social history of the
nineteenth century. He sees here the rise of a class possessing
the attributes of all power-seeking classes: ideology, lead-
ership, strategy. Does this mean that the emergence of the
intellectual class obliterates the class struggle or nullifies the
revolutionary praxis of the proletariat? Not at all. At certain

48 48 In his preface to ‘The Mental Worker’ Machajski even draws a
parallel between Christ and Man, stating that both of them expressed the
people’s yearning for liberation (p. 43 of the 1968 American edn).
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the limits to the radical consciousness of the movement were
those of a highly stratified working class.

It would be another half-century before the re-emergence
of wildcat strikes and rebellious shop stewards expressing the
demands for autonomy of a levelled and homogeneous class.

In Italy, the rising revolutionary wave gave birth to some
original thinking on the role of councils in the workers’ strug-
gle. The post-war period especially was marked by disputes
between workers and bosses. Strikes intensified towards the
middle of 1919 (metalworkers in the north, agricultural labor-
ers, typesetters, textile workers, sailors).22 The economic crisis,
unemployment, the problems of demobilization, all worked to
create an explosive situation: anything seemed possible, espe-
cially given that the majority of the Socialist Party (PSI) was
‘maximalist’, i.e. revolutionary, refusing to participate in any
bourgeois government. The first factory occupations occurred
in March 1919, at Bergamo, where a factory committee took
control of production.23 By the end of 1919 a network of coun-
cils in the Piedmontese metal industry involved 150,000 work-
ers. A general strike broke out in Turin in April 1920 concern-
ing legal time (introduced during the war, and which the em-
ployers were anxious to suppress). In fact, the strike rapidly
turned political, the employers proving exceptionally intransi-
gent and refusing to recognize a non-union workers’ delega-
tion. The movement also met with the resistance of the metal-
workers’ federation, the FIOM,whichwas hostile to the factory
committees. With the PSI refusing to call for an extension of
the strike to Italy as a whole, the dispute ended in a compro-
mise that was far from satisfactory for the Turin metalworkers.

The September 1920 strike, on the other hand, broke out
in Milan and affected the whole of Italy. Virtually everywhere
it was accompanied by factory occupations and even workers’

22 A. Tasca, Naissance du fascisme (Paris, 1967), p. 45.
23 ibid., p. 54.
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control. But this time the strike had been called by the FIOM as
a tactical weapon aimed at breaking the employers’ lock-out; it
was certainly not a spontaneous and autonomousmovement.24
This strike too ended in capitulation: the promised legislation
on ‘workers’ control’ never saw the light of day.

Nevertheless, the phenomenon of rank-and-file organiza-
tion had been stronger and more widespread in Italy than any-
where else. True, the climate reigning in the country was explo-
sive, the particularly precocious development of fascism being
a good indication of the closeness of social revolution. It was
in the climate of revolutionary fever reigning in Turin early
in 1919 that some young ‘intransigent’ socialists, active on the
extreme left of the PSI, founded a review called Ordine Nuovo.
The editorial committee included the future leaders of the Ital-
ian Communist Party: Togliatti, Tasca, Terracini, Gramsci. It is
to the last of these that we owe an overall view of the prob-
lem of the workers’ councils. Gramsci draws his inspiration
from the modes of workers’ representation which arose during
the war, when it became quite common for workers’ delegates
to be elected for the purpose of maintaining discipline on the
shop floor. This practice continued after the war, but was not
officially recognized until February 1919, when ‘internal com-
missions’ were set up in order to supervise the fair application
of the agreement which had just been signed by the FIOM and
the employers regarding the Piedmontese metal-workers.25

Antonio Gramsci perceived the possibility of turning these
commissions into workers’ councils, i.e. into organizations
elected by the entire rank-and-file (even non-unionized) and
whose competence would not be limited solely to questions
of wages, working hours and conditions.26 He dealt with

24 ibid., p. 103–4.
25 H. Prouteau, Les occupations d’usines en France et en Italie (1920–

1936) (Paris, 1967), p. 40.
26 J. M. Cammett, Antonio Gramsci and the Origins of Italian Commu-

nism (Stanford, 1967), p. 74.
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the problem of proletarian institutions since 1918, drawing
lessons from the Russian Revolution, the English shop stew-
ards’ movement as well as from the ideas of the American
socialist, Daniel De Leon. But his concern for the renewal
of forms of class struggle is founded upon a preliminary
critique of the unions which, he wrote, had developed into
an unwieldy apparatus living by laws of its own, alien to
the worker and external to the masses. The unions typified
a period in which capital was dominant, they had become
charged with a function inherent in a regime based on private
property since they sold the labor force under commercial
conditions in a competitive market. They were incapable of
serving as an instrument in the radical renewal of society.27

Gramsci thought that the party too was unsuited to the new
forms of proletarian struggle: existing in the political arena, it
played the same role as the unions in the economic sphere,
namely that of a competitive institution owing its existence
to the bourgeois State. Parties and unions were no more than
the agents (agenti) of the proletariat, to serve as instruments
of impulsion (propulsione) of the revolutionary process.28

The modern form of struggle, Gramsci continued, was in-
carnated in the workers’ councils. Their superiority over other
structures stemmed from the fact that they assembled work-
ers at their place of work, and in their capacity as producers,
and not, as was the case with the unions, in their role as wage-
earners. The councils stood for the negation of industrial legal-

27 ‘Sindicati e consigli’, Ordine Nuovo (11 October 1919), in A. Gramsci,
L’Ordine Nuovo 1919–1920 (n.p., 1955), pp. 34–9 (henceforth referred to as
Opere). [johngray note : English translation in Antonio Gramsci Selections
from Political Writings 1910–1920 (London, 1977), pp. 98–102]

28 ‘Il partito e la revoluzione’, Ordine Nuovo (27 December 1919), in
Opere, pp. 67–71. [johngray note : English translation in Antonio Gramsci
Selections from Political Writings 1910–1920 (London, 1977), pp. 142–146]
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ity: their ‘revolutionary spontaneity’ implied they were ready
to declare class war at any moment.29

But the councils were not merely instruments of struggle.
In the new society they were to take the place of the capital-
ists and assume all the functions of management and adminis-
tration. Furthermore, their task would also be to improve the
conditions of production as well as to increase output.30

Although close to the thinking of the German councillists
on certain points, Gramsci’s conception was not without a cer-
tain ambiguity. Unlike the Germans, Gramsci did not break
completely with classical socialism, which held that party and
unions were invested with the revolutionary task.Thus, follow-
ing the failures of the strikes in April and September 1920, he
declared, disappointed, that it was the party’s task (a regener-
ated and re-organized party, it is true) to give the signal for the
revolution, and not that for a strikers’ rally. One should not
exaggerate his criticisms of the party: the target for his fury
was the historical PSI, but he never questioned the superiority
of separate political action.31 He constantly assigned the so-
cialists the task of conquering the majority inside the councils,
and this majority was to play an active role in the revolution.32
Finally, far from denying the role of the unions, he recognized

29 ‘Sindicalismo e consigli’ Ordine Nuovo (8 November 1919), and sec-
ond article, ‘Sindicati e consigli’ (2 June 1920), in Opere, pp.44–8,131–5.
[johngray note : English translation in Antonio Gramsci Selections from Po-
litical Writings 1910–1920 (London, 1977), pp. 109–113, 265–268]

30 ‘Democrazia operaia’, Ordine Nuovo (21 July 1919), written in collab-
oration with Palmiro Togliatti, in Opere, pp. 10–13. [johngray note : English
translation in Antonio Gramsci Selections from PoliticalWritings 1910–1920
(London, 1977), pp. 65–68] See also J. M. Piotte, La pensée politique de Gram-
sci (Paris, 1970), p. 260.

31 Cammett, op. cit., p. 88.
32 Cf. ‘Il problema del pottere’, Ordine Nuovo (29 November 1919), and

‘Partito di governo e classe di governo’ (6 March 1920) in Opere, pp. 56–60,
91–6. [johngray note : English translation in Antonio Gramsci Selections
from Political Writings 1910–1920 (London, 1977), pp. 130–134, 167–172]
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that they played a useful function of education and preparation
for the class struggle.33

Did Gramsci’s ‘spontaneist’ period, in which he even went
so far as to talk of the proletariat’s ‘self-liberation’, result
from his idealization of the Russian soviets (about which
he was ill-informed).?34 Did it come from some ephemeral
libertarian influence, since militant anarchists had been active
in the Turin movement?35 At all events, from 1921 Gramsci
fell in step with the Third International’s doctrine concerning
councils. By April of that year he was writing: “The party is the
highest form of organization; the unions and shop-floor coun-
cils are intermediary forms of organization”.36 Henceforth,
he proclaimed, the task of “directing the spontaneity of the
masses” ought no longer to fall upon the councils but upon the
party, a powerfully organized and centralized, Bolshevik-type
party.37 Gramsci subsequently became leader of the young
Italian Communist Party (PCI) and held high office in the
Comintern; his council period was to be relegated to the
bottom drawer of official communist history. In any case, his
thinking on this subject was too marked with ambiguity, the
audacity of his critique of the party was too illusory for him
to be able to tread some marginal path, outside the orthodox
communism with which he was to finish by identifying
completely.

Despite similar situations of revolutionary ferment in a
number of belligerent countries, it was only in Germany that
a definite break with the past was made, and that we find

33 ‘Sindicati e consigli’, op. cit. (20 June 1920).
34 Along similar lines, see Piotte, op. cit., p. 263.
35 Even though he openly held libertarian doctrines to be ‘pernicious’

(Cammett, op. cit., p. 125). Concerning his relations with the anarchists, cf.
P. C. Masini, Antonio Gramsci e l’Ordine Nuovo. Visti da un libertario (n.p.,
1956).

36 Cited by Piotte, op. cit., p. 271.
37 ibid., p. 373.
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the development of a theory of councils opposed to party
communism.

From left-wing radicalism to left-wing
communism

Council communism was not born along with councils
themselves, although the appearance of the latter did precip-
itate its formulation. As a political theory it constitutes the
culmination of a long tradition of radical opposition within
the German social-democratic movement and the unions. The
conflict with reformist tendencies is as old as socialist workers’
organizations themselves. If we stick to the period following
the ‘laws on socialists’,38 we can see that a vigorous left-wing
opposition began making itself heard within the ranks of the
socialist party as early as 1890. Its spokesmen, known as the
‘Young People’ (Die Junge), protested against the bureaucratic
and dictatorial atmosphere almost reigning in the party. The
cult of the leader (Führerprinzip), they claimed, enabled an
all-powerful leadership, paid by the party, to stifle any sign of
revolutionary spirit and to continue to play the parliamentary
game for all it was worth. Revolution had now become a
slogan regularly repeated inside the Reichstag. But then, this
purely parliamentary game was well-suited to the essentially
reformist tastes of the leadership. The ‘Young People’ were
excluded from the party at the Erfurt Congress (1891) and went
on to found independent socialist groups. Such well-known
publicists, anarchist militants and anarcho-syndicalists as
Gustav Landauer and Fritz Kater were to emerge from the
ranks of these independent socialists.

38 Sozialistengesetze (1878–90), which outlawed socialist organizations
during this period. On the development of German social democracy see C. E.
Schorske’s classic work, German Social Democracy (1905–1917) Cambridge,
Mass 1955).
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A similar battle was then raging within the trade union or-
ganization. An anti-authoritarian and revolutionary fraction
had, since the Congress of Halberstadt (1892), been criticizing
bitterly the narrow centralism and the purely reformist tactics
of the leadership.The leadership’s opponents demanded auton-
omy for local organizations (hence their nickname: ‘the local-
ists’), access to strike funds and greater initiative in the launch-
ing of industrial action for the rank-and-file sections. In 1897
they managed to set up an independent fraction where, under
the influence of French revolutionary syndicalism after 1907,
libertarian ideas came to predominate.

The other oppositional current began to develop in the
early years of this century. Although it was Marxist, its
reading of Marx and Engels was far more radical than that
of social democratic orthodoxy. Left-Wing radicalism, while
violently opposed to anarchism, had a number of points in
common with it, notably its mistrust of party apparatus and
its faith in the autonomous practices of the masses. Following
the elimination of libertarian elements from the socialist and
union organizations it was this current which took up the
standard, in anticipation of post-war council communism.

There were three main currents of thought within the Ger-
man social democratic party at the turn of the century. The
revisionist right, without always acknowledging its debt to Ed-
ward Bernstein, called for a policy akin to that of the left-wing
bourgeois parties, similar to the French radical party or the
English Liberals. Then there was the ‘Marxist Centre’, in con-
trol of the party, and whose authorized theoretician was Karl
Kautsky. Under cover of strict doctrinal orthodoxy (contrary
to the revisionists, he believed in the inevitability of revolu-
tion), Kautsky lent his authority to a markedly prudent tactic
that was scarcely any different from the one Bernstein was call-
ing for. A third family of thought emerged during the Russian
Revolution of 1905–7. The left-wing radicals (Linksradikalen),
as they were called, gathered around Rosa Luxemburg, whose
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book The Mass Strike, the Political Party and the Trade Union
first appeared in 1906.39

Drawing inspiration from her experience of the Russian
Revolution, Rosa Luxemburg put forward in this book a num-
ber of ideas which had already been in circulation for some
years, notably among the Dutch Tribunists.40 She shows that,
in European Russia, revolutionary actions — strikes, revolts,
street demonstrations — appeared spontaneously, unprovoked
by any party. Russian social democracy was insufficiently es-
tablished among the proletariat, with the result that the work-
ers themselves created the revolutionary organizations the sit-
uation demanded: strike committees factory committees, work-
ers’ councils. The radicality of their actions was unfettered by
the existence of a heavily structured party or of a powerful,
but soporific union. In Germany, the spontaneity of the work-
ers was stifled by bureaucratization of the apparatus, by orga-
nization fetishism, the cult of the leader. Hundreds of perma-
nent party and union officials went on applying their own pol-
icy, cut off from the rank-and-file, reluctant to undertake any
bold initiatives for fear of jeopardizing their magnificent orga-
nizational edifice, which no longer served any useful purpose.
Preservation of the means (the organization) now came to take
priority over the objective (the revolution).41

In her dispute with Kautsky, Luxemburg held that organi-
zation was not a static phenomenon but a process: workers
provide themselves with the organizational forms most

39 R. Luxemburg, The Mass Strike, the Political Party and the Trade
Union (Detroit, n. d. [1919]). [johngray note : English translation in Rosa
Luxemburg Rosa Luxemburg Speaks (New York, 1970), pp. 153–218]

40 From the name of the journal opposing the leadership of the Dutch
party, published from 1907 onwards: Die Tribune.

41 At the time she wrote, the problem of bureaucratization was being
discussed widely. lt was in 1906 (while still a member of the SPD) that Robert
Michels drew attention to this phenomenon, before devoting a more detailed
sociological study to it in 1911. [johngray note : English translation as Robert
Michels Political Parties (London, 1962)]
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appropriate to their struggle. The artificial separation of eco-
nomic and political action is absent from these organizations.
The party’s parliamentarian policies, and the strictly wage-
demand-oriented policies of the unions, are to be submerged
beneath the development of spontaneous actions such as
mass strikes. Tactically speaking this quarrel took on a more
concrete character in the years 1908–10, when the party
leadership ruled out a general strike as a means of fighting for
the suppression of the plural electoral college in Prussia.

But although Rosa Luxemburg developed a theory of mass
spontaneity which permitted her to stigmatize the party’s im-
mobilism and its congenital reformism, she failed to draw all
the organizational and theoretical conclusions which flowed
from this theory. To the end of her life she remained a mil-
itant profoundly attached to the party of the masses, to the
hierarchy, to the congresses and their motions — in short, to
everything which had made up the essence of pre-1914 social-
democracy.42

The Dutch, and Anton Pannekoek in particular, did draw
all the conclusions, and notably the organizational ones, from
their radical critique of Kautskyite socialism. Their discussion
of the general strike took place rather earlier, in 1903, and their
attacks on the reformism of the SDAPH (Social Democratic
Workers’ Party of Holland) led them to break away and found
a new party (the SDP, Social Democratic Party) in 1909. This
party never attracted more than a few hundred activists and it
stayed outside the Second International (which didn’t want it
anyway), but this break did illustrate the extent of the diver-
gences between Gorter, Pannekoek and Roland-Holst on the
one hand, and Troelstra, who was a faithful follower of Kaut-
sky, on the other.43

42 J. P. Nettl’s book bears abundant witness to this: Rosa Luxemburg
(London, 1966).

43 H. M. Bock, ‘Zur Geschichte undTheorie der hollÃ¤ndischen marxis-
tischen Schule’, in A. Pannekoek and H. Gorter, Organisation und Taktik der
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The Tribunists’ major criticism of Troelstra and his Dutch
followers concerned their entirely mechanistic conception of
Marxism. While it is true that the proletariat’s importance de-
rives from its place and its function in the productive process,
said Pannekoek, one should not imagine that the outbreak of
revolution is inevitable. Similarly, organization is important for
the simple reason that it renders the masses strong, disciplined,
fusing the will of each and everyone into a single will. True,
parliamentarianism is a powerful means of increasing the co-
hesion of the working class. And alongside this, syndicalism is
necessary in order to arouse workers to fight and induce them
to accept class discipline. But, Pannekoek points out, “social-
ism will not come about merely because all men finally admit
its superiority over capitalism and its aberrations”.44 Thework-
ing class must, in addition, be conscious of the necessity of
the struggle and of socialism. Pannekoek thought this subjec-
tive factor was extremely important, while Kautsky ignored it.
Class consciousness, the former held, is acquired through en-
gagement in mass action, led by the workers themselves. Par-
liamentarianism on the other hand, which was the leadership’s
essential activity, is not the class struggle. Certainly in the past
it made it possible to unify the proletariat, but it could never
lead to socialism. As for the unions, they are an institution by
now perfectly integrated into the capitalist system, since their
function is to sell the labour force.

This critique led Pannekoek to relativize the role of the
party and the unions, without, however, going so far as to
examine them from the viewpoint of historically situated
and dated organizational forms. In his quarrel with Kautsky

proletarischen Revolution (Frankfurt, 1969), p. 12, speaks of 500 members; F.
Kool (ed.), in his introduction to Die Linke gegen die Parteiherrschaft (Olten,
1970), p. 89, puts the figure at 700.

44 A. Pannekoek, Die taktischen Differenzen in der Arbeiterbewegung
(Hamburg, 1909). [johngray note : English translation of excerpts in Serge
Bricianer Pannekoek and the Workers Councils (St Louis, 1978), ch. 2]
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between 1911 and 1913, on the other hand, he denies the
possibility of transforming the existing State into a socialist
State by means of an electoral majority, and he declares
that the bourgeois State will have to be destroyed utterly
(vernichtet), its power annihilated (aufgÃlost).45

But this revolution cannot be accomplished peacefully;
it will not be brought about by the present leaders’ prudent
policies. It will require all the might and the will of the
proletariat in action. Parliamentarianism and union demands
are no longer enough. New forms of capitalism (monopolies,
cartels, the internationalization of production and markets)
have given rise to new forms of struggle: mass actions. The
passive attitude of the ‘marxist center’ stems from its fear that,
by ‘ill-considered’ initiatives, the masses will destroy their
patiently constructed organizations. The chiefs, with Kautsky
at their head, saw their role as that of brake, a check on ‘wild-
cat’ initiatives. For Pannekoek, this was a singularly restricted
conception of organization, lingering over its external forms,
its visible structures. And this at a time when the emergence of
an economy based on large units had aroused in the proletariat
a feeling of common belonging (ZusammengehÃ¶rigkeit): it
is this spiritual factor which leads men to organize, to develop
structures. One may throw over external forms, the subjective
element is indestructible.46

On the eve of the war, the Dutch Marxists had thus gone
a long way towards an organizational and theoretical break
with the Second International. They had demonstrated the lim-

45 A. Pannekoek, ‘Massenaktion und Revolution’, Die Neue Zeit, vol. 1
(1912), p. 543, and ‘Die Eroberung der Herrschaft’, Leipziger Volkszeitung, no.
210 (1912). [johngray note : English translation of excerpts in Serge Bricianer
Pannekoek and the Workers Councils (St Louis, 1978) ch. 3]

46 A. Pannekoek, ‘MarxistischeTheorie und revolutionÃ¤re Taktik’, Die
Neue Zeit, vol. 1 (1912), pp. 272–81, 365–73. [johngray note : English trans-
lation in D.A.Smart (ed.) Pannekoek and Gorter’s Marxism (London, 1978)]
On the history of ‘left-wing radicalism’, cf. H. M. Bock, Syndikalismus und
Linkskommunismus von 1918–1923 (Meisenheim am Glan, 1969).
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ited character of parliamentary struggle (without, however, en-
tirely rejecting it as yet), the capitalist essence of unions (whose
usefulness they nevertheless continued to underline), and had
made the destruction of political power the number-one task of
the revolutionarymovement. Finally (together with the Bulgar-
ians and the Russians it is true), they had shown it was possible
to break with the social-democratic movement. But above all,
they drew lasting lessons as to the relativity of the forms the
class struggle was capable of assuming, from the mass move-
ments of recent years (1893, 1903, 1905–7, 1903, 1910). It was
quite natural, then, that they should adopt the new organiza-
tional structures which were to emerge during and immedi-
ately after the First World War.

The war precipitated the latent tendencies in left-wing rad-
icalism. What had started out as a simple critique of orthodox
socialism was to develop into both a social movement and a
revolutionary theory in its own right.

Two kinds of factor worked in favor of this. On the one
hand, the war had brought to a head German social democ-
racy’s desire (but the same phenomenon had occurred at the
same moment in the other belligerent countries) for integra-
tion into bourgeois society and even (after November 1918) to
perpetuate it. This was, in fact, the underlying significance of
the ‘Sacred Union’ (Burgfriede, or ‘civil peace’) wherein the
SPD, by its votes in favor of war credits, its abstention from
any meaningful opposition, implicitly approved the German
government’s war policy. Parallel to this, the unions, by de-
liberately avoiding involvement in industrial disputes, and by
even going so far as to cooperate with the military authorities
in preventing or breaking strikes which began to simmer spon-
taneously in factories throughout the Reich from 1916 on, had
set themselves up as enemies of the workers. It very soon be-
came clear that it would only be possible to carry on the strug-
gle in spite of, and against the union leaderships. A whole sec-
tion of the German proletariat thus fell vulnerable to the ideas
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the State. Economic equality was achieved through the impov-
erishment of all.

Jorn countered the pure concept of political revolution with
one of his own: the artistic revolution. The former results in
the devalorization of man (where quality turns into quantity)
and to generalized reification. He, on the other hand, foresees
the replacement of authoritarian socialism by its contrary: a
value-liberating society. According to this dialectic, a world of
creation will follow upon the world of economy. In this new
world, Jorn concludes, the changing of the conditions of exis-
tence will be the works of the producers themselves, become
creators.
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to the letter, his system effectively results in the suppression
of saving.9

Marx correctly noted that capitalist accumulation presup-
posed saving, and that the suppression of saving implied the
same for surplus value. Jorn, on the other hand, states that sur-
plus value has always existed, the excess of production over re-
production constituting the wealth of all societies. It is through
surplus value that we create wealth: society’s members may
enjoy it as consumers. The socialization of consumption stems
from the logic of the capitalist process itself, since the latter
socializes objects of utility, i.e. makes them available for the
consumption of each and everyone in the form of commodi-
ties.

Consequently, the aim of economic socialism (the suppres-
sion of surplus value) theoretically leads to a contraction of
consumption, and to a growing ‘privatization’ of it. But at the
same time, the political conception of the State (on the one
hand, the State is viewed as an ‘apparatus’ to be made use of in
order to apply a specific economic policy, while on the other
hand it is denied and its suppression demanded)” derives from
the same absurdity; the partisan concept of the State views it
as a substance and not as a form — ‘the perfect form’, notes
Jorn, as did Hegel — of higher organization of society. In this
respect, the State is the locus where the conflicts and excesses
of partisan politics cancel each other out.

Marxist socialism thereby managed to achieve the contrary
to what Marx’s economic project set out to achieve (the acces-
sion of the poorest class to ownership of the means of produc-
tion): it reduced the number of owners to one single owner,

9 ‘When viewed, therefore, as a connected whole, and as flowing on
with incessant renewal, every social process of production is, at the same
time, a process of reproduction.’ (Quoted by Jorn from Capital, pt 1, ch. 23.)
And also, ‘The conditions of production are also those of reproduction’ (ibid.,
Moore-Aveling translation).
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of the left opposition.47 In less than three years, this had been
transformed from a handful of intellectuals into an imposing
mass movement. By June 1917 the left opposition accounted
for more than half the membership of the union organization,
and the spring 1917 breakaway showed just how far the party
itself had been affected.

Theory too leaped forward, emboldened by the example of
the Russian Revolution and the appearance of councils inside
the Reich itself. The constitution of autonomous bodies, both
in the factories and in provinces and towns, was due to the
causes mentioned above. The moment the workers’ leaders be-
gan fulfilling the repressive functions of the employers and the
police, each movement, each strike became a revolt. Especially
since the slightest action inside a factory almost automatically
resulted in the sacking of union officials, cessation of the pay-
ment of union dues and the improvisation of temporary struc-
tures.Thus, even if to begin with a strike was purely concerned
with, say, a wage claim, it nevertheless developed rapidly into
an action in which political and economic questions fused to
undermine the social status quo.

Left-wing radical theory fed voraciously off these examples
of mass spontaneity.The organization of councils as the expres-
sion of autonomous struggle became the fundamental concept
of the new radicality.

Right from the beginning of the war, left-wing militants
had sought to distinguish themselves from patriotic social
democracy. Towards the end of 1914 Rosa Luxemburg, Franz
Mehring, Otto Rühle and Karl Liebknecht established a small
oppositional circle, the ‘Internazionale’ group, later to be
known as the ‘Spartakus Group’. Liebknecht broke with party
discipline in December 1914 by voting against military credits,

47 The more so in that extreme-left journals circulated with amaz-
ing ease, even at the front. Cf. J. Miller, ‘Zur Geschichte der linken
Sozial-demokraten in Bremen (1906–1918)’, in Zeitschrift für Geschichtswis-
senschaft (Sonderheft, 1958), pp. 202–17.
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and he was followed by Rühle in the spring of 1915. Their
resolute opposition to the war united all left-wing radicals,
with their hatred of all leaderships (Instanzen), parliamentary
leaders, paid officials, party propagandists. But divergences
soon appeared within the ranks of the extreme left.The origins
of this split can be traced back to the preceding period and to
the attitude adopted towards social democracy.

A right wing, for whom the Spartakist leaders acted as
spokesmen,48 had no wish to break with the party, fearing
that by so doing they would ‘cut themselves off from the
masses’. Underlying this argument was their reluctance to
break with the old organizational forms and with the old
Second International habits, object of so much obloquy in
the past. This wing linked up with the centrist fraction of the
party, the ‘Sozialdemokratische Arbeitsgemeinschaft’, in April
1917 in order to found the independent social-democratic
party (USPD), which took a very moderate line, and whose
organization scarcely differed from that of the SPD. The other
wing was more extremist, and followed their ideological
premises right through to their conclusion. The extreme left-
wing radicals were made up of local groups, independent of
each other, although some of them had already been bastions
of the opposition before the outbreak of war. This was the
case, for example, of the Berlin group, gathered around the
review Lichtstrahlen (edited by Julian Borchardt); the Bremen
group, around the Bremer-Burger-Zeitung and, subsequently,
the Arbeiterpolitik (with Karl Radek, Paul Froehlich, Johann
Knief), which was heavily influenced by Pannekoek’s think-
ing; the Hamburg group, which edited Kampf, under the

48 In reality, a good many Spartakists did not share the views of their
leaders but, in the circumstances, only the latter managed to make their
views heard. Liebknecht’s views, moreover, weremore innovative than those
of Luxemburg, as is shown by his prison writings in the years 1917–18: Karl
Liebknecht, Politische Aufzeichnungen aus seinem Nachlass (Berlin, 1921).
See also Bock, op. cit., pp. 65, 66.
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being useful). It is not only a mass-produced commodity, it has
no value outside the series of banknotes to which it belongs.7

The transition from object of utility to commodity, as pre-
sented by Jorn, also accounts for the phenomenon of the prim-
itive accumulation of capital or the formation of social saving.
Under the ancien régime, it was disaffection for objects of util-
ity that enabled the merchant to hoard or store his goods. Stor-
age is an early form of saving, and the accumulation of sav-
ings (i.e. non- consumption) made possible the formation of
social capital and the vast increase in wealth. By denying the
necessity of saving, Marx conceived of the economy as a closed
system of production and consumption: yet, without accumula-
tion of wealth, without economizing, there can be no science of
economy. Any economic policy applying the Marxian reason-
ing results in an a-economic conception of the economy seen
as a process of reproduction. It would be a ‘biological economy’,
in which all production is fully consumed.8

Concrete utopia: the realization of art

Jorn viewsMarx first and foremost as a defender of the poor,
pleading in his day the cause of the proletarian, who had no
other property than his own person. His arguments are con-
vincing to whoever is already convinced, but he was incapable
of developing them into a vigorous case because of his con-
fusion of science with technique. Lacking a precise concept of
science, he saw no other way of coming to the rescue of the pro-
letariat than through the abolition of surplus value. Carried out

7 Marx (Capital, pt 1, ch. 1) reduces the capital formation process to
the exchange of commodities, whereas it implies first the manufacture of
the object of utility and its non-utilization straightaway.

8 Two banknotes of the same face-value are indistinguishable apart
from their serial numbers.
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to Jorn, only this complete cycle can provide us with a scien-
tific view of the process of production and consumption in the
capitalist economy.

By taking as his starting point the materialist concept of
form and the resulting scheme, Jorn analyses the transforma-
tion of the object of utility into a commodity. Three conditions
are necessary for this to occur:

(a) that the usefulness of the object must be as universal
as possible so as to be desired by a maximum number of con-
sumers (hence, historically speaking, the transition from craft
to industry),

(b) that objects be interchangeable (leading to mass produc-
tion),

(c) that consumption rise to ever higher levels (for which
purpose, advertising is used).

The transition from use to exchange— uponwhich question
Marxist economists remain rather discreet — is of the greatest
importance, in Jorn’s view, to our understanding of the capital-
ist production cycle. This is because, for an object of utility to
become an object of exchange, it must first be shorn of all im-
mediate utility : its transformation into a commodity implies
thus its devalorization. In actual use, the usefulness of the ob-
ject lies in its quality as an object : it is therefore valorized as
an object of utility through its utilization. Conversely, however,
the slightest utilization devalorizes it as an object of mercantile
exchange. The transition is the one that occurs from quality to
quantity. The commodity therefore appears as a socialized ob-
ject of utility, as a quality becomes quantity.

According to this view, money is apprehended, from the
point of view of economics, as a totally socialized commodity;
for it to serve as the yardstick of value for other commodities it
first had to lose all value in-itself (and hence any possibility of
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direction of Heinrich Laufenberg and Fritz Wolfheim. Other
extreme left-wing groups were active in Dresden, Frankfurt
and Brunswick. Unlike the Spartakists, who had not entirely
broken with social democracy, the extremists were hoping to
individualize themselves, organizationally speaking. In their
view, the task of the future for the proletariat was to construct
its own organization and conduct its own policy.49

Although they managed to cut all their bridges (and espe-
cially the financial ones) with the party, the extremists only
came together in a distinct structure in 1920. But as early as
autumn 1915 they had labelled themselves ‘Internationals’, af-
ter the Bremen and Hamburg delegates had approved Lenin’s
proposal to construct the Third International at the Zimmer-
wald Conference (September 1915), while the Spartakists had
preferred to maintain their links with the Second International.

Thus, on the eve of the Russian Revolution, the Internation-
als50 were very clearly moving away from the Spartakists on
two points. For one thing they were demanding an organiza-
tion built along different lines from the old forms found in their
entirety in the USPD. They wanted an organization arising out
of the struggle itself and action-orientated (AktionsfÃ¤hig).51
Secondly, in order to mark their complete estrangement from
pre-war organized socialism, they planned to construct a new
International. It was these ideas that Pannekoek advocated in
the organ of the Zimmerwald Left, which he edited with his
compatriot, Henrietta Roland-Holst.52

49 Arbeiterpolitik (Bremen), no. 1 (24 January 1916), and no. 7 (17 Febru-
ary 1917), see the editorials.

50 To begin with, the ISD label, strictly speaking, referred only to the
Hamburg and Bremen groups. But within a short space of time all the ex-
tremist roups came to be known by this name.

51 Arbeiterpolitik (Bremen), no. 15 (14 April 1917), and no. 10 (26 August
1916).

52 ‘Zur Einführung’, Vorbote (1 January 1916), unsigned.
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With the October Revolution in Russia, the November 1918
revolution in Germany and the growth of factory committees
and workers’ councils, the Internationals had at last found a
concrete form for the organization of their struggle. Soviet
Russia illustrated their own notion of dictatorship of the
proletariat, with power emanating from the base and rising
towards the town and rural councils.53 As a result of their
enthusiasm for the Russian Revolution they altered their label,
and in November the ISD (International Socialists of Germany)
became the IKD (International Communists of Germany),
publishing a paper called Der Kommunist, propagating the
slogan: ‘All power to the soviets’.

Paradoxically, the Russian Revolution brought the Interna-
tionals and the Spartakists together again; in view of the extent
of revolutionary turbulence they decided to merge and found
the German Communist Party (KPD).54

The constitutive congress took place in Berlin, 30–31 De-
cember 1918, in the midst of great exaltation. But this was not
enough to wipe out divergences, and the antagonistic currents
were to crystallize around three questions. What form of
organization should dominate in the new party (centralization,
or decentralization with autonomy for the local sections)?
Should the new party vote for the Constituent Assembly (and
thus participate in the parliamentary institutions)? Finally,
what should be the party’s attitude towards the unions (entry

53 A.Pannekoek,‘Bolschewismus und Demokratie’, Arbeiterpolitik (Bre-
men), no. 5 (14 December 1918). [johngray note : English translation of ex-
cerpts in Serge Bricianer Pannekoek and the Workers Councils (St Louis,
1978), pp. 150–152]

54 Radek played a vital role in this unexpected rapprochement. Having
been active in the Hamburg organization, he joined Lenin in 1917 and ar-
gued in favour of reunification. It should be added that the Bolshevik leaders
were highly popular among the Internationals, the latter reprinting articles
by Lenin, Zinoviev and, of course, Radek in their press, even though the latter
had not exactly left fond memories behind him among his former comrades
in either the German or Polish parties.
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hends form as form of matter. He shows that matter (in the
sense of raw materials) takes the form of its content, but that
as soon as it is transformed, substance and form cease to co-
incide. When a tree is changed into a table, the material wood
becomes content and the table-form becomes form.Thus, in the
object of utility, matter appears as its substance :‘Forms only
become substance in the process transforming them into other
forms.’

Jorn generalizes from this observation to the entire
economic process, and deduces a commodity cycle that is
considerably more developed than the Marxian one.

In Marx, this cycle takes the form of an exchange imply-
ing the following type of changes : commodity to money to
commodity or C — M — C. In this process, a commodity is ex-
changed for money which in turn is exchanged for a commod-
ity. Clearly though, while this model may suffice to illustrate
commercial exchange (on the market level), it is inadequate
as an explanation of the total process taking place within the
social economy, since it takes into account neither the stage
prior to the commodity phase, nor what happens to it after the
exchange. The complete cycle, according to Jorn, occurs as fol-
lows:

N-U-C-M-C-U-N
where Umeans useful objects and N the natural form of the

objects (in the sense of raw materials).
Thus, upstream we have the transformation of nature into

objects of utility and that of objects of utility into objects of
exchange; downstream, we have the commodity acquired in
exchange for money reverting to its use-function, i.e. utilized,
and then, in the form of refuse, reintegrated into the natural
cycle. The process necessary for creating capital thus begins
before the commodity, and ends after the exchange.’ According

Hegel to Kant and Fichte, and then from pure Feuerbachism…’ (L. Althusser,
‘Avertissement’ to Book I of Capital, Paris, 1969).
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as set forth in the preface to The Phenomenology of Mind)
leads him to employ the German word Wert in its two senses,
abstract meaning value, and concrete meaning goods, product,
commodity.

Asger Jorn ‘s theory of form and the
critique of commodities

In theoretical terms, the identification of value with com-
modity amounts to identifying value in itself with the form of
value. The passage from the one to the other constitutes, as
Jorn puts it, the process or substance. For Capital to have had
a scientific value, it would have had to have been a critique of
the form of value, that is, of commodities, and not of abstract
value in itself.

The critique of form called for a theory of form, and Marx
had developed no such theory.6 Jorn proposes one that appre-

6 Jorn points out that, from the point of view of its theoretical founda-
tions, Capital is inseparable from the so-called philosophical works ofMarx’s
youth. Philosophically speaking, the origins of this identification lie in the ill-
conceived relationship between subject and object. In his 1844 Manuscripts
(which Marx himself described as a necessary settling of accounts between
criticism and its origins — i.e. Hegelian dialectics’) Marx develops a Kantian
conception of the noumenon and the phenomenon, and fails to see the move-
ment, the dialectic that makes alienation (Entfrendung or Entiiusserrng) the
process whereby the self objectivizes. As a result Marx’s conception of the
in itself and of the for-itself is a static one; they are seen as an opposition,
within thought itself, between abstract thought and sensible reality (‘Der
Gegensatz des abstrakten Denkens und … der sinnlichen Wirklichkeit … in-
nerhalb des Gedankens selbst’). Marx adds that all oppositions aremerely the
exoteric form of this fundamental opposition (Okonomisch-philosophische
Manuskripte, 3rd MS, p. xvii). Most ‘Marxologists’ have now abandoned the
Hegelian descendance thesis. The Feuerbachian origins of Marxian thought
are attested to by ‘bourgeois science’ (cf. D. McLellan, The Young Hegelians
and Karl Marx, London, 1962, pp. 101 f) and by ‘communist science ‘For
us.the question from where did Marx arise? is therefore of the highest im-
portance: he arose from neo-Hegelianism, which was a returning-back from
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into the existing unions in order to stimulate opposition from
within, or construction of new, even original organizations?).

The delegates divided into two blocs more or less along
the lines separating the left and right wings of the old left-
wing radicals. A right-wing minority (Rosa Luxemburg, Karl
Liebknecht, Karl Radek, Paul Levi) favored electoral participa-
tion, entry into the existing unions and a centralized, hierar-
chized organization. Although (through the intermediary of
Radek) this group had the blessing of the Bolsheviks, it was
nevertheless very attached to the spirit of social democracy,
which it intended to perpetuate in the new party. The majority,
on the other hand, emerged as the heirs to the boldest themes of
left-wing radicalism. It contained most of the extremist groups
(the Bremen, Hamburg, Dresden, etc., Internationals) and the
left wing of the Spartakists which, for the first time, came out
into the open to express its disagreement with the respected
leaders.55

The confusion between Spartakists (starting with its lead-
ers) and the revolutionary wing of the left-wing radicals was
deliberately encouraged by communist historiography in sub-
sequent years. In reality, however, the Spartakists were always
rather more cautious than the Internationals, especially where
tactics were concerned. It was clear right from the inaugural
congress that the former intended to construct a mass party
capable of playing a role in the institutional political life of
the futureWeimar Republic, while the latter, the Internationals,
were more interested in crystallizing their thirst for revolution-
ary action in some completely new form of organization.

This unhappymenageÃ deuxwas to last until the expulsion
of the group (the majority group at that!) coming to be known

55 More exactly, the divergences were masked by a facade of ideological
unity. Thus, even at the constitutive conference of the USPD (in April 1917),
the Spartakist representative Fritz Ruck, had expressed views very close to
those of the Internationals. H. M. Bock, Syndikalismus und Linkskommunis-
mus, op. cit., p. 62.
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as the left-wing communists (Linkskommunisten) at the Hei-
delberg Congress (October 1919).

In April 1920 the expelled group founded the KAPD (Ger-
man Workers’ Communist Party). Right from the start this
new formation boasted 38,000 members, or rather more than
half the KPD, which was left drained of life until its merger
with the majority of the USPD (in December 1920), the latter
bringing with it a dowry of some 300,000 militants. The party
within which the left-wing communists now found themselves
was supposed to incarnate the principles conceived and propa-
gated since 1915. Its program (inspired by Pannekoek) utterly
rejected parliamentarianism and the unions. It sought to re-
main a party of confirmed communists working to develop the
revolutionary consciousness of the masses and the struggle
on the shop floor through organizations within the enterprise
(Betriebsorganisationen). The new party was not organized
along federal lines, as some might have hoped, but along the
lines of ‘proletarian centralism’, the decisions of the highest
bodies being binding.56 Its refusal to work with the reformist
unions led the KAPD to assume the programmatic leadership
and long-term direction of the new factory organizations as
well.

These organizations emerged during the war and their
numbers increased rapidly after November 1918. They began
to unite in the summer of 1919, notably in the mines and
in the metalworking industries. But it was in February 1920
(before the creation of the KAPD) that factory committees
(Betriebsorganisationen) came together to form the General
Workers’ Union of Germany (AAUD). This organization was
articulated around the enterprise, the basic cell being formed
by the factory or workshop; these were then organized at

56 Programmder kommunistischenArbeiter-Partei Deutschlands, place
of publication not indicated, undated [1920]. [johngray note : English trans-
lation in Revolutionary Perspectives ( No. 4, 1978)]
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Jorn then turns to the Marxian critique of capitalist eco-
nomics in his search for the theoretical foundations of this eco-
nomic policy.

Marx viewed capitalist production as a vast accumulation
of commodities, and his critique of the capitalist mode of pro-
duction presupposes an analysis of commodities, which he un-
dertakes in chapter 1 of Capital, the cornerstone of his entire
critique. Right from the first paragraph,4 however, Marx con-
fuses two absolutely different notions: that of value and that of
object, by identifying the one with the other. The object of util-
ity, for Marx, becomes ‘use-value’, and the object of exchange
(or commodity) ‘exchange-value’. By arbitrarily identifying an
object with its value, the object thereby metamorphoses into
value.5

By confusing two distinct notions, Marx idealized the ob-
ject while at the same time supplying the first example of reifi-
cation of language by reducing an ideal notion, a concept, to
the designation of a purely material reality. On top of this, in
developing his reasoning, he arrived at an absurdity, since we
cannot use a value, whereas we can and do use objects (hence
the expression ‘useful object’), and we do exchange goods for
other goods. It is this exchange that determines price, which is
the economic index of the value of a commodity.

Marx confuses these terms because he lacks a coherent
philosophical conception of the world and hence of the eco-
nomic phenomenon seen as a manifestation of this coherence.
The absence of a philosophical system (in the Hegelian sense

4 The paragraph is entitled ‘The two factors of a commodity: use-value
and exchange value or value proper’.

5 ‘When, at the beginning of this chapter, we said, In common parlance,
that a commodity is both a use-value and an exchange value, we were, accu-
rately speaking, wrong. A commodity is a use-value or object of utility, and
a value ‘Capital, ch. 1, section 3, A, 4:‘The elementary form of value consid-
ered as a whole’ (translated by S. Moore and E. Aveling, edited by F. Engels,
London, 1889).
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hence of Capital.2 This concerns the theoretical foundations of
Capital, and chiefly Part I, entitled: ‘Commodities and Money’.

The original feature of Jorn’s approach was that he did not
consider the content of the critique of the capitalist economy.
Instead, he chose to refute the form in which this critique was
couched, i.e. its scientific character in the light of the concept
of science as refined and developed in the twentieth century.

Reification and the Marxian critique of
commodities

The word reification comes from the Latin res (thing, in the
sense of object), and as a concept, was developed by the Marx-
ist ‘philosophers’ in the 1920s, and by Georg Lukacs in partic-
ular (he used the German words Verdinglichung and Versach-
lichung), thereby designating what Marx had meant when he
used the expressions alienation and the fetishism of commodi-
ties and what Hegel had conceived of as the manifestation of
alienation in the historical process.3 Reification, for Lukacs, is
that phenomenon which transforms beings and thought into
things.

Jorn gives a more precise definition of reification which, for
him, is the devalorization of a concept into the status of an
object. This is a consequence of the economic policy of Marxist
socialism, which reduces the entire reality of the social process
to its economic state, and which reduces man himself to the
status of an economic factor.

2 After the Second World War, Jorn played a part in the International
of Experimental Artists, which published the review Cobra (Copenhagen-
Brussels-Amsterdam) He helped found the Internationale Situationniste in
1957, leaving it in 1961. His Critique de la politique economique was pub-
lished in the ‘Rapports presentés a 1’Internationale Situationniste’ series in
1960.

3 G. Lukacs, Geschichte und Klnssenbewusstsein (1923).
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local, provincial (Wirtschaftsbezirk) and Reich levels. Its aim
was to generate revolutionary agitation within the factories
with a view to the destruction of capitalism and the estab-
lishment of a council republic. In 1920 the AAUD had about
100,000 members, but the following year membership declined
irremediably.

The decline of council organizations (principally the AAUD,
but also the anarcho-syndicalist union, the FAU) flowed from
the centrifugal tendencies, apparent right from their birth, as
well as from the political and social situation in the country.
Factory organizations mushroomed during 1919, to the detri-
ment of the unions, which fell back considerably, especially in
the heavy industries of the Ruhr and central Germany. At first
factory committees were formed spontaneously, without any
precise ideological attachments. It was only towards the end of
1919 that ideological divergences began to surface. Firstly be-
cause the communist party, under Paul Levi’s leadership, was
warning its militants of the dangers of ‘anarchist’ tendencies,
inviting them to vote for the legal factory councils and not to
take part in extra-union organizations. Secondly because, from
December 1919 onwards, the anarcho-syndicalists, who had
until then shared the views of the left-wing communists, now
adopted Rudolf Rocker’s anarchist- inspired program, denying
the necessity of a dictatorship of the proletariat and of the use
of violence. The new program returned to the traditional (rev-
olutionary) syndicalist view, namely that the trade union, the
instrument of economic struggle, was destined to become the
fundamental organizational unit in the society of the future.

As opposed to the leaders of the KPD and the FAUD
(German Free Workers’ Union), the council theoreticians were
thinking in terms of structures suited to both political and
economic struggle, constituted at the place of work and not at
the level of the locality (as in the case of the unions) or the old
trade unions (the organizational base of the FAUD).
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The emergence of a theory of councils coincides with that
of factory organizations, though it is impossible to say which
came first. At most we may presume that the example of the
IWW (the American revolutionary organization based on
industrial unions) was not without influence on the thinking
of the Hamburg propagandists.57 In other words, when the
AAUD was formed, only some of the factory committees
actually joined it; on top of that, two tendencies began pulling
the organization in opposing directions right from the first
months of its existence. The Brunswick tendency, close
to the left wing of the USPD, followed the IWW example,
advocating the industry-wide union as the basic form of
organization. It left the AAUD shortly afterwards and slid into
obscurity. The other tendency, left-wing, was more deeply
prejudicial to the cohesion of the Union. This was the so-called
‘unitanst’ (Einheitsorganisationstendenz) tendency which
rejected the KAPD’s control over the Union and demanded
instead a unitary organization that would be both politically
and economically oriented, bypassing political parties. This
tendency was especially strong in Dresden, the fief of its chief
theoretician and spokesman, Otto Rühle, who very early (in
December 1920) made his section independent of the KAPD.
In October 1921 his organization, the East Saxony section, led
a number of other local groups out of the KAPD and founded
the AAUD-E (German General Workers’ League Unitary
Organization).

Aside from these centrifugal tendencies, the mass council
organizations, the Leagues, were further handicapped by the
overall situation in the country: inflation, growing unemploy-
ment, fiercer repression, especially since the failure of the

57 It was the left-wing communists of Hamburg and Bremen who drew
up the statutes of the AAUD in August 1919. Cf. Bock, op. cit., pp. 130 2.
See also F.Wolffheim etriebsorganisationen oder Gewerkschaften (Hamburg,
1919; the text dates from August). [johngray note: English translation pub-
lished in Workers Dreadnought November 1921]
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that social-democratic and, later, communist orthodoxy had
fastened exclusively upon its economic doctrine. However, the
‘philosophers’ at no time challenged this doctrine itself; all they
were concerned to do was to dispute the preponderance ac-
corded to economics by the theoreticians and practitioners of
Marxism, and the absurdities arrived at by reducing the latter
to a form of economism.

In this sense, we may say that they managed to shake the
Marxist edifice by concentrating the interest of the inquisitive
Marxist upon the coherence of the parts as related to the whole
and hence upon an analysis of the form of Marxism. But they
never actually tackled the question of the conception of Marx-
ian economic theory, only its results.

Paradoxically (though the paradox is only apparent),
this challenge originated in the avant-garde of the arts;
in twentieth-century capitalist Europe this has frequently
constituted the avant-garde tout court. The destruction of
figurative art in the period preceding the First World War,
and the popularization of abstract art in the post-war period
gave rise to reflection on the subject of art, its techniques
and its meaning; this reflection centered around the Bauhaus,
in Weimar Germany. After 1933, the spiritual heritage of
the Bauhaus took refuge in Scandinavia, where there was
still sufficient freedom for independent thought. Thus the
Dane, V. B. Peterson, published Symboler i abstrakt Kunst in
1933, sparking off a wave of emulation that took root in the
Movement for an Imaginist Bauhaus, of which the Danish
painter and philosopher, Asger Jorn, now appears to have
been the strongest personality. In 1960, Asger Jorn published
a Critique de la politique économique (‘Critique of Economic
Policy’), in which he reviewed the theoretical foundations
of the economic policy of Marxist socialism. His critique of
socialist economic policy led him to formulate a critique of the
Marxian critique of (so-called classical) political economy, and
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4. The critique of Marxian
reification1

Up till now,we have considered radical thought as a critique
of the substance ofMarxism: of the content ofMarx’s ideas and,
after 1917, of their realization. We have not yet looked at the
critique of the form taken by Kari Marx’s doctrine, namely the
critique of its scientific character.

The problem immediately arises: what do we mean by ‘doc-
trine’ when dealing with a thinker who, as we know, has left
his stamp upon such a wide variety of spheres, from philos-
ophy, political science, economics and sociology (seen as the
science of the laws of the evolution of society) to utopia.

For while the various shades of Marxism, from orthodoxy
to left-wing extremism, disagree as to the relative importance
of the different components of the total system, and while a
good many view Marxian economic thought as the predomi-
nant, and even unique element, others claim to have discov-
ered a richer, more complete ‘Marx, the philosopher’. The en-
tire critique developed by the Marxist ‘philosophers’ (Lukacs,
Korsch, the Frankfurt School, the philosophical tendency of the
1950s and 1960s) is devoted to demonstrating the importance
of philosophy in the works of Marx, and the interaction be-
tween his Hegelian — or neo-Hegelian — ideas and his politi-
cal, economic and sociological thought. It attempts to rehabil-
itate this sphere by presenting Marxism as a totality, claiming

1 In line with recent usage, I shall use the adjective Marxian to indicate
what refers to Marx himself; Marxist will therefore refer to his doctrine as a
whole, as interpreted by his disciples.
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March 1921 ‘action’ in the course of which an embryonic
insurrection was harshly stamped out by the army and the
police. After 1921 the AAUD began to lose its mass character,
evolving into a marginal group. It shifted away from the KAPD
in 1927 and in 1931, it formed the KAU (Communist Workers’
Union) together with the remnants of the AAUD-E. As its
name suggests, the KAU had no pretentions to being a mass
workers’ movement but consisted of a group of propagandists
fighting “to make the councils the instrument of class will”.58

The KAPD suffered a similarly rapid decline after 1921,
torn by personal and ideological quarrels. The principal
disagreements concerned the binding nature of the decisions
of the highest bodies, relations with the AAUD and the
question of membership of the Third International. Local
groups were becoming less and less autonomous, while cen-
tralism was gradually gaining the upper hand over federalist
principles, and the AAUD rapidly became a union appendix
to a party congratulating itself on having brought together
the ‘avant-garde elements’. One final question of practical
importance exacerbated the party’s already considerable
difficulties: should militants take part in purely economic
struggles (Lohnkampf)? The Berlin leadership, dominated
by Karl Schrader (backed up on doctrinal terrain by the
Dutchman Herman Gorter), was exhibiting some singularly
dictatorial and dogmatic tendencies. In March 1922 Schrader
was outvoted and expelled from the party. So he formed his

58 Massenaktion, pamphlet put out by the KAU (Berlin, 1933). For a long
time already, the AAUD-E had been torn between those wanting to main-
tain a solid organization, with decisions taken at the top and binding on the
rank-and-file (the RÃ¤tekommunisten), and those calling for the abolition
of all constricting organizational structures. As for propaganda, chiefly di-
rected against the political parties, it called for the extension of the councils’
watchword. Cf. Die Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union (Einheitsorganisation). Was
sie ist und was sie will ! (Frankfurt am Main, 1927).
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own ‘Essen Tendency’ (Essener Richtung), with its own paper,
its own congress and its ‘own’ AAUD.

Consequently from 1922 onwards two KAPDs coexisted
alongside each other, but their numbers were derisory, with
12,000 militants in the Berlin tendency at the end of 1922, and
only 600 in the Essen wing.59

To begin with, most of the Essen tendency’s activities were
taken up with the establishment of a Fourth International. This
attempt in itself would only be of passing interest had it not
followed immediately upon the heels of the KAPD’s imbroglio
with the Third International, which had caused something of
a stir within the International and which marked the emer-
gence of a communist theory of councils as opposed to the
Comintern’s party communism.

Council communism and party
communism

We have seen that left-wing communism as it emerged in
1918 follows in the footsteps of the left-wing radicalism of the
preceding period. The Bolsheviks belonged to this radical op-
position in the Second International. They even (like the Dutch
in 1909) went as far as breaking organizationally with Russian
social democracy in 1903. Throughout the war, and more es-
pecially after the October Revolution, the Bolshevik leaders re-
mained very close to the German extreme left, especially the
Bremen Group. Both Bolsheviks and German Internationals’
found themselves in the Zimmerwaldian Left (though not the
Spartakists, who were opposed to the construction of a new in-

59 H. M. Bock, op. cit., p. 209. In 1923, council communist groups and
sects as a whole numbered fewer than 20,000 persons (F. Kool, op. cit., p. 145).
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ary hopes, the councillists demystified this claimwhile starting
from the same theoretical premises as the official communists.

Finally, by referring first and foremost to the historical
experience of the councils they gave content and illustration
to one of the fundamental demands of radicality, namely
that the struggle for liberation from all constraints should
be autonomous. And if they were not alone in placing all
their hopes and faith in the experience of the councils, they
nonetheless situated it within the historical evolution of
radicality.

NOTES AND REFERENCES
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Otto Rühle even went as far as to hold that the worker is
only really a proletarian when inside his factory. Outside, he is
a petit bourgeois, philistine in his life-style, dominated by the
ideology of the dominant class. Only in his place of work does
he become a revolutionary.106 One ends upwondering just how
the worker manages to sustain this split personality; can a sin-
gle individual really have twin mentalities, or two faces, like
Janus? This question leads us to a more fundamental critique
expressing the hard core of radical theory, namely the very par-
tial character of council communism. For the concepts of coun-
cil communism only really grasp one facet of human alienation,
ignoring the other aspects, including the everyday life of the
individual which lies at the heart of the radical critique. It is
not certain that the proletarian is better armed in the profes-
sional struggle than he is in the fight against cultural, family
and sexual repression.

Even where the role (ambiguous, to say the least) of ‘con-
scious minorities’ — working groups or new-style parties —
is concerned, council communism borrows rather too many
elements from classical Marxism for it not to be a little sus-
pect in the eyes of the new radicals. The councillists were of
bourgeois origin for the most part, intellectuals who were well-
established in careers in the surrounding society.There is some-
thing paradoxical about their enthusiasm for themessianic role
of the workers — the others, to employ the existentialist’s vo-
cabulary — when one considers that the autonomy or the self-
movement of the proletariat lies at the centre of their preoccu-
pations.

For all this, the councillists did contribute an historical con-
tradiction of Leninist ideology. In those dark years when the
Third International stood out as the incarnation of revolution-

106 Ruhle, Von bürgerlichen zur proletarischen Revolution, op.
cit.[footnote 76], p. 51.
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ternational) entrusting Pannekoek and Roland-Holst with edit-
ing its official organ, Vorbote.60

The Russian Revolution was enthusiastically welcomed by
all radical socialists, and especially by the Internationals, who
saw in it the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat
through the councils.61 Their enthusiasm was all the greater in
that Lenin’s recent pamphlet, State and Revolution (published
in Russia in l918), explicitly adopted the ideas Pannekoek had
expressed in his dispute with Kautsky over the destruction of
the bourgeois State and of political power as such. The future
left-wing communists saw in it a charter for their own revolu-
tionary aspirations; Lenin had formulated the classic themes of
the Linksradikalen: destruction of the State, rejection of elec-
tions (and hence of parliamentarianism), the advent of a free
and equal association of producers.62 True, closer reading of
the pamphlet reveals some rather different propositions. For
Lenin stated also that there would still be a (transitory) State
in the post-revolutionary period, exercising an extremely rig-
orous control and, like all States, repressive.63

Divergences only became public in the course of 1919,
when the left-wing communists (now in the KPD) realized
that Moscow, and shortly afterwards the Third International,
were backing the right wing of the party, in other words
those elements which favored the worst deviations of social
democracy: the cult of organization for organization’s sake,
parliamentarianism, unionism, leader-worship. Following the

60 Rosa Luxemburg had expressed reservations concerning three points:
the principle of nationalities, the non-collectivization of land, the dictator-
ship of the party. These reservations came on top of her reluctance to break
with social democracy, at least up to December 1918. Cf. herThe Russian Rev-
olution (London, 1959; written in 1918). [johngray note: English translation
in Rosa Luxemburg Rosa Luxemburg Speaks (New York, 1970), pp. 365–395]

61 A.Pannekoek, ‘Bolschewismus und Demokratie’, op. cit. See also his
article, ‘Der Anfang’, Arbeiterpolitik, no. 48 (30 November 1918).

62 ] V. Lenin, State and Revolution (Moscow, 1970).
63 ibid. (italics in the original text).
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assassination of its historic leaders (Luxemburg, Liebknecht,
Jogiches), the ‘rightist’ Levi took over the party leadership
(at the end of April 1919) and imposed a policy of ‘entryism’
into the unions, of electoral participation, by way of a stream
of decisions without appeal and congresses meeting under
irregular conditions.64 Opponents were qualified pell-mell as
anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists and, at the Heidelberg
congress in October 1919, Levi announced that all those
who disagreed with his views should leave the party, and
he actually gained a majority in favor of expelling … the
majority! And that at a time when the unions had been utterly
discredited, when workers’ leagues were springing up all over
the country, when more and more workers were boycotting
elections in favor of direct action.

In autumn 1919 the left-wing communists came round to
the view that Levi was becoming increasingly tempted by
social-democratic opportunism and that they, the expelled
group, were the true representatives of revolutionary commu-
nism. They consequently formed their own, new communist
party, whose place they thought was in theThird International.
Their desire to join the new organization which Moscow had
just created resulted from something of a misunderstanding.

They were convinced Lenin would recognize them as com-
munists as soon as he had a moment to talk it out with them
and let himself be persuaded of the KPD’s opportunism.

Unfortunately for them, the KPD’s opportunism only ex-
isted because it corresponded to the policy of the new Interna-
tional, hence to Moscow’s policy. Right from the KPD’s inau-
gural congress Radek had come out wholeheartedly in favor of
the right wing, and it was through his auspices that Levi took
over the party leadership. Lenin himself, in a letter to the left-

64 O. C. Flechtheim, Le parti communiste allemand sous la République
de Weimar (Paris, 1972), pp. 85ff. According to Broué, Paul Levi’s effective
authority over the party dates back to March 1919: op. cit., p. 295.
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men may make their own history, but only within rather nar-
row limits. Historical evolution is contained within the trans-
formation of the modes of production .

This determinism, rather distant from the spirit of the new
radicality, all too often gives rise to a certain dogmatism. Coun-
cillists believe firmly in the crisis of capitalism inevitably result-
ing in the emergence of revolutionary consciousness. Even if
they are a good deal less dogmatic than a Kautsky or a Lenin,
the council communists are nevertheless marked by a strict
economism.104

The other element equally foreign to contemporary revolu-
tionary thought concerns the central place assigned to the en-
terprise in the process of liberation. Pannekoek tells us that pro-
duction is the very essence of society and that enterprises are
its constitutive cells.105 This statement flows from his very im-
perative historical materialism and his excessive valorization
of economic factors. This valorization accounts for the council-
lists’ conception of work: for them, work was considered de-
sirable, indispensable, the source of all spiritual and social life.
In other words, their conception of work differed barely from
the quasi-religious image presented by Marx and Engels. The
worker-controlled society advocated by the councillists turns
out to be an immense factory; neither the unpleasantness nor
the tedium of work will have disappeared. Far from liberating
man from productive work, this vision binds him to it perma-
nently and irremediably.

104 The thesis of the ‘fatal crisis of capitalism’ was current in councillist
circles in the 1930s. This theme was taken up again in the 1940s, and Pan-
nekoek still speaks of a gradual worsening of capitalism’s positions in his
Workers’ Councils, pp. 225 7. See also Mattick’s essay on workers’ councils
(op. cit. In note. 103). [JohngrayNote: Gombin is correct about the prevalance
of crisis theory in councillist circles — however Pannekoek consistently re-
jected breakdown theories]

105 ‘The Workers’ Councils’, International Council Correspondence, op.
cit.[footnote 83]
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action which, by degrees, would lead the workers to seize the
instruments of production. For nationalization alone will not
do away with exploitation: a new bureaucracy will inevitably
arise, as in the USSR, to take the place of the old exploiting
class. The radical solution is the one which leads the workers
to control the means of production for themselves.102

A few tiny groups propagating council theory or else theo-
ries close to it survived in the following years in Holland, Aus-
tralia, Britain and France. Since the end of the 1960s, however,
the ideas and traditions of council communism have suddenly
enjoyed a fresh vogue. It has become one of the stars in the
theoretical firmament of the New Left.103 This is why it is nec-
essary to situate, or at least to try to do so, the theses of the
council movement in relation to the aspirations of the new rad-
icality.

There can be no doubt whatsoever that the council theo-
rists remain within the path traced by Marxism: their aim is
to supply the one true, undeformed interpretation of Marxian
thought. Furthermore, their Marxism is very narrowly deter-
minist, and in spite of the importance Pannekoek accords to
the spiritual factor and to consciousness, council communism’s
interpretation of historical materialism remains rather restric-
tive. The relations of production are seen as modifying, with or
without timelag, social life and its evolution. As Gorter stated,

102 Cf. The New World, pamphlet published by the ‘Groups of Coun-
cil Communists Holland’ (Amsterdam 1947), and A. Pannekoek, Workers’
Councils, final section, ‘The Peace’, as well as his article ‘The Failure of the
Working Class’, Politics, vol. 3 no. 8 (September 1946), cited by Bricianer, op.
cit., pp. 283ff. [Johngray Note : Online at The Failure of the Working Class
(1946)]

103 Symptomatic is the chapter on the workers’ councils (written by an
ex-KAPist, Paul Mattick) published in an anthology claiming to be represen-
tative of the New Left: P. Long (ed.), The New Left (Boston, 1969). On the
councillist tradition in France since the Second World War, cf. my Les orig-
ines du gauchisme (Paris, 1971), ch. 4 (English translation: The Origins of
Modern Leftism, Penguin Books, 1975).
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wing communists dated September 1919, had warned against
non-participation in elections, and against the boycotting of
unions and legal factory committees, and had described their
attitude as ‘an infantile disorder’.65 He was even more incisive
in his famous pamphlet on ‘left-wing communism’ written in
spring 1920 and handed to delegates at the Second Congress of
the Communist International, abandoning his earlier equivocal
stance and explicitly condemning the ‘Dutch leftists’. He advo-
cated a disciplined, centralized party, taking very little notice of
the federalist line favored by the majority of German commu-
nists. Within the unions, he distinguished between leaders and
masses, only the former being corrupt; from this he concluded
that entry into the unions was necessary in order to win over
the masses and dislodge the leadership. Similarly, he insisted
upon the absolute necessity of participation in bourgeois par-
liaments insofar as the masses were still attached to them, and
in all other bourgeois institutions capable of being entered.The
parliamentary gamemust be exploited in all its forms: electoral
alliances, compromises, collaboration. This policy being justi-
fied, in Lenin’s view, by the overriding need to raise the con-
sciousness of the masses at all costs, and to prepare the way for
the soviets. The revolution needs a mass party and, in Westem
countries, quantity must take precedence over quality.66

Despite the ideological gap existing between Moscow and
the left-wing communists from the outset, the latter waited
two whole years before giving up hope and leaving the Third
International. The KAPD sent three successive delegations to
Moscow, two in the course of the summer of 1920, and one
in the autumn. Otto Rühle, who travelled there in May, came
back disenchanted, talking about the centralized system and

65 Letter in Kommunistische Arbeiter-Zeitung (Hamburg), no. 191
(1919).

66 V. Lenin, ‘Left-Wing’ Communism, an Infantile Disorder (Peking).
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the dictatorship of the party.67 He broke with the KAPD on his
return, taking with him the East Saxony region.The Party lead-
ership was unconvinced by his report and three of the leaders,
among them Gorter and Schrader, went to Moscow to see for
themselves in November 1920.

Meanwhile, the Second Congress of the Communist Inter-
national had just condemned ‘left-wing communism’ by refus-
ing to accept the KAPD. The party’s line on parliament and
the unions was judged ‘inadequate’. Its program was described
as “capitulating to [revolutionary] syndicalist opinion”.68 Fur-
thermore, points 9 and 11 (relating to work inside the unions
and in parliament) of the twenty-one conditions of admission
approved at the same congress clearly contradicted the KAPD
program.

Gorter, who was determined to organize a revolutionary
opposition inside the Communist International, nevertheless
managed to obtain temporary admission as a ‘sympathizing
party’, with consultative status.69 But Gorter’s plans came
to nothing, and after the Third Communist International
Congress (summer 1921) the KAPD was ordered to merge
with the KPD. It was the end of an illusion, and henceforth
Gorter and the Essen tendency devoted themselves to setting
up a Fourth International. This, the KAI (the Communist
Workers’ International), was founded in 1922 and only existed

67 ‘Bericht über Moskau’, Die Aktion, no. 39/40 (1920). johngray note :
Online translation at Subversion website Report from Moscow -Otto Rühle
(1920) ]

68 In Manifestes, thÃ¨ses et résolutions des quatre premiers congrÃ¨s
mondiaux e 1’Internationale communiste (Paris, 1934; facsimile repr. Paris,
1970), pp. 7, 49. (Johngray Note: English Translations in Theses Resolutions
and Manifestos of the First Four Congresses of the Third International (Lon-
don, 1980)]

69 Bock, op. cit., p. 257.
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The essence of this analysis was to remain the same, even af-
ter the forced collectivization of 1928–30, although refinements
were added later. Pannekoek later explained that the occupa-
tion of power by the party was due to a ‘shortage of cadres’ and
that the State had substituted itself for the class. For him, State
capitalism was equally a form of State socialism since the State,
in Russia, was the sole master. With the bureaucracy carrying
out tasks which, in Western Europe, would have been those
of the bourgeoisie, it was clearly the job of the bureaucrats to
impose industrialization and the collectivization of land. This
is why, despite its bourgeois character, or rather because of it,
the Russian Revolution represented an enormous step forward,
the masses having advanced from a stage of unevolving barbar-
ianism to a situation in which they might aspire to dignity. But
the price of this progress was a heavy one: an oppressive dicta-
torship, and an even more crushing slavery than that weighing
upon the working class in Western capitalist societies.101

The Second World War led to no notable changes in the
council theory; a certain number of theses were accentuated,
while others were played down. The main target of struggles
was now the State-unions coalition, as a result of which new
forms of conflict were to be envisaged, such as wildcat strikes
and factory occupations.These newmethods (not entirely new,
since the councillists had already observed their appearance
before the war) seemed to them characteristic of the indepen-
dence of thought and the autonomy of which the proletariat
was now capable. The central problem in the post-war revo-
lutionary process emerges as the extension of strikes. Since
each wildcat strike brought the legality of the system itself
and property rights into question, the repressive function of
the union now acted as a spark liable to set the whole of soci-
ety alight. The councillists therefore placed all their hopes in
the powers of workers’ solidarity and in the contagiousness of

101 Workers’ Councils, section ii, ch. 5, ‘The Russian Revolution’.
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‘communist’ character of the Russian Revolution. On his return
from Russia he stated that the councils merely masked the dic-
tatorship of the party, and that he found no trace of genuine
communism; conversely, he went on, there was a flourishing
new soviet bourgeoisie!99 Shortly afterwards all the council-
lists came round to the view that what had occurred in Russia
had been a democratic-bourgeois or peasant-bourgeois revo-
lution: so far were internal policy (the restoration of private
property) and external policy (commercial and diplomatic rela-
tions with the capitalist powers) both supposed to bear witness
to a process in which power was gradually passing into the
hands of a minority and which was leading straight towards
‘State capitalism’. The tasks facing the Russian revolutionaries
were those of a defaulting bourgeoisie: the Revolution had been
made by a handful of representatives of the petit bourgeoisie
— the Bolsheviks — who had then gone on to set themselves
up as an obstacle to the world proletarian revolution As usual,
it was Rühle who stated this idea most incisively: for him, the
more or less proletarian character of the Russian Revolution
did nothing to alter its bourgeois essence in a country where
the first task was to progress from feudalism to the industrial
capitalism of the modern era. Right from the outset, he claimed,
the regime had shown itself to be bourgeois: one had only to
look to the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, the acceptance of the prin-
ciple of the right to self-determination of peoples, the persis-
tence of private property among the peasantry or the policy of
nationalization, which had nothing whatever to do with social-
ization.100

99 ‘Bericht uber Moskau’, Die Aktion, nos 39–40 (September 1920).
(op.cit. in footnote 67 with link)

100 ‘Die russische Staatspolitik und ihre Konsequenzen fur die Kom-
munistische Internationale’, Proletarier no. 6 (June 1922); ‘Thesen über
Moskau’, RÃ¤tekorrespondenz, no. 3 (August 1934); Von bürgerlichen zur
proletarischen Revolution, (op. cit. in footnote 76), ch. 2, ‘Das russische Prob-
lem’.
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on paper, attracting a few hundred militants, mostly German
and Dutch.70

Despite these organizational avatars, from the middle of
1920 onwards, council theory was no longer merely the most
extreme expression of left-wing radicalism, but had emerged
as being diametrically opposed to Bolshevik ideology as shared
by those communist parties which had subscribed to the con-
ditions imposed by the Comintern. From this moment on we
can begin to speak of a council communism, carrying on the
radical tradition ofMarxism and opposed to party communism,
heir to the opportunism of the Second.

Consequently, council theory originally posed as a virulent
critique of the very party which was to be known later on as
the ‘orthodox’ or ‘official’ communist party, and which even-
tually became the ‘Marxist-Leninist’ party. In place of unions
and parties, council communism proposes natural, i.e. histori-
cal, groupings of the masses: the councils. Finally, it replaced
the Russian Revolution in the context of the historical evolu-
tion of capitalism by looking upon it as a bourgeois revolution.

Parliamentananism, party and unions, the councillists
claimed, are forms of struggle adapted to another, pre-
revolutionary, age. During this historical phase, which ended
more or less with the First World War, the proletariat was
not very numerous and was utterly atomized. It needed an
organization to defend its immediate interests, leaders to
represent it in the institutions of the bourgeois State. In that
period the unions undeniably played a positive role, extracting
from the capitalists concessions indispensable to the improve-
ment of workers’ well-being. Similarly the socialist parties
unified the class, which thus found itself individualized and

70 Trotsky had no hesitation in criticizing in advance (at the Third
Congress of the Communist International) this Fourth Intemational ‘in no
danger of ever becoming very numerous’. He evidently thought otherwise
when he set up his own Fourth International a few years later.
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represented en bloc.71 But, rapidly, as the workers grew in
numbers, these organizations external to the working class
began generating their own bureaucracy, which made itself
increasingly independent of the masses and tended to defend
its own interests. As a result, the organizations started to
identify with the capitalist system and hence to obstruct the
revolutionary struggle.72

While the proletariat was naturally reformist in the pre-
First World War period, in the following phase it aspired to
revolution. It was no longer concerned with obtaining conces-
sions from employers or the State, but with the suppression
of both. Given this objective, which is inherent in the prole-
tariat, the old organizations and the old tactics (those of the old
social-democratic movement) had become a brake upon the de-
velopment of new forms of action which are essentially mass
actions.73

No doubt, the left-wing radicals had demonstrated the
short-comings of parliamentarianism at any price before the
war, pointing to the way it was practiced by the socialist
chiefs. But they did admit that it had a certain utility in the
education of the masses and as a propaganda instrument. The
International Socialists (ISD) themselves continued to express
this view right up to the eve of the Russian Revolution.74

71 H. Gorter, Offener Brief an den Genossen Lenin, eine Antwort auf
Lenins Broschure: Der Radikakalismus, eine Kinderkrankheit des Kommu-
nismus (Berlin, n.d. [1921]). [Johngray note: English translations inWorkers
Dreadnought Vol. VII no. 51 to Vol. VIII no. 13, March-June 1921 reprinted
in Wildcat pamphlet Open Letter To Comrade Lenin (London, 1989)]

72 F. Wolffheim, Betriebsorganisationen oder Gewerkschaften (Ham-
burg, 1919), and A. Pannekoek, Weltrevolution und kommunistische Taktik
(Vienna, 1920). [Johngray Note: English translation in D.A.Smart (ed.) Pan-
nekoek and Gorter’s Marxism (London, 1978), pp. 93–141]

73 ‘Der Parlamentarismus in der proletarischen Revolution’, Proletarier
(Berlin), no. 2 (November 1920).

74 ‘Zur Frage der Einheitschule’, Arbeiterpolitik (Bremen), no. 7
(17 February 1917). Cf. also Bock, ‘Zur Geschichte und Theorie der
hollÃ¤ndschen marxistischen Schule’, op. cit., p. 17.
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self the destruction of the old structures and, above all, it would
exercise its own dictatorship — class dictatorship. In Russia, on
the other hand, six million workers had been backed by a vast
mass of peasants also aspiring to the expropriation of the capi-
talists. Once it had achieved power, however, this numerically
weak working class (in a country of 180 million inhabitants),
devoid of any tradition of freedom or class consciousness, was
obliged to yield power to a party made up of conscious and
devoted communists whose policy could not ignore the social
base of its regime: the peasantry. Which explains why the dic-
tatorship which was in fact exercised was not one of a class
but that of a party, a bureaucracy, or more likely that of a few
leaders only.97

In spite of this analysis, or perhaps because of it, the coun-
cil communists identified themselves with the Russian Revo-
lution and did not question the rightness of Bolshevik theory
and practice. Bolshevik tactics were considered perfectly ap-
propriate to the situation of an economically backward coun-
try; all they asked of the CPSU was that it desist from calling
for the mechanical application of similar tactics to Western Eu-
rope, where the situation was utterly different.98

Opinions began to evolve from about 1921–2, when the Rus-
sian Revolution started to emerge as a bourgeois revolution.
This change coincided with Lenin’s introduction of the NEP
and his encouragement of private property, especially in the
countryside. Rühle was one of the first to demythologize the

97 ‘Ãstlicher und westlicher Kommunismus’, Proletarier, no. (October
1920); Gorter, Offener Brief an den Genossen Lenin …, passim; and Gorter,
‘Partei, Klasse und Masse’ (1921), op. cit.

98 ‘Lehren der Marz-Aktion’, Proletarier, no. 5 (April-May 1921); [A.
Pannekoek], ‘Sowjetrussland und der westeuropÃ¤ische Kommunismus’, op.
cit. (June 1921). Cf. also Pannekoek’s letter to Erich Muhsam (at the end of
1920), in which he declared his wholehearted solidarity with the Bolsheviks
(cited by Bricianer, op. cit., pp. 215–17). [Johngray Note : English translation
in Serge Bricianer Pannekoek and theWorkers’ Councils (St Louis, 1978), pp.
222–225]
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its own ranks. This will lead to the autonomous organization
of the masses into councils, and the autonomous organizaton
of revolutionary workers into working groups.96 In other
words, all intervention from outside is eliminated; all efforts
in the direction of the final objective must come from within
the class and any exception to this can only be inspired by the
‘ex-workers’ movement.

We have seen how council theory broke away from left-
wing radicalism, establishing its own individuality against the
conceptions Moscow was propagating through theThird Inter-
national. With the passing years, the question of the Russian
Revolution, its nature and characteristics, was to take an in-
creasingly important place in the discussions of these ‘working
groups’. The councillists developed not one but two successive
conceptions of the Russian Revolution, the content of these
conceptions being inseparable from their theory as a whole.

To begin with, from 1919 on, radical theoreticians accepted
that Russia had undergone a true revolution, abolishing the old
regime and carrying the proletariat to power. But the specific
conditions predominating in this backward countrymeant that
the revolution could not be expected to assume the same forms
as those it would surely take on in the industrialized coun-
tries of western Europe andNorth America. For these countries
possessed large, educated proleletariats, with long histories be-
hind them; they could not rely upon other social categories
for the completion of their historical task. In Germany, for ex-
ample, the mass of peasants was composed of tenant farmers
and smallholders whose sole ambition was to enlarge and pro-
tect their property: they were the natural allies of the industrial
bourgeoisie.The proletariat could only count on its own forces,
material and spiritual. The day it arose, it would take upon it-

96 H. Canne Meijer, ‘Das Werden einer neuen Arbeiterbewegung’,
RÃ¤tekorrespondenz, nos 8–9 (April 1935), partial English translation in In-
ternational Council Correspondence no. 11 (August 1935). See also Die Linke
gegen die Parteiherrschaft, op. cit., p. 613, n. 261.
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As for the Dutch Marxists, they had very early on refused
to assimilate the notion of parliamentary struggle to that of
revolutionary struggle.75 But no-one could possibly harbor
the illusion after social democracy had behaved as capitalism’s
savior in November 1918 and after. Otto Rühle even went so
far as to consider that a party was incapable, by definition, of
being anything other than a bourgeois institution; the term
‘revolutionary party’ seemed to him to be a nonsense.76

Theunions fulfilled the same function of compromise in the
economic domain as the parties on the political scene. They
are merely an institution functioning within the framework
of bourgeois society and, as the war had so strikingly shown,
they act as a powerful shield for it. So it would be utterly ab-
surd to think of turning the unions into revolutionary instru-
ments. As ‘organs of capital’, the unions aspired to nothing
more than recognition by the ruling apparatus.77 The very de-
velopment of trade unionism necessarily leads it into conflict
with the working class, and the revolutionary struggle begins
the moment workers decide to organize themselves outside
union structures.The union leaders cling to their positions and
to their new social status (for their union role has turned these

75 They were undoubtedly influenced by the founder of Dutch so-
cial democracy, who subsequently became a libertarian socialist, Ferdinand
Domela Niewenhuis. From the 1890s on, Niewenhuis opposed parliamentari-
anism in favour of class struggle, and issued warnings to the Marxist parties,
whom he suspected of veering towards State socialism and dictatorship. See
his Socialisme en danger, 3rd edn (Paris, 1897), pp. 48, 72, 216.

76 O. Rühle, Von der bürgalichen zur proletarischen Revolution (Berlin,
1970), p. 32 (the text dates from 1924). [johngray note : Online translation
From the Bourgeois to the Proletarian Revolution — Otto Rühle (1924) ]

77 ibid., pp. 38–43, and A. Pannekoek, Workers’ Councils (Melbourne,
1950: English version of De arbeidersraaden, published in Amsterdam, 1946,
under the pseudonym of P. Aartsz), p. 65. See also his ‘Five Theses on the
Class Struggle’, Southern Advocate for Workers’ Councils (Melbourne, May
1947).
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former workers into petit bourgeois), summoning up all their
strength in order to oppose the revolution and communism.78

TheThird International leadership had imposed the concep-
tion of a mass communist party on communists in the West.
As a result of this they everywhere encouraged the unification
of revolutionary minorities with the left wing of social democ-
racy . Thus, the KPD was transformed overnight from a group
of a few thousand members into a powerful party with more
than 300,000 members. The council communists attacked this
tactic which, in their view, could only bring about a situation
where the leaders dominated. For the great majority of these
newcomers were far from having attained a communist con-
sciousness, and this could only mean that they would hand
over responsibility to their leaders. Under these conditions, the
revolution could lead only to a party, but not to a class dicta-
torship. When a class is not yet ready for revolution, no-one
can carry it through in its place. And when a minority seizes
power and holds on to it in the name of the proletariat, it is
merely following a neo-Blanquist line, not communism. It is
important to deliver the workers not only from their physical
and material subjection to the bourgeoisie, but also from their
spiritual enslavement. But this immense and difficult task can-
not be undertaken by some resolute avant-garde.79 The prole-
tarian revolution will be the work of the masses as a whole,
and if they allow a party to take power in their place then all
that will have been achieved is a bourgeois revolution. For the
revolt against capital is also a revolt against all the old organi-
zational forms.80

78 J. H. [A. Pannekoek], ‘Trade Unionism’, International Council Corre-
spondence (Chicago), no. 2 January 1936). [Johngray Note : Online Transla-
tion Trade Unions — Anton Pannekoek(1936)]

79 H. Gorter, ‘Partei, Klasse und Masse’, Proletarier, no 4 (February-
March 1921), and A. Pannekoek, ‘Der neue Blanquismus’, Der Kommunist
(Bremen), no. 27 (1920).

80 [A. Pannekoek], ‘Partei und Arbeiterklasse’, RÃ¤tekorrespondenz
(published by the GIC, the Dutch International Communist Group), no. 15
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Alongside Pannekoek’s rather moderate positions (his
ideas concerning the party consisted of nuances), some coun-
cil communists’ views were rather more blunt, rejecting all
forms of ‘external’ organization, no matter what its profile
might be.

During the period 1917–23 one encounters conceptions
which more closely resemble certain anarchist tendencies than
the prevailing Marxism. As early as 1917, Julian Borchardt,
for example, stated that all parties were alike and proclaimed
the right to autonomy in the face of all authority, even that
derived from the revolutionary party. Borchardt even rejected
the form of the party itself, retaining only its ‘executive organs’
(Ausführende Organe).94 A little later a fraction developed
inside the ‘unitarist’ branch of the council communists (AAU-
E) demanding the dissolution of all general organizational
structures (i.e. ones bringing together rank-and-file groups).95
But these two tendencies stood at the outer edges of council
theory. On the other hand, a certain number of councillists
put forward ideas in the 1930s derived by strict interpretation
from the very heart of this theory. For these people, it was
impossible to distinguish between the class struggle and the
acts of the workers; the workers’ movement coincided with
the movement of the workers. It is governed by its own laws
tending toward the appropriation of the means of production.
Not only does it create its own organs of material struggle
(factory or action committees) but also its own organs of
intellectual knowledge: working groups. These groups are
no longer gatherings of individuals external to the class but
constitute an instrument forged by the class itself and within

ther detailed his conception of the party-group, reprinted in Cahiers du com-
munisme de conseils, no. 8 (May 1971).

94 See his Revolutionshoffnungen (Berlin, 1917), and Bock, op. cit., pp.
73ff. The Bremen ISD broke with him, accusing him of having ‘liquidated’
the party-form.

95 ibid., p. 220.
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latter will find its own road to freedom through its struggles.
But at the same time it is vital to develop and broaden its con-
sciousness. And this is where the communists, those who have
reflected and who have mastered the science of historical evo-
lution, find their role. These enlightened elements are to meet
in small groups which Pannekoek saw as being external to the
scene of the practical struggle, namely the enterprise.

Theirs is a function of clarification, explanation and discus-
sion. It is their duty constantly to render the task to be accom-
plished ever more clear-cut and evident; their task is tirelessly
to propagate, in their writings and in their speeches. ideas and
knowledge, formulating objectives, enlightening the masses.
Just as the workers’ councils constitute the units of practical
action in the class struggle, these discussion groups represent
its spiritual force.92

The precise outlines of these groups, which Pannekoek
sometimes called parties, remain vague. They are without
status, nor do they have membership cards or regular sub-
scriptions. Most important, it is not their job to direct conflicts.
It does not really matter to him what they are called so long
as they are different from what we normally know as parties.
These groups bring together all those who share the same
underlying conceptions in order to discuss and to discover
the tasks to be accomplished. Their activities are purely
intellectual, and their importance stems from the fact that
victory will ultimately depend upon the spiritual force of the
proletariat as well.93

92 ‘Prinzip und Taktik’, Proletarier, no. 8 (August 1927); [Johngray Note
: English translation of excerpts in Serge Bricianer Pannekoek and the
Workers’ Councils (St Louis, 1978) pp. 231–244] ‘Partei und Arbeiterklasse’,
RÃ¤tekorrespondenz, no. 15 (March 1936). [Johngray Note: Online transla-
tions at Party and Working Class — Anton Pannekoek(1936)]

93 Workers’ Councils, op. cit., p. 101, and ‘The Party and the Work-
ing Class’, International Council Correspondence, nos. 9 and 10 (September
1936). [Johngray Note: Online at Collective Action Notes website Party and
Class (1936)] Cf. also Pannekoek’s letter to Pierre Chaulieu, in which he fur-
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This brings us to the heart of council theory. The councils
were not simply new forms of organization arisen to replace
the old. They were also the expression of the class locked in
struggle.81 In this new phase of the struggle the proletariat was
seeking to destroy the State and wage labor. It had come to re-
alize that a revolution does not consist of a change of major-
ity in parliament or in the fact of a political party coming to
power. New forms of production, large economic units, the in-
ternationalization of markets and the development of monop-
olies had brought about a transformation of the worker’s men-
tality. He now wanted to be master of his own fate and, first
and foremost, of the basis of all societies: the means of pro-
duction. But, although the working class already possessed the
necessary material strength (numbers, but also its productive
function) to overthrow its masters, it was still too impregnated
with bourgeois ideology to have a clear conscience about it.82
In consequence, the proletarian revolution was to take an en-
tire epoch, resulting from a slow process of ripening among
the masses, from an ever-growing consciousness of the tasks
awaiting it.

Obviously, in this new phase of the struggle the proletariat
cannot hope to rely on its old organizations now allied with
capitalism.Theywere suited to a form of struggle inwhich lead-
ers held sway over passive masses; in which revolution was
conceived as an operation that had been foreseen and planned
for in advance — by the leadership. The proletarian revolution,
conversely, was to be the fruit of a spontaneous struggle waged

(March 1936), and J. Harper [A. Pannekoek], ‘General Remarks on the Ques-
tion of Organization’, Living Marxism (Chicago), no. 5 (November 1938).
[Johngray Note: Online translations at Party and Working Class — Anton
Pannekoek(1936) General Remarks on the Question of Organization — An-
ton Pannekoek(1938)]

81 ‘ArbeiterrÃ¤te und kommunistische Wirtschaftsgestaltung’,
RÃ¤tekorrespondenz, no 5 (October 1934).

82 A. Pannekoek, Workers’ Councils, op. cit., section 1: ‘The Task’.
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by the class as a whole. New, more appropriate forms of or-
ganization would spring forth. But there was no need to in-
vent them, for they already possessed a concrete historical ex-
istence: the workers’ councils.83

Admittedly, the emergence of these councils was not fol-
lowed by the advent of a communist society.The backward eco-
nomic conditions of Russia in 1917 had prevented the working
class from coming to power. It could have happened in Ger-
many in November 1918, if the workers had not been halted
in their tracks by the conceptions which social democracy had
been inculcating in them for years. These historical examples
at least proved that the time for mass action had arrived, that
communism would be established by the councils.84

The fact that the councils only had a very limited histori-
cal existence (in Russia they rapidly became State organs, the
docile instruments of party domination) leads one to wonder
whether the council communists restricted their role to the pre-
revolutionary period or not. The answers to this question are
not really very uniform. Most theoreticians, however, attribute
a double function to them, seeing in them both a revolutionary
organization and the basis of future communist society.That is,
they are supposed to act both as a unit for struggle and destruc-
tion in the revolutionary period. and as wielders of economic
(above all, the management of production) and political (dicta-
torship of the proletariat) powers in the subsequent phase.85
But while all are agreed on this, some go on to assign the pro-

83 J. H. [A. Pannekoek], ‘The Workers’ Councils’, International Council
Correspondence, no. 5 (1936).

84 4 K. Horner [A. Pannekoek], Sozialdemokratie und Kommunismus
(Hamburg, 1919). [Johngray Note: English translation of excerpts in Serge
Bricianer Pannekoek and the Workers’ Councils (St Louis, 1978) ch. 6]

85 K. Schroder, VomWerden der neuen Gesellschaft (Berlin, n.d. [1920]);
O. Ruhle, Von der bürgerlichen zur proletarischen Revolution, (op. cit. in
footnote 76 with link); J. Harper [A. Pannekoek], ‘General Remarks on the
Question of Organization’, (op. cit. in footnote 80 with link) See also the first
programme of the KAPD (1920), op.cit.
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University of Amsterdam from 1925 onwards. He nevertheless
contributed to the theoretical work of the Dutch council
communists, the GIC (International Communists Group), and
published numerous articles in various council-communist
reviews in the 1930s and 40s.

Pannekoek insisted with greater force than his companions
upon the spiritual aspect of the class struggle. Certainly, he re-
mained a convinced Marxist and materialist. But in his view
material factors (relations of production) had no immediate in-
fluence upon the revolutionary process. The time lag between
the emergence of newmaterial structures or newmodes of pro-
duction and the moment the worker’s consciousness becomes
aware of them and adapts to them may be very long. Mean-
while, the worker’s consciousness remains the prisoner of the
beliefs, prejudices and false values of the surrounding culture.
The power of the bourgeoisie is spiritual before all else: the
bourgeoisie controls religion, education, propaganda activities
and, more generally, the entire range of cultural production, to
which the worker is more or less subjected. There is thus a gap
between the material situation as it is today, and collective con-
sciousness Hence the need to raise the proletariat’s conscious-
ness of its emancipatory tasks, while it is growing in numbers
and while its role in the productive process makes it the true
master of this process.91

If it is to be carried through to its conclusion, the revolu-
tion must first exist in the consciousness of the proletariat. The

91 A. Pannekoek: ‘Historical Materialism’, article published in Dutch
in Nieuwe Tijd, 1919 (French translation in Cahiers du communisme de
conseils, no. 1, 1968), and ‘Marxismus und Idealismus’, Proletarier, no. 4
(February-March 1921). A good biography of Pannekoek is to be found in
Die linke gegen die Parteiherrschaft. Bock gives a list of his books, articles
and pamphlets in Organisation und Taktik der proletarischen Revolution, op.
cit. [Johngray Note : See also John Gerber Anton Pannekoek and the Social-
ism ofWorkers’ Self-Emancipation 1873–1960 (Amsterdam, 1989). An article
by the same author is online at the Collective Action Notes website Anton
Pannekoek and the Quest For an Emancipatory Socialism — John Gerber ]
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gle — economic and political — and concerned itself with both.
It was governed by the federalist principle: no centralism, no
leadership ‘from outside’, no interference by intellectuals not
belonging to the plant. Delegates could be revoked at any time,
while the leaders were no more than spokesmen for the rank
and file, its executive organs. The task of unitary organization
consisted of developing class consciousness and a feeling of
solidarity among workers. Neither a party nor a union, the
AAU-E was the revolutionary organization of the proletariat.
It dissolved itself with the appearance of the councils which,
in some ways, it had prefigured.90

The intermediate conception, halfway between the ‘or-
ganizationalists’ and the ‘spontaneists’, was developed by
Pannekoek, arising logically from his views on the nature of
the revolutionary struggle, which he tied directly to class con-
sciousness. Anton Pannekoek (1873–1960) was an astronomer
of world-renown and an historian of science; throughout his
life he pursued a dual career as militant and scientist. He was
active in the socialist movement for over half a century. He
joined the Dutch SDAP in 1912 and, in the following year,
began developing his theory of mass spontaneity . He was
invited to Berlin in 1905 in order to teach at the party school,
and henceforth he became active in both organizations. He
became involved in the Bremen left-wing radical circles from
1906 onwards, contributing a large number of articles to the
party journals. He was expelled from Germany in 1914 on ac-
count of his Dutch nationality, but he carried on his activities
in Switzerland and Holland within the Zimmerwaldian left
while keeping up his contacts with the German international
socialists. He withdrew from active militant work after 1921
to devote himself to astronomy, which he taught at the

90 O. Ruhle, Die Revolution ist keine Parteisache ! (Berlin, 1920),
[Johngray Note: English Translation in London Workers Group Bulletin Is-
sue 14, October 1983] and Von der bürgerlichen zur proletarischen Revolu-
tion, (op. cit. in footnote 76 with link)
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letariat the task of forming councils right away, while others
see councils merely as the organs of a future council State.86

As long as we stick to the critique of party communism
and to the role of councils in the revolutionary process and
in communism’s transitional phase, most members of the
council movement are more or less in agreement. Differences
arise when one tries to answer the age-old question of the
present organization of revolutionaries. The advent of a net-
work of councils would signal a very advanced stage of class
consciousness: by assuming responsibility for the abolition of
profit-based society themselves, the workers would thereby
demonstrate that they had acquired a genuinely communist
mentality. Until then, those with a clear awareness of the
tasks, the communists, constituted a minority. Should they
organize themselves, should they intervene in the workers’
struggles to show them the way ahead? Then, if they were to
come together in a joint organization, what sort of structure
should this have?

All these questions gave rise to heated debate in councillist
circles and continue to divide them to this day. Schematically,
we can say that the great majority of council communists are
opposed to the idea of any external group directing the struggle
inside factories. Similarly, in principle, the council movement
is hostile to the party communists’ views on centralism, disci-
pline and hierarchy. That said, in fact one finds nuances cover-
ing all colors of the spectrum bounded by two poles, the one
tending towards organization, the other towards spontaneity.

At the time when council communism was incarnated in a
genuinemovement, roughly during the 1920s, therewas a great
temptation to construct a councillist party. This tendency was
represented by the KAPD leaders, and especially their theoreti-

86 In general, it was the fervent KAPists who saw, in the existing factory
organizations, the core of the councils. For a ‘Council State’, cf. the second
programme of the KAPD (repr. in Bock, op. cit) and Pannekoek, who com-
pares them to parliament (Workers’ Councils, p. 47).
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cian, Herman Gorter. Gorter (1864–1927) was one of the great
Dutch poets of the impressionist school. He began to play an
active role in the SDAP (Dutch Social Democratic Party) from
1896, opposing the revisionist tendency.

After 1907 he joined the oppositional group which was to
found the tiny Socialist Party (SDP) in 1909 (with Pannekoek,
Van Ravesteyn andWynkoop). In 1918 he took part in the foun-
dation of the Dutch communist party, before travelling to Ger-
many, where he joined the left wing of the KPD. From 1920
on he became the theorhetician of both the German KAP (Es-
sen tendency) and its Dutch counterpart, which he managed
to bring together to form a Communist Workers’ International
(KAI) in 1922.87

In Gorter’s view the proletariat needed two kinds of organi-
zation: those based on the place of work, the factory, and those
bringing ‘enlightened’ militants together. The former would
constitute workers’ leagues while the others would form the
party. The workers’ league is a mass organization concerned
with every-day struggle in the factory. But the drawback of
the league is its tendency to reformism, confining itself to wage
claims. Or, conversely, as a result of an erroneous evaluation of
the situation, it is liable to utopianism. The party, on the other
hand, is there to steady the helm: it is capable of pointing the
way ahead since it is composed of that fraction (however mini-
mal) of the working class which possesses the knowledge and a
clear consciousness of the revolutionary objectives. The West-
ern proletariat needed these ‘pure’ parties, reminders of the
one formed by the Bolsheviks in 1902–3. But the party must
not seek to gain power for its own ends, for the revolution-
ary dictatorship is to be that of the entire class. In any case,
Gorter prophesied, the proletariat of the industrialized coun-
tries ofWestern Europe andNorthAmerica is far too numerous

87 A detailed bio-bibliography of Gorter will be found in S. Bricianer, op.
cit., and in Kool (ed.), Die Linke gegen die Parteiherrschaft, op. cit.
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for a dictatorship of the party to be possible. The party of pure
communists prefigures the political councils, while the unions
anticipate the advent of economic councils.88

Gorter’s organizational conceptions were not all that differ-
ent from Lenin’s own; a party-union duality, with the former
taking precedence over the latter had after all been set forth in
What is to be Done? as early as 1902.

Nor did Otto Rühle (1874–1943) entirely abandon this line,
except insofar as he advocated a ‘unitary’ organization. Rühle
had been a teacher with a deep interest in pedagogic and psy-
chological problems as well as a social-democrat deputy in the
Reichstag when the war broke out. He followed Liebknecht in
voting against the war credits in March l915. Right from the
foundation of the KPD he found himself in the left-wing oppo-
sition, which he subsequently followed into the KAPD, taking
with him his own organization in East Saxony (he had been
elected President of the Dresdenworkers’ council in November
1918). On his return, disappointed, from a trip to Soviet Russia
he separated his regional group from the KAPD and, in 1921,
realized his project of creating a unitary organization with the
foundation of the AAU-E.89 This incarnated Rühle’s underly-
ing belief that the organization of the revolutionary vanguard
(which he considered indispensable) should not take the form
of a political party. It was in the enterprise that the primary bat-
tlefield in the struggle against the power of capital was to be
found, and it was on this basis that conscious revolutionaries
would seek to unite.The BO (workers’ organizations) federated
and gradually formed the Unitary Workers’ League (AAU-E).
This League took on the characteristics of revolutionary strug-

88 H. Gorter, ‘Partei, Klasse und Masse’, op. cit., and Die Klassenkampf-
Organisation des Proletariats (Berlin, 1921). See also his Offener Briefan den
Genossen Lenin …, (op. cit. in footnote 71)

89 Which he was to leave in order to return to the SPD in 1926. Con-
cerning his life and work, cf. Kool’s introduction to Kool, op. cit., and Otto
Rühle Schriften (Hamburg, 1971).
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